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ABSTRACT 
There is no safe level of exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS). Many non-smokers in the UK 

remain at risk of exposure to SHS and the associated consequences. Healthcare professionals 

(HCPs) working in UK primary care settings are considered well placed to deliver 

interventions which would promote (and support) reductions in SHS exposure for non-

smokers. 

This thesis adopts a mixed-methods approach to explore the potential for using primary care 

settings to deliver SHS harm reduction interventions. Firstly, a systematic review highlights 

the need to conduct further research to explore primary care-based SHS harm reduction 

approaches. Subsequently presented are the results of: a national survey of HCPs (n=172); 

qualitative interviews with HCPs (n=25) and smokers (n=9); and a mixed-methods integration 

of these study findings. The COM-B Model of behaviour change underpins these studies. 

Motivation favouring SHS intervention delivery was evidenced by HCPs and smokers; both 

understood the negative consequences of SHS exposure. However, HCPs lacked the 

opportunities and capability to intervene in practice.  

Overall, this thesis highlights a need to improve the educational training and physical 

opportunities available to primary care-based HCPs; thereby helping them to better deliver 

SHS harm reduction interventions to smokers in the future. Intervention considerations are 

suggested herein. 
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CHAPTER 1: 

THESIS INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Using a mixed-methods approach, this thesis explores the potential use of primary care 

services in the delivery of secondhand smoke (SHS) harm reduction interventions. The first 

chapter provides the background and rationale for the research questions addressed within 

this thesis. This chapter is structured to present a critical synthesis of considerations 

regarding SHS, encompassing: 1) the definition of SHS used within the thesis; 2) a description 

of the mortality and morbidity consequence subsequent to SHS exposure highlighting the 

need for preventative action; 3) the estimated global and national burden of SHS exposure 

demonstrating the scale of the associated public health burden; 4) a critical summary of 

currently tested interventions used to reduce non-smokers’ exposure to SHS, and; 5) a 

discussion of the potential role of UK primary care in addressing the limitations of current 

approaches and how service implementation could take place in this setting. Following these 

points, the rationale of the thesis with associated aims, objectives and a summary of the 

empirical work undertaken are described.  

 

1.1 What is secondhand smoke? 

The World Health Organization (WHO) describe SHS as “one of the most important and 

widespread exposures in the indoor environment.”1 The most commonly adopted and 

accepted definition in recent time of SHS is taken from the Tobacco Free Initiative (TFI).1 The 
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TFI describe SHS as a combination of ‘mainstream smoke’ which is the air exhaled by active 

smokers and ‘sidestream smoke’ which is produced when tobacco products are burned.2,3  

Despite the currently adopted definition, there has been variation in the definitions used to 

describe SHS over time.  For example, the term environmental tobacco smoke (ETS), 

introduced by the tobacco industry,1 was previously used to describe an equivalent exposure 

to SHS. However, WHO have since advised against the use of ETS as it implies the 

‘environmental’ exposure may not be involuntary in contrast to the more favourable term 

‘secondhand.’1 Additionally, other terms exist where SHS has been referred to as ‘tobacco 

smoke pollution’, ‘passive smoke’ or ‘involuntary smoking.’1,4  Most likely as a result of the 

WHO adoption of the TFI definition, SHS has now emerged as the preferred term commonly 

reported within the literature.1 Therefore, SHS will be used throughout this thesis.  

 

1.2 Why is secondhand smoke a problem? 

Health as defined by the WHO "is a state of complete physical, mental and social wellbeing 

and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.”5 For those exposed to SHS, there is a 

vast burden of associated short and long-term negative consequences in each of the key 

domains for good health (physical, mental and social), as well as a substantial financial cost 

to global health services and the wider economy. 6–9 The proposed mechanism behind the ill 

health associated with secondhand smoke exposure (SHSe) relates to the chemical 

composition of toxins within tobacco smoke.10 Tobacco smoke is estimated to contain over 

7000 chemicals, many of which are known toxins (~100) and carcinogens (~70).11 The 
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accumulation of causally tested evidence over the decades has clearly established that no 

level of SHSe is safe to health.10  

1.2.1 Mortality associated with secondhand smoke exposure 

In 2004, it was estimated that SHSe contributed to 1% of global mortality, resulting in the 

death of approximately 603,000 non-smokers annually.12 This global estimate was derived 

from retrospectively collected data across 192 countries. Unlike other estimates describing 

the mortality burden associated with SHSe, which often include other air pollutant data 

(such as biomass fuels1), these findings were specific to SHSe related mortality. However, as 

this study relied on published epidemiological estimates of SHSe, there was a 

selection/publication bias in the selection of studies highlighted by the under-representation 

of lower-middle-income countries (LMICs) compared to high-income countries (HIC) due to 

lack of suitable data. This may be due to improved surveillance methods in HICs. This is of 

particular note as SHSe is inherently related to population-level smoking rates, which since 

2004, have shown variation between LMICs and HICs globally. Current trends suggest 

worsening rates of SHSe in some LMICs (due to increased rates of smoking uptake in these 

regions) in contrast to the average global decline.13 Therefore, more recent studies are 

required to robustly quantify the mortality associated with SHSe. 

An alternative approach to capture SHSe related mortality data is adopted by the more 

recent Global Burdens of Diseases (GBD) 2017. This study estimated 8 million smoking-

related deaths each year, of which 1.2 million deaths were attributable to SHSe amongst 

non-smokers.13,14 The approach adopted by the GBD collaborators integrated a more 

extensive and recent set of epidemiological data, across 195 countries worldwide, including 
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information derived from Global Adult Tobacco surveys, Eurobarometer surveys and WHO 

STEPwise approach to surveillance (STEPs) surveys which were able to give shed clarity in 

SHSe prevalence and related mortality rates including in WHO regional LMICs.13 Using this 

approach, the global percentage change in the prevalence SHSe between 1990 and 2017 

demonstrated an overall reduction of 21.43% (95% confidence intervals (CI) 19.30, 23.56). 

Due to reduced SHSe prevalence, we should anticipate a reduced mortality burden 

associated with SHSe. However, in reality it is not clear, which may be related to more 

recently changing patterns of tobacco use in some regions.13 The breakdown of SHSe 

attributable mortality estimates across each of the WHO global regions between the years 

1990 and 2017 is provided in Figure 1.1.  
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Figure 1.1 Trends in SHSe attributable mortality across the WHO global regions between 

1990-2017 (Data were taken from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME)15) 

 

 

It is possible to glean some insight from the broad regional trends suggesting more recent 

and marked increases in SHSe related mortality in regions such as the Western Pacific and 

South-East Asia. In contrast, the European region has shown the steepest decline across all 

of the captured years. However, the GBD is more granular and can show specific trends by 

country within Europe. Figure 1.2 describes the mortality attributed to SHSe by Western 

European country. 
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Figure 1.2 Trends in SHSe attributable mortality across Western Europe countries between 

1990-2017 (Data adapted from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME)15) 

 

 

Figure 1.2 demonstrates a steep decline in attributable deaths from 1990 until the early 

2000s in most Western European countries, likely associated with successful public health 

policies and activities focussing on smoking prevention.16 The public health action aimed to 

raise awareness of the detrimental consequences attributed to smoking which, when 

combined with better provision of cessation support and statutory bans were likely 

responsible for the reductions in mortality over time.17 Of note to the thesis, the trend 

corresponding to the United Kingdom (UK) data shows a worryingly converse pattern to 
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many other European HICs.  Since 2012 there has been an increase in SHSe attributable 

mortality.  

A limitation of the GBD approach to describing SHSe is that occupational and home exposure 

to SHS are combined into a single SHSe metric. When examining the impact separately, the 

most recent estimates from 2003 illustrate that in the UK there was estimated to be over 

11,000 adult deaths each year as a consequence of SHSe in the home environment 

specifically.18 Despite methodological limitations, the UK appears to have remained as 

having the third-highest number of deaths relating to exposure to SHS in Western Europe in 

2017 and appears to still be increasing.  

The UK has an interesting history relating to smoking prevention policies, as it has over time 

differed in each of the four constituent countries (England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 

Ireland).19 Therefore, it is important to consider their SHSe related mortality separately 

(Figure 1.3).  
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Figure 1.3 Trends in SHSe attributable mortality in UK Countries between the years of 1990 

and 2017 (Data adapted from the Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (IHME)15) 

 

 

 

On examination of the mortality data within the UK, it clear that the English data has shown 

the clearest upwards trend over recent years where it was estimated that in 2017 there 

were 4,776 (IQR: 3,540– 6,243) deaths attributed to SHSe in England alone.15. Following the 

plateau in the mortality rate in England around 2010-2012 (likely due to the impact of public 

health approaches and increased funding for support services), the recent rise in SHSe-

related mortality is likely to be associated with changes funding cuts and loss of cessation 
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support services. For example, England has witnessed a recent and substantial decline in the 

number of local authorities funding stop smoking services.20 

It is clear from the evidence described in this section that the attributable mortality 

associated with SHSe remains substantial globally and is a clear public health problem. 

Within Europe, the UK (England particularly) appears to be experiencing a recent increase in 

SHSe-related mortality. Thus, there is a need for research to explore the delivery of 

interventions in UK (mainly English) settings which might address and help prevent deaths 

from SHSe in the future. 

1.2.2 Morbidity associated with secondhand smoke exposure 

The substantial attributable mortality risk is a consequence of the vast morbidity burden in 

non-smokers due to SHSe.11 Table 1.1 summarises the current evidence of causally linked 

and well-established subsequent disease associations which vary depending on the age of 

exposure and outcome development (prenatal, childhood or adulthood).  
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Table 1.1 Health conditions associated with SHSe from different sources for foetal, child and 

adult non-smokers (data extracted and synthesised from US Surgeon General Reports in 

200610 and 201411 and RCP reports in 201021 and 201922) 

Diseases which have an increased 

risk of developing following SHSe 

Timepoint of SHSe which predisposes the health 

risks 

Foetal SHSe from 

maternal active 

smoking and/or 

SHSe during 

pregnancy 

Childhood 

SHSe 

Adult SHSe 

CONDITIONS DEVELOPED IN-UTERO/ INFANCY/ CHILDHOOD 

Childhood cancers  

(Brain & central nervous system 

tumours, lymphoma, and acute 

lymphoblastic leukaemia) 

X X  

Congenital heart defects at birth X   

Defects of face and neck at birth 

(including orofacial clefts) 
X   

Dental caries  X  
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Disruptive behavioural disorders and 

attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder 

X   

Foetal mortality X   

Incidence of wheeze  X  

Low birth weight X   

Lower respiratory illnesses (including 

unspecified lower respiratory tract 

infections, bronchitis, bronchiolitis, 

acute respiratory infections) 

 X  

Meningococcal disease 

(Meningococcal or bacterial 

meningitis) 

 X  

Middle ear infection  X  

Musculoskeletal defects at birth X   

Obesity X   

Onset of asthma  X  

Pre-term birth X   
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Reduced lung function  X  

Respiratory complications after 

surgery 
 X  

Sudden unexpected death syndrome 

in infants 
 X  

CONDITIONS DEVELOPED IN ADULTHOOD 

Acute respiratory symptoms 

(including cough, wheeze, chest 

tightness, and difficulty breathing) 

  X 

Cancers (lung cancer, nasal sinus 

cavity cancer) 
  X 

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary 

Disease 
  X 

Chronic respiratory symptoms   X 

Coronary heart disease   X 

Declining lung function   X 

Difficulty getting pregnant   X 

Nasal irritation   X 
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Onset of adult asthma   X 

Reproductive effects in women 

(including low birth weights, pre-term 

births) 

  X 

Stroke   X 

Subclinical vascular disease 

(Atherosclerosis) 
  X 

Worsening of asthma control   X 

SHSe: Secondhand smoke exposure 

When examining table 1.1, it is clear the associated morbidity in adults largely mirrors those 

diseases subsequent to active smoking (caused by biochemical pathways triggered as a 

result of chemical exposure from tobacco smoke) which include: cardiometabolic disease, 

respiratory conditions and cancer.10,11 Due to the differing morbidity patterns, the effects on 

children and adults are described in more detail below.  

1.2.2.1 Childhood morbidity associated with secondhand smoke exposure 

Although Table 1.1 described the associated morbidity burden in adults, the negative effects 

of SHSe also manifest in childhood (defined as under 18 years of age) morbidity. In order to 

further expand on the quantifiable risk of SHSe in childhood, Table 1.2 is a synthesis of the 

most recent systematic review and meta-analysis evidence concerning childhood morbidities 

commonly associated with SHSe, broken down by tobacco smoker within the household.  
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Table 1.2 Risks of developing health conditions in childhood following SHSe as published in 

the most recent systematic reviews and meta-analyses  

Disease Risk of child developing disease following SHSe (OR (95%CI)) 

Prenatal 

maternal 

smoking 

Postnatal 

maternal 

smoking 

Paternal 

smoking 

Household SHS  

Middle ear 

disease21 

1.11  

(0.55, 0.24) 

1.46  

(1.21, 1.76) 

1.27  

(0.97, 1.66) 

1.35  

(1.23, 1.49) 

Asthma23 1.23  

(1.12, 1.36) 

1.20  

(0.98, 1.44) 

0.98  

(0.71, 1.36) 

1.30  

(1.04,1.62) 

Wheeze23 1.52 

(1.23, 1.87) 

1.18  

(0.99, 1.40) 

1.39  

(1.05, 1.85) 

1.32  

(1.12,1.56) 

Lower respiratory 

tract infections24 

1.15  

(0.97, 1.36) 

1.62  

(1.46, 1.79) 

1.19  

(1.10,1.29) 

1.82  

(1.51, 2.19) 

Sudden 

unexpected death 

in infancy21 

2.94 

(2.58, 3.36) 

3.15  

(2.58, 3.85) 

1.45  

(1.07, 1.96) 
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Meningococcal 

disease25 

2.93  

(1.52, 5.66) 

N/A N/A 2.18  

(1.63, 2.92) 

SHSe: Secondhand smoke exposure CI: confidence intervals; OR: odds ratio; SHSe: 
secondhand smoke exposure 
An odds ratio (OR) with 95% confidence interval (95% CI) has been used to describe the 
association between SHSe and subsequent morbidity, not all of which reached significance 
(see Table 1.2).  
 

In Table 1.2, it can be seen that maternal (during peri-natal and post-natal period) smoking 

behaviours displayed the largest highest effect size describing the increased risks of the 

subsequential childhood morbidity when compared to paternal or other household smoking 

behaviours. The greatest risk difference was seen across the groups related to sudden 

unexpected deaths in infancy (SUDI). 21 

This pattern may be due to length and proximity of exposure being increased in the case of 

the mother when compared to other household members, due to numerous factors 

including but not limited to breastfeeding or pre-school caring responsibilities. However, 

further research is needed to explore these pathways as there were high levels of 

heterogeneity possibly associated with variations in the definitions of SHSe and outcomes. 

Additionally, in the case of SUDI, a relatively rare occurrence in the UK, further research may 

be required to narrow the effect size and to increase the precision of the estimate of risk. 

Other biases may also be present which influence the findings for post-natal maternal 

smoking behaviour results as mothers may have additionally smoking during the peri-natal 

stage, so the cumulative risk of smoking and associated SHSe may not be captured in the 

current literature. 
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The detrimental health consequences are not limited to the incidence of morbidity but also 

the following indirect cascade of events. For example, the experience of middle ear disease 

in childhood can escalate if left untreated and can lead to hearing impairment.26 

Consequences of such disability may spread into the child’s social life having implications for 

both relationship development and education.27   

The consequential associated disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) through such means have 

been estimated children exposed to SHSe.12 For example, there were 651,000 DALYs 

reported as a consequence of SHSe-induced asthma in childhood.12 The indirect effects 

transcend beyond the development of further comorbidity. They also relate to the 

development of negative lifestyle behaviours.28 For example, children exposed to smoking 

by a household member are significantly more likely to themselves take up smoking in future 

(OR 1.92; 95% CI 1.70,2.16)28 thereby predisposing them to the well-established detrimental 

health effects of active smoking (described in further detail table 1.3).11 

 

Table 1.3 The detrimental health consequences of active smoking (Adapted from the US 

surgeon general report 2014)11 

Autoimmune/ inflammatory 

conditions 

Diabetes 

Periodontitis 

Rheumatoid arthritis 

Bone-related conditions Hip fracture 
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Cancers Acute myeloid leukaemia 

Bladder 

Cervix 

Colon and rectum 

Kidney and ureter 

Larynx 

Liver 

Oesophagus 

Oropharynx 

Pancreas 

Stomach 

Trachea, bronchus and lung 

Cardiovascular/ cerebrovascular 

conditions 

Aortic aneurysm 

Coronary heart disease 

Peripheral vascular disease 

Stroke 
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Eye conditions Age-related macular degeneration 

Cataract 

Reproductive system/ 

pregnancy-related conditions 

Congenital orofacial cleft 

Ectopic pregnancy 

Male erectile dysfunction 

Reduced fertility in women 

Respiratory conditions Asthma 

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 

Pneumonia 

Tuberculosis 

 

Where previous definitions of SHS had suggested that exposure may be voluntary, there are 

few if any occasions due to the legal capacity of children where childhood exposure is ever 

voluntary.1 Therefore, action is needed to prevent the development of morbidity in a setting 

appropriate for children. 

1.2.2.2 Adulthood morbidities associated with secondhand smoke exposure 

Similarly to exposure in childhood, SHSe has many detrimental effects on the health of adult 

non-smokers.11  
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Historically, based on the original findings of the British Doctors study, being a current 

smoker is causally linked with the development of lung cancer.29  Subsequent studies have 

been able to replicate this relationship between SHSe and the development of lung cancer.30 

The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC), following systematic data synthesis, 

have estimated the risk of developing lung cancer in never-smoking men and women who 

reside with a smoker increases by ~30% and ~20% respectively.30 However, the toxic burden 

of SHSe transcends lung cancer and is demonstrated to be associated with many other 

cancers such as cervical cancers in female non-smokers.30,31  

In addition to the increased risk of lung cancer, SHSe in adults is also associated with an 

increased risk of other chronic respiratory conditions.32  For example, there is evidence of a 

causal association between SHSe and chronic respiratory symptoms, as well as, the 

exacerbation of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma.32  

Beyond respiratory disease and cancer, SHSe is also associated with cardiovascular disease 

(CVD), a leading cause of death in the UK.33 SHSe has been reported to increase non-smoking 

adults’ risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) by at least 25% (relative risk (RR) 1.25; 95% CI 

1.17, 1.32).32,34 Although a limitation of the evidence showing the association between SHSe 

and the subsequent development of CHD is that the definitions of both CHD and SHSe have 

changed over time.34 When examining a specific subtype of CVD, a strong dose-dependent 

association exists between SHSe and the subsequent development of stroke.35 Although a 

strong association was present, within this analysis, there was again heterogeneity in the 

definitions and outcomes.35 Despite the limitations, the authors conducted a random effects 

model and reported a 25 – 56% increase in risk dependent on SHSe level.35  
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1.2.3 Healthcare service and economic burden  

In light of the above reported subsequent morbidity and associated DALYs, there is a 

consequential burden both in terms of demand and finances on the healthcare services and 

economies.8 In the UK, an estimated 822 children per day are seen by a General Practitioner 

(GP) for symptoms and signs related to SHSe and 26 children per day are admitted to 

hospital for SHSe-related illnesses.21 As a result, it is estimated that within a single year, 

there can be expected to be an additional 300,000 GP consultations and over 9,500 hospital 

admissions due to childhood SHSe.21 Table 1.4 displays the estimated number of cases 

reported for SHSe-related childhood illnesses as a proxy for demand on services. 

Table 1.4 The number of cases documented each year for UK childhood health conditions 

attributable to SHSe (Data were taken from the Royal College of Physicians 2010.)21 

Childhood health condition  Number of cases attributable to SHSe in 

the UK 

Lower Respiratory Tract Infections >20,000 

Middle Ear Infections 120,000 

Asthma & Wheeze 22,000 

Bacterial meningitis 200 

Sudden Unexplained Deaths In Infants 40 

SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure; UK: United Kingdom 
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The data seen in table 1.4 are likely to be an underestimate as it will not capture the total 

number of contacts with the NHS across all healthcare services (beyond contacts with the 

GP) for each patient case per year; nor does it indicate the resource and financial burdens 

placed on healthcare services as a result. In addition, it is likely that a child with a 

documented health condition will have multiple contacts with healthcare providers (beyond 

their GP) each year. Furthermore, the data presented relates only to childhood associated 

illnesses, it can be assumed that these burdens are likely to be higher when the societal 

costs attributed to adults’ SHSe are also considered and accounted for. Currently, the 

number of contacts across healthcare professional groups and the number of cases of SHSe-

related health conditions in adults are not reported for the UK. 

It was estimated in 2010 that primary care consultations and treatment for asthma 

associated with SHSe cost the NHS an annual ~£9.7million.21 Beyond service demand, 

financial estimates from 2018 suggest that SHSe during childhood costs the NHS in England 

between £5 million and £12 million per year solely for those cases where a child is admitted 

to secondary care settings (i.e. hospitalised cases).22 When considering non-admitted day 

cases, outpatient appointments or emergency department attendances, this is likely to be a 

significant underestimate of the true cost of SHSe.  Considering the costs in terms of both 

financial and service demand of associated illnesses related to SHSe, there is a clear need for 

interventions targeting those at the greatest risk. 
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1.3 Who is affected by secondhand smoke exposure? 

The previous sections have provided insight into the definition of SHSe (Section 1.1) and the 

associated burden of ill health (physical, psychological and social) shown to be associated 

with SHSe, particularly for children (Section 1.2) suggesting the seriousness of the public 

health issue. However, before interventions can be implemented a greater understanding of 

the burden of SHSe is needed, as well as inequalities predisposing differential risk in society. 

Prior to understanding the nuances in SHSe epidemiology, it is important to understand how 

SHSe can be measured. 

1.3.1 Measuring the level of secondhand smoke exposure in an environment  

The level of exposure to SHS usually can be estimated using three various methods: 

environmental, self-reported and biological markers. These can involve indirect and direct 

measurement techniques providing objective or subjective estimations of SHSe.3  

Environmental markers offer an objective measurement taken using an indirect approach.3 

These markers will typically give an estimation of the amount of SHSe that a person has been 

exposed to through the use of the proxy measurement of the concentration level of SHS in 

the environment; i.e. air sampling to quantify the presence of known SHS components.3 

Nicotine and solenasol are the recommended markers of choice as their presence is more 

unique to the SHS. Thus, the readings are more accurately reflective of SHSe and are less 

likely to be influenced by other sources of these chemicals.3 Nicotine measurements are 

easier and therefore, cheaper to attain the solenasol readings.3 There is a caveat to using 

environment markers for SHSe measurement – these proxy measures will not attest to levels 

of exposure across all environments in the testing period. It is possible the non-smoker may 
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be at risk of SHSe in additional settings other than those where samples of air have been 

tested.3 In addition to this, non-smokers' level of exposure to SHS is likely to also be affected 

by the amount of time that they spend in a specified environment(s) as the frequency of 

smoking and consequential SHSe may be higher with a longer time spent in an environment 

where there is smoking activity.7 These markers may possibly underestimate a person’s total 

exposure to SHS due to these limitations.3 

Self-reported measures, obtained through questionnaires, for example, are based on more 

subjective measurements and again adopt an indirect approach to SHSe measurement.3 

There are potential biases, such as social desirability bias or recall bias, which may make this 

clinically useful measurement less reliable. For example, the reporter may not fully disclose 

the level of exposure if they feel embarrassed about the truth or if they are unable to 

accurately recall the exposure level.36 However, it has been demonstrated that self-reported 

exposure levels offer similar results to those obtained through measuring biologic 

markers.2,36 Therefore, this proxy measurement of SHSe may offer a useful estimation in 

circumstances where other, more reliable measures are not available.  

Biologic markers, such as cotinine and nicotine, give a direct measurement of SHSe and offer 

the most objective and reliable assessment of SHSe.3 As such, measurements of biologic 

markers are often used in research studies to ascertain the accuracy and clinical usefulness 

of using indirect SHSe measures such as self-reported data.36 By providing direct 

measurements of the absorbed levels of SHS following exposure, biological markers are 

useful for studies aiming to determine health effects according to doses of SHSe.3,37 

However, there may exist variation between individuals which can in turn influence the 
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amount of marker present following the same environmental exposures to reflect 

individuals’ absorption and metabolism of the SHS and effect on the body.3 Thus, biomarkers 

can offer useful comparisons at an individual level but not always on an environmental level 

unless the sample size is large enough for measurements to be considered representative of 

the group’s SHSe levels.37  

Nicotine, which is present in all tobacco products,37 is metabolised within the human body to 

form cotinine among several other metabolites.3,37 Cotinine can be detected in the blood, 

saliva and urine of patients’ who are exposed to SHS and as such is the most commonly used 

biological marker of SHSe.3,37 Blood-cotinine concentrations give an accurate measurement 

of the level of SHS that has been absorbed, as cotinine is released into the bloodstream by 

the liver following the metabolism of nicotine.37 However, obtaining blood-cotinine 

concentrations involves an invasive method of data collection, resulting in other methods of 

data collection being more preferable.37 The cost of blood-cotinine concentration analysis is 

a further disadvantage of this particular biological marker.37 Measurement of the amount of 

cotinine present in patients' saliva or urine is easier and less invasive to access than blood-

cotinine concentrations.37 It has been established that salivary and urinary cotinine 

concentrations correlate with cotinine concentrations as determined by blood-serum 

measurements.3,37  

1.3.2 Global epidemiology 

As highlighted previously, a 2004 retrospective summary of epidemiological estimates 

evidenced that globally one-third (33% of males and 35% of females) of the non-smoking 

adult population are exposed to SHS on a regular basis.7 At this point the global prevalence 
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of SHSe among children was higher than for adults; 40% of children reportedly being 

regularly exposed to SHS.7 This is thought to reflect the lack of autonomy on the part of 

children being less able to control their location and the conditions of the environment than 

adults.7 The highest rates of SHSe were recorded in European, Western Pacific and Southeast 

Asian countries.7 The study included further data across sub-regions of the world which 

showed similar patterns, although minor variations were evident potentially due to the 

heterogeneity in the definition of SHSe, and the inability for granular extraction of 

demographic-specific profiles.7 However, an updated prevalence profile was needed to best 

reflect the current global levels of SHSe. 

Following the 2004 estimates, the Global Adult Tobacco Survey (GATS) published in 2016,38 

provided an updated prevalence profile for SHSe among children across 21 countries using 

data from 2009 to 2013. This study included data from 21 countries (two HICs and 19 LMICs) 

and only focussed on children’s SHSe and so was not as comprehensive as the Oberg 2011 

paper using data taken from 2004.7 The authors reported that among the 21 countries 

included, over 507 million children under 15 years old were at risk of SHSe in the home 

environment; translating to 48.7% of the total study population.38 The countries with the 

highest childhood SHSe rates were from the Asian and Australasian continents (namely, 

China, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia and the Philippines), which contributed to 84.6% of the 

childhood SHSe reported in this study.38. In addition to the above findings, the study authors 

identified that there was a higher prevalence of childhood SHSe in rural areas in comparison 

to prevalence in urban areas.38 Furthermore, the prevalence was higher in countries with 

higher rates of active smoking in the adult population.38 It is important to note that the 

findings of this study were based on self-reported data collected through individual and 
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household questionnaires. Although past research has suggested that there is a correlation 

between self-reported measurements and biological markers of SHSe,36 it would strengthen 

the generalisability of these results if equivalent biomarker data were available and showed 

similar estimates (although this may not be feasible on such a large scale study). As the 

global data are not current, further attempts to understand the true burden of SHSe must be 

drawn from robust international, national and local data sources. 

1.3.3 English epidemiology 

Further to global estimates of SHSe prevalence, there have been a collection of studies 

which have provided estimates of SHSe levels specific to England over time.39–42 The vast 

majority of these UK data relates to children’s SHSe as they are often perceived to be the 

most at-risk category for being exposed to SHS in homes.39–42 It has been acknowledged that 

younger children may show a higher level of exposure than adults following the same 

duration of exposure to SHS in the same setting due to a higher respiration rate and less 

control over their environments; thus they are at higher risk of exposure and the associated 

health consequences which may contribute to greater research interest in their 

outcomes.1,43  

Between the years 1988 and 1998, Jarvis et al.,41 demonstrated a decline (geometric mean 

cotinine levels reduced by almost a half) in children's biochemically validated SHSe levels. 

The data that were analysed in this study had been collected to measure childhood smoking 

prevalence via cross-sectional school-based surveys which measured the salivary cotinine 

concentrations of secondary school children aged 11-15 years.41  Interestingly in this study, 

children whose parent(s) were smokers experienced little change in SHSe during this time 
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period. Instead, the reductions were mostly observed in those children who lived in non-

smoking homes or where the child’s parent(s) had ceased smoking.41 Thus it seems that the 

observed reductions were not as a result of smoking parents adopting protective measures 

such as smoking outside the home, rather the reduction was a reflection of the decrease in 

the prevalence of smoking parents. 

Following this study, Sims et al.,42 examined data collected as part of the Health Survey for 

England (HSE) between the years 1996 and 2006. They looked at data which highlighted: the 

salivary cotinine concentrations for non-smoking children aged 4-15 years; parent/carer 

smoking status; and existence and extent of home smoking restrictions. A similar trend was 

seen to the aforementioned Jarvis et al. 2000 study, whereby there was an observed decline 

in the mean cotinine concentrations by roughly a half between 1996 and 2006 with average 

levels falling from 0.59ng/ml to 0.24ng/ml.42 In this study, the largest declines in cotinine 

concentration levels were seen for those children who were reported at the outset as being 

most exposed to SHSe.42 The authors of this study also noted the largest decline occurred 

between the years of 2005 and 2006, just prior to the implementation of smoke-free 

legislation in England (on 1st July 2007).42 It has been hypothesised that this decrease was 

caused by changed smoking behaviours as part of general societal changes. These legislative 

changes occurred in response to an increased emphasis on the need to better protect 

citizens from the dangers associated with smoking and SHSe supporting the introduction of 

nationwide legislation.39,42 Furthermore, this study highlighted the impact of health 

inequalities on the levels of SHSe for children, with those from a more deprived home being 

at higher risk of SHSe (see Section 1.3.4 for further discussion of inequalities and risk of 

SHSe). HSE data were also analysed by Jarvis et al.,39 from the years 1996-2007. This study 
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reported a decrease in children’s mean cotinine levels (0.29ng/ml to 0.10ng/ml for children 

with non-smoking parents; and 1.81ng/ml to 1.35ng/ml for those with one smoking parent; 

and 2.85ng/ml to 2.18ng/ml for those with two smoking parents) following an increase in 

the uptake of smoke-free home environments.  

Upon further examination of 13,327 children participating in the HSE study between 1998 

and 2012 by Jarvis et al. .40, there was a 79% decrease in children’s exposure to SHS since 

1998, where the child was a non-smoker, and their parents (one or both) were cigarette 

smokers. Using similar methods as in their previous study,41 the authors reported a decrease 

in English children’s geometric mean cotinine concentrations from 0.52ng/ml in 1998 to 

0.11ng/ml in 2012.40 Moreover, the authors noted that the decline in children's SHSe levels 

was not linear over this time period: a steeper decline in exposure levels was observed since 

200540 which confirmed the findings of the studies which ended data collection earlier. This 

is likely to have coincided with an increase in national campaigning and debate concerning 

smoking and SHSe prior to the introduction of new smoke-free legislation, as discussed in 

Section 1.4. 

Despite the declines in SHSe seen in the English population since the late 1980s, it is 

imperative to continue making efforts to protect non-smokers from the detrimental 

consequences associated with SHSe. It is apparent that those children living in homes which 

are not smoke-free remain at risk of SHSe in the home as these levels have not changed 

much over the years. Additionally, there appears within England in inequalities in the burden 

of SHSe, which should be considered in future public health activities. 
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1.3.4 Inequalities and risk factors for exposure to secondhand smoke 

Numerous risk factors associated with children’s risk of exposure to SHS in the home 

environment have been identified.4 A recent review summarised these risk factors in five 

categories:4 1) socioeconomic status; 2) family and home characteristics; 3) parental 

characteristics; 4) parental smoking characteristics, and; 5) child characteristics. The 

systematic review was able to calculate a range of odds ratios which may include the true 

effect of the relationship between the risk factor and subsequent SHSe in children (Table 

1.5).  

Table 1.5 The range of odds ratios describing the association between risk factors and the 

risk of children’s exposure to SHS in the home (data adapted from Orton et al. .4) 

Risk factor category Risk factor associated with childhood SHSe in 

the home 

OR range 

(1dp) 

(i) Socioeconomic 
status 

Children of parents in lower socioeconomic 

groups 

1.1 to 3.3 

(ii) Family and home 
characteristics 

Children whose mothers were unmarried or 

separated or children who were part of a step-

family 

1.1 to 2.1 

(iii) Family and home 
characteristics 

Children whose parents had the lowest levels of 

education 

1.1 to 

10.4 

(iv) Parental smoking 
characteristics 

Children of smoking mothers 2.1 to 6.9 
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(v) Child’s 
characteristics 

Children of parents who both smoked 2.9 to 

13.5 

Dp: decimal places; OR: odds ratio 

Further primary studies have been conducted since the completion of the Orton et al. 

systematic review which concurs with the original review findings. Self-reported data 

collected from middle- and high-school students in the US highlighted three factors which 

were associated with higher odds for SHSe including: current tobacco use; truant behaviour; 

and affiliations with household members or friends who use tobacco.44 Data collected on a 

sample of hospitalised US children aged 6-10 years who were at risk of SHSe suggested that 

children of single mothers and children whose mothers had a lower level of education (high 

school level or lower) were more likely to have urine cotinine levels which evidenced SHSe 

(OR 1.67; 95%CI 1.03, 2.71 and OR 1.66; 95%CI 1.08, 2.56, respectively).45 Children’s urine 

cotinine levels also indicated that there was a higher risk of SHSe in cases where mothers 

were earning less than $2500 per month (OR 2.04; 95%CI 1.11, 3.75) or where fewer than 12 

maternal prenatal visits had been attended during the pregnancy (OR 3.40; 95%CI 1.88, 

6.18).45 In contrast, reported increased satisfaction with parenting was associated with lower 

odds of SHSe for children (OR 0.57; 95%CI 0.36, 0.91).45 In a recently published cross-

sectional study of Spanish households with children under the age of 12 years, a further 

three factors were highlighted as potentially associated with an increased risk of SHSe.46 

These were: parents’ origin(s) (adjusted prevalence ratio (aPR)=2.09 for children with one 

Spanish parent and one foreign parent); family structure (aPR=1.38 for children who did not 
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have a two-parent family structure); and lower educational attainment (aPR=1.74 for 

children with lower education attainment).46 

This section has highlighted the vulnerable groups who may be at risk of SHSe. Due to 

variations in risk levels, as well as, population-based approaches aiming to bring down 

overall rates of SHSe, targeted approaches should be considered focussing on those 

subgroups of the population who are at the greatest risk.  

 

1.4 Interventions which aim to protect non-smokers from secondhand smoke exposure 

As detailed in previous sections, SHSe remains a significant public health burden in the UK. 

The evidence base suggests that the most significant effects of SHSe are seen in certain 

subgroups within society, including children from socially and economically disadvantaged 

groups. As the risk is not only in the immediate term, inequalities can widen if children from 

at-risk groups take up smoking and develop further negative downstream consequences.  

Considering the public health burden, it is of utmost importance to develop, test and 

implement effective harm reduction interventions to benefit those at risk of SHSe in home 

environments. As viewpoints differ as to whether health is a collective or individual 

responsibility,47 there are consequences in the uptake and success of population-based 

approaches versus targeted individual-level approaches.48 On the whole, the UK tends to 

adopt a widely collective approach to public health matters, whereby a social responsibility 

doctrine encompasses the use of legislation, regulation, population-wide measures and 

progressive health service funding to target populations at risk.47 Due to the global health 
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importance of SHSe many population-based and targeted interventions have been trialled 

and are discussed in this section. 

1.4.1 Legislation protecting non-smokers from SHSe 

A widely used population-based approach aiming to reduce SHSe is the introduction of 

smoke-free legislation. In 2003, the WHO issued its first treaty, the Framework Convention 

for Tobacco Control (FCTC), to their member states and parties.49 As part of section 8 of this 

FCTC policymakers were instructed to: 

“Adopt and implement in areas of existing national jurisdiction as determined by national 

law and actively promote at other jurisdictional levels the adoption and implementation of 

effective legislative, executive, administrative and/or other measures, providing for 

protection from exposure to tobacco smoke in indoor workplaces, public transport, indoor 

public places and, as appropriate, other public places.” 1 

In addition to this, the WHO issued policy recommendations in 2007 to promote the 

“Protection from exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke”.1 Box 1.1 outlines the 

recommendations listed by the WHO. 
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Box 1.1 WHO Recommendations to promote the “Protection from exposure to secondhand 

tobacco smoke” (adapted from Oberg et al. .1) 

 

Many countries have responded to these policy recommendations with the introduction of 

legislation to encourage smoke-free environments and promote reductions in the 

prevalence of tobacco smoking.1 The countries within the UK have also acted in response to 

this guidance, and those legislative changes made specifically in England are detailed below.  

Since the late 1990s, English governments have been introducing legislation to protect 

citizens from the effects of smoking and SHSe. These legislative changes have been 

associated with a decline in prevalence.50 Some key changes in the UK which contributed to 

these changes included: 1) The 1998 White Paper “Smoking kills” and subsequent funding 

for smoking cessation programmes; 2) Banning of large scale tobacco advertisements in 

2003; 3) Prohibition of smoking in workplaces and enclosed public spaces in 2007; 4) an 

1. Remove the pollutant – tobacco smoke – by implementing 100% smoke-free 
environments. This is the only effective strategy to reduce exposure to tobacco smoke to 
safe levels in indoor environments and to provide an acceptable level of protection from 
the dangers of SHS exposure. Ventilation and smoking areas, whether separately 
ventilated from non-smoking areas or not, do not reduce exposure to a safe level of risk 
and are not recommended; 

2. Enact legislation requiring all indoor workplaces and public places to be 100% smoke-
free environments. Laws should ensure universal and equal protection for all. Voluntary 
policies are not an acceptable response to protection. Under some circumstances, the 
principle of universal, effective protection may require specific quasi-outdoor and 
outdoor workplaces to be smoke-free; 

3. Implement and enforce the law. Passing smoke-free legislation is not enough. Its 
proper implementation and adequate enforcement require relatively small but critical 
efforts and means; 

4. Implement educational strategies to reduce SHS exposure in the home, recognising 
that smoke-free workplace legislation increases the likelihood that people (both smokers 
and non-smokers) will voluntarily make their homes smoke-free. 
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increase in the legal minimum age to buy tobacco products in 2007; 5) Banning of point of 

sale retail tobacco displays in 2012 and 2015; and 6) Banning smoking in cars with children in 

2015.50,51 The most recent tobacco control plan was published by the English government in 

2017 named, “Towards a smoke-free generation: a tobacco control plan” which outlines a 

five-year plan to protect citizens from the harms associated with tobacco smoking (included 

SHSe). 50,52 The UK government have outlined this most recent tobacco control plan in an 

attempt to work towards achieving: the first smoke-free generation; smoke-free 

pregnancies, parity of esteem for those who have been diagnosed mental ill-health; and 

evidence-based innovations to support smoking cessation.53 The five-year plan has outlined 

targets to be achieved by the year 2022, which will carry the UK closer to these overall aims. 

For example, by 2022 the government aim to achieve a reduction in smoking prevalence 

amongst English adults from 15.5% to 12.0% or less and a reduction in the prevalence of 

smoking during pregnancy from 10.7% to 6.0% or less.53 

Although the effects of legislative changes appear extensive and wide-reaching, the 

literature surmising the evidence of changes to SHSe resulting from the implementation of 

legislative changes is not definitive. An analysis of data from 10,825 children collected as 

part of the HSE showed a higher proportion of children, who had smoking parents, lived in a 

smoke-free home (SFH) following the introduction of legislation (35.5% in 2006 compared to 

48.1% in 2008).54 In this study, the authors observed a decrease in the geometric mean 

cotinine concentrations for children from 0.24ng/ml in 2006 to 0.21ng/ml in 2008.54 Despite 

not being large reductions, these results dispelled concerns that the introduction of smoke-

free legislation would result in increased smoking in home environments and a subsequent 

increase in SHSe.54 Conversely, a 2012 study found no significant changes in children’s 
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cotinine concentrations in comparison to the levels that would be expected without the 

introduction of these legislative changes (OR 0.98; CI 0.62, 1.5 for children from mostly non-

smoking homes; and OR 1.1; CI 0.75, 1.6 for children living with one or more smokers).55 

Although legislative changes (such as, the introduction of increasingly restrictive smoke-free 

legislation in England) have the potential to have a positive effect using a universal 

population-based approach, there are limitations with this method of intervention for the 

promotion of health.48 Firstly, population-based approaches including legislative changes 

may have unintended consequences beyond the issue that was intended to be addressed.47 

The existing evidence suggests no clear rise in SHSe in home settings subsequent to the 

introduction of smoke-free legislation for public spaces.54–56 We cannot draw from English 

population data from the same sources as the aforementioned studies (i.e. HSE data) as this 

is no longer available in the academic domain and therefore cannot be used to ascertain the 

true long-term effect of this legislative change on the SHSe levels for non-smokers in homes. 

1.4.2 Targeted approaches to support the reduction of non-smokers’ exposure to SHS 

In contrast to population-based approaches to health promotion as seen through the 

introduction of legislation, targeted approaches, typically focussing on those most at risk, to 

health promotion are often also useful as they offer tailored messages and prioritised use of 

resources whilst also allowing patients to have more authority over their uptake and level of 

involvement in health promotion activities.47 When examining SHSe interventions, it is clear 

that the majority of those designed have been developed using a targeted approach. Two 

relatively recent systemic reviews and meta-analyses have provided a summary of the 

current literature (including a total of 77 unique studies across both reviews) examining 
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interventions to reduce SHSe for non-smokers.57,58 Table 1.6 outlines the settings and 

approaches adopted by studies which evaluated the effectiveness of targeted approaches 

for SHSe reduction. The approaches have also been summarised in Figure 1.4 using six broad 

categories of intervention approaches to describe study intervention components: 1) in-

person counselling/brief intervention; 2) telephone counselling; 3) brief intervention to help 

quit including nicotine replacement therapy; 4) feedback from biochemical/air particulate 

monitoring; 5) self-help materials, and; 6) multicomponent interventions (where two or 

more components were used for the study intervention). 
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Figure 1.4 A summary of the targeted approaches settings and intervention types used in 77 published randomised controlled trials which 

aimed to reduce SHSe for non-smokers (data adapted from Behbod et al. and Rosen et al. 57,58) 
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As shown in figure 1.4, the delivery of interventions in community/home settings or in 

healthcare settings were the most common formats, with fewer interventions being trialled 

which used healthcare services in community/home settings, in comparison. Interventions 

that incorporated a counselling option (whether in-person or via telephone) were the most 

commonly delivered in community/home settings. A large proportion of the in-person 

counselling interventions were also delivered in healthcare settings. The use of brief 

interventions to encourage quitting, as well as the use of feedback from SHSe monitoring 

were the least common types of interventions used across the delivery settings. A large 

number of studies identified in these systematic reviews57,58 used multicomponent 

approaches where self-help materials were given in conjunction with the intervention.57,58  

It was clear in the reviews that of all the approaches attempted, only a minority of 

interventions or combination of interventions were able to demonstrate effectiveness in 

reducing non-smokers SHSe.57,58 Although the targeted approaches have shown little to nil 

benefit (Rosen evidenced that 7% more children were protected in intervention groups 

relative to control groups, showing a 7% benefit58), further understanding of possible 

reasons as to why need to be understood. Firstly, the reviews highlighted methodological 

limitations with the quality of evidence ranging from low to very low suggesting that 

outcome and exposure measures were poorly recorded, sample sizes were low and follow 

up was too short for noticeable changes. Additionally, as many of the approaches were 

implemented in HICs and some at a cost to the patient, considering the socioeconomic 

factors which play a role in the risk of SHSe, the current interventions may not be 

transferable to other settings, such as specific areas in the UK. More research is required to 

inform our understanding of what solutions could potentially work to reduce SHSe. Further 
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details of intervention components and their effectiveness are discussed in relation to 

primary care interventions in Section 1.4.3 as this is of particular relevance to the 

overarching research aim. 

Although the current evidence is insufficient to identify an intervention approach which 

would be effective in reducing non-smokers' SHSe, there is some evidence to indicate that 

multicomponent interventions have more success than single-arm interventions. Recently 

published studies investigating the efficacy of a SHSe intervention have opted for complex 

multicomponent approaches for their intervention of study.59–61 

1.4.3 Primary care opportunities for intervention 

Unique features of the UK health landscape include the public-privately funded healthcare 

partnership, and the integration between primary care and public health.62 As a result, 

primary care within the UK has the opportunity for implementation of both population-

based and targeted health promotion interventions. Of existing interventions highlighted in 

the reviews (noted in Table 1.6) many (n=33) made use of primary care settings and in some 

cases used primary care-based healthcare professionals (HCPs) in the identification of 

participants and/or intervention delivery. On examination of these published studies, there 

was not enough evidence to indicate which of the suggested trial components had the 

potential to work towards the development of a successful SHSe-related intervention. 

Considering the ability primary care may hold in the delivery of SHSe interventions, it must 

be explored as a potential avenue for further SHSe health promotion activities. The potential 

involvement of primary care in the delivery of SHS harm reduction is outlined below. 
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1.4.3.1 Definition of primary care 

Prior to exploring potential involvement, it is important to define primary care. In the WHO 

alma mater declaration, primary healthcare was defined as: 

“Primary health care is essential health care based on practical, scientifically 
sound and socially acceptable methods and technology made universally 
accessible to individuals and families in the community through their full 
participation and at a cost that the community and country can afford to 
maintain at every stage of their development in the spirit of self-reliance 
and self-determination. It forms an integral part both of the country's health 
system, of which it is the central function and main focus, and of the overall 
social and economic development of the community. It is the first level of 
contact of individuals, the family and community with the national health 
system bringing health care as close as possible to where people live and 
work, and constitutes the first element of a continuing health care process.” 
63 

Across the world, the level to which primary care services have met this definition is 

variable.64 Many HICs within the European region, such as the UK, have actually surpassed 

this definition as their services often include preventative, curative and rehabilitative 

services which aim to integrate all aspects of healthcare service provision.64 

Terms often synonymous with primary healthcare include: general practice, family medicine, 

primary care teams or primary care.65 As a general practitioner covers all of the roles of 

primary care providers they are often seen as covering primary care; however, as described 

by the WHO when defining family medicine or primary care teams, there are many other 

HCPs who make up the multidisciplinary team within the primary healthcare system.64 In the 

UK these may include dentists, opticians, pharmacists, nursing staff, health visitors and many 

others.66 
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1.4.3.2 Potential opportunities to deliver secondhand smoke harm reduction interventions  

Due to the extensive public health burden described previously, primary care HCPs are likely 

to encounter patients who present with illnesses that are as a direct or indirect consequence 

of their SHSe or active smoking behaviours.67 As seen in the current literature (see Section 

1.4.3.3) interventions to reduce SHSe may be delivered to smokers themselves to effect 

changes to home smoking behaviours or to the smokers around non-smokers who are the 

identified patient. HCPs in UK primary care settings are recommended to ask patients about 

smoking behaviours when taking patient histories68 They are, therefore, potentially uniquely 

placed to counsel patients and their families to promote the reduction of SHSe. As identified 

by Khoo et al. in 200869, general practitioners and pharmacists are the most trusted sources 

of information by parents consulting for information about their children’s health. Thus, it is 

reasonable to suggest that these primary care HCPs roles’ may be opportunely positioned to 

have an impact on parents smoking behaviours. In addition to providing SHSe harm 

reduction interventions during patient-initiated consultations, primary care HCPs often 

interact with patients who might be at risk of SHSe during planned routine appointments, 

such as children’s routine developmental check-ups or immunisation appointments, or 

adults’ annual asthma clinic review appointments or medication review appointments. These 

present further potential opportunities for primary care HCPs to promote the reduction of 

patients’ SHSe. 

A study conducted in the US that analysed electronic health records as documented by 

paediatricians in primary care practices found that parental tobacco use was recorded for 

23.2% of adolescent patients.70 Similarly, SHSe in the home was recorded for 33.1% of visits 

by the adolescent patient group.70 This indicates that primary care-based paediatricians may 
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have opportunities and resources to be able to investigate and record patients’ exposure 

levels to SHSe improving surveillance and identification of opportunities for intervention. In 

the UK, guidance has been issued by Public Health England (PHE) in the format of the 

‘Making Every Contact Count’ (MECC) framework, to encourage all members of health 

organisations to work to promote the health of individuals at every opportunity71,72. Under 

this guidance, primary care HCPs may, therefore, be in a position to utilise any type of 

consultation to promote SHSe reduction, regardless of the original topic being discussed71,72. 

Considering the vast array of opportunities, there is a clear need to understand whether the 

role of primary care HCPs has been evaluated carefully when it comes to SHSe. Research is 

needed to understand the acceptability and feasibility of utilising primary care consultations 

for the delivery of SHSe interventions in routine practice. There is current evidence to 

suggest that less than a third of HCPs employed in the UK’s NHS are aware of the MECC 

policy and only 50% of HCPs typically deliver an intervention following an identified need.73 

1.4.3.3 Existing interventions based in primary care settings 

Currently, harm reduction and smoking cessation guidance has been issued for use by 

primary care HCPs in England.74–77 Asking about a patient’s smoking status has become an 

incentivised practice in primary care as part of the ‘Quality and Outcomes Framework.’78 

This has, in some instances, been evidenced to increase documentation of patients’ smoking 

status in primary care records.79 No such incentivisation or specific recording systems exist 

for SHSe. The use of this question to ascertain a patient’s smoking status offers a potential 

pathway to then deliver smoking cessation advice. It is apparent that the delivery of brief 

advice to adult smokers attending clinical services for their health positively impacts the 

initiation of quit attempts.80 It is unknown if this principle could be applied and effective for 
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reducing SHSe in cases where smoking cessation is established not to be a feasible option. 

However, in recognition of the need to achieve smoking cessation in the first instance, there 

may be potential for introducing SHS-focussed brief advice if the options for cessation is 

refused or unsuccessful. 

When considering the potential for asking practices around SHSe to be introduced, asking 

practices can already be used to identify active smoking, it is important to understand the 

different levels of intervention involvement. Asking only constitutes one element of 

intervention by identifying the relevant population who could benefit from further 

interventions being delivered. Commonly advocated interventions for active smoking known 

as the 5As (Ask, Advise, Assess, Assist, Arrange)81 or 3As (Ask, Advise, Act)82 of brief 

intervention both start with this fundamental element of asking patients about the smoking 

behaviours or risk of SHSe. Follow-up once the relevant patients have been identified would 

involve some form of advice delivery and action taken to support behaviour changes 

promoting health and harm reduction. Should asking practices be implemented, 

mechanisms of further intervention to effect changes in SHSe should also be explored and 

used as they have been for smoking cessation as asking alone may not lead to follow-up of 

support for SHSe reduction.83 

Many targeted approaches have been attempted using primary care settings as a site for 

delivery of SHS-focussed interventions.57 However, there is currently no primary care-based 

intervention with demonstrable effectiveness in reducing SHSe for non-smokers.57 The 

majority of the studies which looked at this were not conducted in the UK and therefore, 

involved a different healthcare structure; the results may therefore not be transferable to 
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the UK context. Research exploring the UK primary care structures is required to establish 

the opportunity for the delivery of SHSe interventions in this setting. A summary of those 

interventions which have been explored is outlined in Table 1.6 to illustrate the point of the 

primary care involvement in current literature as well as the intervention types adopted. 

Thirty-three studies were identified, of which 27 recruited participants from a primary care 

setting (8 of these were identified by a primary care-based HCP) and 14 had an intervention 

delivered in a primary care setting, and 24 by a primary care practitioner.  Of these 33 

studies, 15 opted for a single component intervention, whereas 18 trialled a 

multicomponent intervention. In total, 15 studies involved delivering self-help materials, 23 

used in-person counselling/brief intervention, 13 used telephone counselling, 7 used a brief 

intervention to help quit smoking and 7 used feedback mechanisms for their chosen study 

interventions.   

The intervention components identified above are all focused on reducing levels of SHSe. 

Similar intervention components have also previously been explored and trialled for their 

use in promoting smoking cessation using primary care settings. A systematic review 

identified some promising intervention components for smoking cessation in primary care 

settings: adjunct counselling for smokers, counselling prompts for HCPs, and performance 

feedback for HCPs; however, none of these single intervention strategies have been shown 

to be significantly effective when used alone.84 Brief intervention from physicians has been 

evidenced to have a small effect on cessation rates.80 Multicomponent interventions have 

been evidenced to improve active smoking-related outcomes in primary care.84 Thus, there 

may also be potential for multicomponent interventions to be effective in promoting SHSe 
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harm reduction from primary care settings. The use of self-help materials in conjunction with 

counselling (such as brief advice) from a HCP has been demonstrated to be successful in 

promoting smoking cessation.85  

As shown in Table 1.6, the evidence regarding intervention strategies applied for the 

promotion of SHSe harm reduction is inconclusive to date. The intervention strategies 

currently explored encompass a mixture single and multicomponent interventions.
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Table 1.6:  A table summarising the components and effects of published randomised controlled trials for SHS-related interventions with a 

primary care element 
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Abdullah86 Children Yes No Unclear Yes  X    Higher proportion adopted smoking 

restrictions at home and the total 

7day exposure from all smokers 

indoor and outdoor was significantly 

lower in the intervention group 
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Pollak87 Expectant 

mothers 

Yes Yes No No X X X X  No measure was given for mother’s 

SHSe levels 

Schonberger88 Children Yes Yes No Yes  X    No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

Walker89 Infants Yes Yes Yes Yes  X    No significant effect 

Yucel90 Children Yes No No No X X X  X No evidence of effect 

Wilson91 Children Yes No No No  X X  X No significant effect 

Conway92 Infants and 

Children 

No No No Yes  X X   No significant effect 

Harutyunyan93 Children Yes No No No X X X   No significant effect 
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Kegler94 Children Yes No No No X  X   Intervention group significantly more 

likely to successfully have and enforce 

a smoke-free home rule at 3months 

and 6months 

Zakarian95 Children Yes No Yes Yes  X X  X No evidence of effect 

Ortega96 Neonates 

and Infants 

Yes Yes Yes Yes  X    Home and car strategies to reduce 

SHSe improved significantly more in 

the intervention group 

Severson97 Neonates Yes Yes Yes Yes X X    No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

Tyc98 Children with 

cancer 

Yes No No No  X    No evidence of effect 

Curry99 Children Yes No Yes Yes X X X   No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 
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Eriksen100 Infants and 

Children 

Yes Unclear Yes Yes  X    No evidence of effect 

Fossum101 Neonates Yes Yes Yes Yes  X    Mean cotinine level reduced from 

185ng/ml to 165ng/ml in the 

intervention group, whereas it 

increased from 245ng/ml to 

346ng/ml in the control group 

Vineis102 Neonates 

and Infants 

Yes No Yes Yes X X    No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

Hughes103 Children Yes Unclear Yes Yes X X  X  No evidence of effect 

Kallio104 Infants Yes Unclear Yes Yes X X    No significant effect 

Abdullah105 Neonates 

and Infants 

Yes No No No X  X   No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe or cotinine levels 
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Baheiraei106 Infants Yes No No No   X   Significantly larger decrease in the 

cotinine levels recorded from the 

intervention group after 3 months 

Chilmonczyk10

7 

Infants Yes Yes No Yes X  X  X No evidence of effect 

Joseph108 Infants Yes No Yes No   X X X No significant effect 

Nuesslein109 Children Yes No Yes Yes X   X X No evidence of effect 

Van’t Hof110 Neonates 

and Infants 

No No Yes Yes    X  No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

Hafkampf-de-

Groen111 

Infants and 

Children 

Yes No Yes Yes X     No significant effect 

Armstrong112 Neonates 

and Infants 

No No No Yes  X    No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 
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Wiggins113 Infants and 

Children 

No No No Yes  X    No significant effect 

Culp114 Neonates 

and Infants 

Yes No No Yes  X    No measure was given for children's 

SHSe levels. Also, no significant 

difference in the number of hospital 

visits/ admissions 

Emmons115 Infants Yes Yes No Yes X X X  X No significant effect 

Krieger116 Children No No No Yes  X    No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

Irvine117 Children Yes No No Yes X   X  No evidence of effect 

Winickoff118 Neonates 

and Infants 

No No No Yes    X  No measure was given for children’s 

SHSe levels 

HCP: Health care professional; SHSe: Secondhand smoke exposure 
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Table 1.6 highlights the little to no effect of currently assessed interventions in primary care 

to reduce the SHSe of non-smokers (only 5 of the 33 studies identified evidenced some 

positive outcome from the intervention). Those primary care interventions which typically 

evidenced some effect on reducing SHSe for non-smokers often involved the delivery of 

counselling (either in-person or via telephone).86,94,96,101,106 

The current literature around intervention components to reduce SHSe, as summarised in 

Table 1.6, highlighted the limited number of studies which explore the delivery of SHS-

related interventions involving primary care settings. Many of these studies did not report 

the findings for outcomes which would indicate whether the tested intervention was 

significantly effective to reduce the SHSe for non-smokers (i.e. in cases where the 

intervention was targeted at the smoker). 

Further detail of the individual intervention components as identified in Table 1.6 and their 

suggested usefulness for future interventions are briefly outlined below: 

Self-help materials were only delivered as a single intervention in 1 of the 15 studies which 

included this intervention strategy. In most cases this strategy was only delivered as part of a 

multi-intervention approach. Only 1 of the studies which used self-help materials showed 

evidence of some significant effect in reducing SHSe. It is therefore, unclear whether this 

format may prove useful to incorporate into future SHSe harm reduction messages delivered 

in primary care settings. 

Eighteen of the 23 studies which involved in-person counselling or brief intervention delivery 

to effect SHS intervention used a primary care-based HCP to deliver this intervention. It is 

currently inconclusive as to whether there is added benefit from using a primary care HCP 
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over another counsellor to deliver this intervention, given the findings summarised in table 

1.6: the evidence is limited and needs to be strengthened before association studies can 

investigate this any further. Three of these 23 studies showed some significant effect 

benefiting the intervention group. All three of these involved single interventions. However, 

it should be noted that a further 6 studies which deliver this format of intervention as a 

single intervention did not report significant findings. The use of in-person counselling/ brief 

intervention to promote SHS harm reduction in primary care settings should be researched 

further to explore whether this may be an effective and feasible intervention to deliver in 

the future.  

Only 2 of the 13 studies which used telephone counselling in their SHSe intervention showed 

benefit to the intervention group. Both of these studies used primary care settings to 

identify study participants but that was the extent of the level of involvement of primary 

care in these two interventions. It is possible that telephone counselling may show promise 

if used in a future SHSe-related intervention, although further evidence is required before 

such a conclusion can be decided. 

Seven studies incorporated an intervention involving a brief intervention aiming to help a 

smoker to quit in order to reduce SHSe-related harms. Of these, 4 studies showed no 

significant effect in the findings and 3 did not report the relevant results to allow any 

conclusions to be drawn. Furthermore, there was a range of levels of primary care 

involvement in these seven studies. Overall, it is unclear whether offering a brief quit 

intervention using primary care settings/ service providers might be beneficial as part of a 

future SHS intervention. 
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There were again 7 studies which used biochemical/ air pollution feedback in their SHSe-

related intervention. None of these studies showed significant effects regardless of the level 

of primary care involvement in the intervention delivery. Thus, this strategy is unlikely to be 

carried forward into future SHSe harm reduction interventions. 

In summary the use of self-help materials, in-person counselling/brief intervention, and 

telephone counselling have shown some promise when delivered in primary care settings. 

However, when synthesised the literature remains inconclusive. Therefore, research is 

needed to successfully identify effective intervention strategies which will promote 

reductions in SHSe. 

Furthermore, as highlighted as a limitation with existing studies, the relationship between 

HCPs and the children and their smoking parents is unknown (for example, the differences in 

outcome effect is unknown if the intervention was delivered by the family GP versus 

delivered by a nurse on a home visit who has not met the family before). Furthermore, the 

influence this relationship may have on the delivery of interventions to help protect children 

from SHSe at home is also unknown and has the potential to lead to negative consequences. 

Previous studies have shown consistently that most parents believe it is the role of their 

child’s healthcare professional to intervene and offer smoking cessation advice and most 

would welcome such advice.119–121 Limitations caused by poor outcome measurements or 

reporting may also influence the lack of knowledge gained from existing studies in relation 

to SHS harm reduction interventions. The limited samples reflective of UK healthcare 

systems (2 of the 33 identified studies were conducted in the UK)113,117 also prevent the 

application of the current knowledge to the design of any future intervention to be delivered 

in UK primary care settings. 
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A deeper understanding is needed to explore the knowledge and practices of primary care-

based HCPs in relation to SHSe, as well as, exploring the factors which influence HCPs’ 

practising behaviours, needs to be studied before an evidence-based SHS harm reduction 

intervention can be designed in the future. The viewpoints of primary care-based HCPs and 

primary care service users need to be explored to ascertain the acceptability and suggest 

recommendations for any such intervention. 

 

1.5 Rationale for this thesis 

1.5.1 Rationale 

Within this chapter, I have been able to critically reflect on the public health burden of SHSe 

and the urgent need for effective and sustainable interventions. It is clear that SHSe affects 

many individuals globally and within England, it appears to have a significant impact on 

mortality and morbidity, and a high societal cost. Additionally, although there are limitations 

in the measurement of the prevalence of SHSe, it is still evident that rates within the UK are 

not improving at a rate which the Government would hope for. After examining possible 

interventions, it is clear that limited literature exists relating to the efficacy of legislation on 

all at-risk groups, and where targeted interventions exist, their efficacy is low to negligible. 

A potential opportunity is apparent as a result of the unique position of primary care in the 

emerging UK health promotion landscape. Due to its freely accessible nature, which can 

cater for hard to reach groups and often takes a family-based approach, primary care 

naturally appears to be an appropriate setting for effective SHSe harm reduction 

intervention(s). However, to date, no effective interventions have been identified for use in 
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UK primary care. Due to the scarcity of literature within this setting, it is also not clear as to 

how an intervention could be appropriately implemented within this setting. Therefore, this 

thesis aimed to conduct novel research to explore whether primary care may be a suitable 

setting to deliver SHS harm reduction interventions. The thesis specific aims and objectives 

are described below.  

1.5.2 Aim 

The aim of this PhD thesis was to explore the current and potential use of UK primary care 

settings for the delivery of SHS harm reduction interventions, in cases where smoking 

cessation is not a viable option. 

1.5.3 Objectives  

The following objectives were defined to achieve the thesis aim: 

A. To ascertain the level of, and perceptions of, primary care-based HCPs’ knowledge 

and skillset regarding SHSe interventions 

B. To identify the current practices of HCPs working in primary care settings, in relation 

to SHSe 

C. To explore beliefs, experiences and influencing factors which affect the current and 

potential delivery (and/or receipt) of SHS harm reduction interventions in primary 

care settings, from the perspectives of HCPs and service users 

D. To identify approaches that UK healthcare professionals in primary care can use to 

deliver SHS harm reduction interventions. 
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1.5.4 Thesis structure 

Chapter 1 of the thesis has outlined the current evidence base in relation to SHS, SHSe, harm 

reduction interventions and primary care services and clearly articulates the need to explore 

whether UK primary care is an appropriate setting for the delivery of SHS harm reduction 

interventions. The aim and objectives for this thesis have also been specified in Chapter 1. 

Chapter 2 outlines the methodological approach that has been used to complete the thesis 

aim and illustrates how this approach has influenced the associated research study design, 

method and interpretation of the findings. 

Chapter 3 presents a mixed-methods systematic review published in Nicotine and Tobacco 

Research in 2018122. The existing literature was systematically reviewed to ascertain primary 

care-based HCPs’ knowledge, beliefs and experiences, and the factors influencing practices 

concerning SHSe. This review addressed thesis objectives A, B, and C as reported in global 

literature. Updated search results have also been presented in this chapter. 

Chapter 4 presents a primary online survey study. This survey built on the results from 

Chapter 3 and assessed current practices amongst UK primary care-based HCPs, in relation 

to the delivering SHSe interventions. The survey also investigated HCPs’ opinions and 

experiences which might affect behaviours determining SHSe intervention delivery. This 

study addressed thesis objectives A, B, and C with a UK sample of HCPs. 

Chapter 5 presents a primary qualitative study exploring the delivery of SHSe interventions 

from the perspectives of both HCPs working in primary care and from smokers accessing 

primary care services (service users). This study addressed thesis objectives A, B, C, and D, 

from a West Midlands-based sample. 
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Chapter 6 presents an integration of the findings from Chapters 4 and 5 in the form of an 

integrated mixed-methods synthesis. This synthesis answers all of the thesis objectives (A-D) 

and highlights the similarities and differences seen across the quantitative and qualitative 

data from the perspective of HCPs. 

Chapter 7 presents a summary of the key thesis findings with a discussion to contextualise 

these findings within the wider literature. The strengths and limitations of each of the 

studies are also presented and discussed. Additionally, the suggested considerations (as 

determined in Chapter 5) for intervention delivery in primary care settings are discussed, 

with suggestions made for the future directions of research to further develop and test 

these findings. Finally, the implications of this research on future policy and practice are 

highlighted. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter discusses the methodology underlying the work of this thesis, including the 

rationale for the choice of mixed-methods research and the choice of theoretical grounding. 

Additionally, a reflection on myself as a researcher beginning these research studies is given 

here. 

2.1 Mixed-methods approaches 

2.1.1 Definition of mixed-methods research 

There are a number of different definitions of “mixed-methods” research in the literature. 

One definition which has been commonly used to describe mixed-methods broadly explains 

that:  

Mixed methods research is a research design with philosophical 
assumptions as well as methods of inquiry. As a methodology, it involves 
philosophical assumptions that guide the direction of the collection and 

analysis of data and the mixture of qualitative and quantitative data in a 
single study or series of studies. Its central premise is that the use of 

quantitative and qualitative approaches in combination provides a better 
understanding of research problems than either approach alone.123 

After reviewing the key literature on this topic, 124–131  I would describe "mixed-methods" 

research from the perspective of this Ph.D. thesis as follows: 

A research project which comprises of independent quantitative and 
qualitative elements which are later integrated to inform the overall 

research project objectives. 

I have compared how I have used “mixed-methods” research with those definitions posed by 

some of the key researchers in the field. My definition was similar to that outlined by 
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Tashakorrie and Teddlie in that it required the collection of both quantitative and qualitative 

data.128,132 Furthermore, it was similar to Creswell’s definition as it involved a separate step 

in which both datasets were integrated.133 However, my definition was dissimilar to 

Bryman’s definition124 as the data were collected in two separate studies, which then 

formed part of the same project, whereas Bryman had advocated the collection of multiple 

datasets as part of a singular study.   

The processes involved in the data analysis stage (namely, the order of analysis for the 

separate data types and, whether/how the separate datasets should be integrated) are key 

elements of the methodological discussion around what constitutes a “mixed-methods” 

research study.128 Researchers are generally encouraged to develop study designs that 

suited their research questions.134 Research projects, such as this thesis, which involve the 

separate collection of datasets are said to use “inter-method mixing” (as reasoned later in 

this Section 2.1).132 The alternative would involve collecting both quantitative and qualitative 

data in a single method of data collection, which is known as “intra-method mixing”.132  

The terms “multi-method”, “multiple methods” and “multi-strategy” research have also 

been coined in reference to research projects which involve the generation and analysis of 

more than one type of data.127,129 Typically, "multi-methods" rather than the term "mixed-

methods" would be used in instances where the same type of data were collected by 

different methods as part of a single project (i.e., the project involved two separate studies 

which both collected quantitative datasets using different study designs).132 It is important 

to note, “inter-method mixing” would also be different to a “multi-strategy” research project 

as the latter would not necessarily incorporate an integration stage of data analysis.132 
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Sandelowski et al. (2006) have advocated that a third stage of integration is a necessary step 

in any mixed-methods synthesis.135 However, “purists” who believed that quantitative and 

qualitative data were too different to be transformed often disagree with the use of an 

integration stage.135 The level of integration needed to qualify research as being mixed-

methods studies has been contested and was thought to be influenced by the theoretical 

paradigm adopted by the researcher for their studies and subsequent assumptions that the 

researcher makes when designing their aim and interpreting their findings in answer of this. 

However, the identification of a paradigm for the conduct of mixed-methods research has 

also been debated in the literature.124,128,132,136  

 

2.1.2 Brief history of the use of mixed-methods research 

Mixed-methods research can be used in the context of both empirical research as well as in 

the review and synthesis of existing literature.137 The use of more than one type of data to 

answer research questions has been increasing in popularity since the early 2000s, although 

mixed-methods research has been in development and use since the 1950s.138 Key authors 

in the field of mixed-methods research have since provided guidance on how to practice and 

apply these methods to empirical research.137 The guidance on the application of mixed-

methods to review and synthesise existing literature is comparatively sparse; however, this 

too is beginning to become more widely studied and reported.137 Research pertaining to 

health services has been shown to be particularly suited to mixed-method research, and 

increasingly more mixed methods studies are being undertaken in this field.138 
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2.1.3 Strengths of mixed-methods research 

Mixed-methods study designs offer researchers the opportunity to combine the strengths of 

more than one research design and to use the combination of methods to overcome the 

weaknesses of each individual element,139,140 in addition to adding meaning to the singular 

components.139 For example, the rich and subjective insights that may be generated from 

qualitative data can be combined with the generalisable and standardised quantitative data 

to draw conclusions in answer of a broad research aim.141 

Published strengths of using a mixed-methods approach include: 

1. Enabling broader questions to be asked: This use of a combination of data collection 

methods as part of the overall research design enables researchers to pose and 

answer broader research questions. When combined, datasets can be used to 

explore ideas rather than simply testing effects.139,140 Additionally, mixed-methods 

facilitates the incorporation of data collected from different stakeholder groups; 

thereby, aiding the examination and/or exploration of the research objectives from 

multiple perspectives.141 

2. Improving generalisability: Using mixed-methods may also increase the 

generalisability of the results.139 When rich data is combined with findings from 

broad datasets that have been collected from a large and representative sample 

group, the generalisability of the conclusions may be improved. 

3. Improving validity: The integration of independent datasets increases the perceived 

validity of research findings134. The external validity of the results are strengthened 

because combining datasets helps researchers to interrogate the data before 
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concluding findings.138 The combination and interrogation of data also help to 

support researchers’ in their interpretation of the data.138 

4. Strengthening conclusions: The integration of datasets allows for comparison and 

convergence of the results, which in turn strengthens the conclusions drawn from 

the data in combination.139 

2.1.4 Weaknesses of mixed-methods research 

The combination of more than one dataset, as required to conduct mixed-methods research, 

brings with it disadvantages: 

1. More resources (e.g., time) needed: can In contrast to a mono-method study, mixed-

methods research will involve an extra two research elements in order to answer the 

overarching research question: one added research element to generate the second 

dataset and another added element for the integration of the two datasets.138 This 

process of including and integrating more than one component of research demands 

more time and requires a wider range of expertise to assist in the research design 

and conduct.138,139 Additional time and funding is often needed to be sought to 

accommodate the incurred larger resource burden.138,139  

2. Potential for temporal effects limiting conclusions: It should also be noted that 

differences in temporality regarding the two datasets have the potential to 

undermine the integrated interpretation of the findings.142 Differences in temporality 

can occur in many respects limiting the study findings, particularly when the datasets 

are collected reflecting the research objectives at different tie points, thereby making 

integration of the data difficult and these findings less reliable. 
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2.1.5 Why have I chosen mixed-methods for this PhD 

A mixed-methods study design was useful to answer the thesis’ aim for pragmatic 

reasons,134 as is further explored when addressing its application in Section 2.1.6.  

Primarily, this thesis has explored the use of primary care settings for the delivery of SHS 

harm reduction interventions. This encompassed using the mixed-methods research findings 

to explore the possibility of delivering a (current or potential) intervention aiming to 

instigate behaviour changes in service users, thereby achieving the final outcome of reduced 

SHSe for non-smokers in home environments. Moreover, this thesis’ aim also considered any 

aspects of behaviour change required on the part of HCPs to be able to deliver an 

intervention to service users in primary care settings, for the ultimate purpose of supporting 

reductions in SHSe of non-smokers. As described herein, the pragmatic mixed-methods 

approach used and described in detail in Section 2.1.6 (in addition to the use of theory as 

described in Section 2.2) in this thesis was well suited to answering the overarching research 

aim, achieving its purpose and respective research objectives. 

The views of primary care-based HCPs were investigated using both quantitative and 

qualitative methods. The quantitative data enabled the capture of views from a large and 

diverse group (across region and specialties) through a method (online survey), which was 

easy to access and not time-consuming, thus increasing the expected probability of receiving 

data. As HCPs have been evidenced to be very limited in time,138 they may be more likely to 

participate in an online survey for up to ten minutes in comparison to an interview for up to 

an hour. Capturing the responses of as many HCPs as possible with a cross-sectional survey 

enabled the opinions of more HCPs to be represented in the data and findings.140  A 
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complementing qualitative study was appropriate to independently explore in-depth HCPs’ 

experiences and perspectives, providing richness and context to the HCP viewpoint in 

relation to the thesis aim. Furthermore, qualitative data collected from service users 

provided insight from the perspective of intervention recipients. Combined the two sets of 

qualitative data (from the viewpoints of service providers and service users) could inform 

suggestions for future intervention recommendations and development.136 

Therefore, I felt that in the context of my Ph.D. research project, mixed-methods improved 

the overall project response rates, transferability, and the representativeness of the output 

following the integration of the two datasets. The survey and interview data supplemented 

each other: the interview data provided rich data with an in-depth exploration of views and 

ideas, which supplemented the earlier survey data which offered breadth and context.124  

2.1.6 How I have selected and applied appropriate mixed-methods for this PhD 

A mixed-methods approach was applied to this Ph.D. across four stages. Firstly, a mixed-

methods systematic review and synthesis of the existing literature was conducted. 

Independent and concurrent qualitative and quantitative studies were then conducted after 

this review. The results of these two empirical research studies were then integrated by 

triangulation using a convergent design of mixed-method synthesis to integrate and 

interpret the results (see Section 2.1.6.2). 

Creswell (2011) outlines ten advances that should be incorporated into all mixed-methods 

study irrespective of their chosen approach and design.143 Table 2.1 outlines how these ten 

advancement markers have been incorporated into this thesis. 
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Table 2.1 The ten advances of mixed-methods as outlined by Creswell (2011)143 and with a 
justification of how this Ph.D. thesis endeavoured to achieve these advancements in 
methodology  

Ten advancements in mixed methods as 

summarised by Creswell143 

How this has been incorporated into this thesis’ 

research 

Include information about your quantitative, 

qualitative, and mixed methods skills 

A reflexive account has been given in section 2.3.4 of 

the thesis. 

Create study aims for the quantitative, qualitative, 

and mixed methods components. 

The study aims have been outlined in each of the 

respective thesis chapters (3, 4, 5, and 6) 

Write a justification for using mixed-methods. The rationale for using a mixed-methods research 

design has been provided in sections 2.1 and 6.1 of 

the thesis. 

Advance a mixed-methods design for your 

procedure 

This has been demonstrated in Chapter 6 of the 

thesis and reasoned in Chapter 2 

Portray this design with a diagram and/or 

implementation matrix 

Diagrams outlining the data integration and data 

interpretation processes have been provided in 

Chapter 6 of this thesis. A brief overview of mixed-

methods designs also given in this Chapter (Section 

2.1.6) 

Be specific about your point of integration in your 

design. 

Integration occurred following the initial 

independent analysis of each of the parallel 

(concurrent data collection and analysis) research 

studies and as described in Chapters 2 and 6 
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Create joint display tables to show integration and 

draw inferences 

See table 6.1 in Chapter 6 of this thesis. 

Select a conceptual framework for your project that 

links into the design 

The COM-B model of behaviour change was used to 

guide the design, conduct, and analysis of the 

quantitative (Chapter 4) and qualitative studies 

(Chapter 5) and also provided a structure for the 

presentation of the results from the mixed methods 

synthesis (Chapter 6) 

Advance mixed-methods validity (research integrity) 

in your design 

The explained rationale and methods used in this 

mixed methods Ph.D. thesis demonstrate the validity 

and integrity that has been built into the research 

design and conduct. 

Create multiple publications from your mixed 

methods project 

I endeavour to publish this novel Ph.D. research in 

academic journals. These publications will hopefully 

follow the completion and examination of the Ph.D. 

thesis. 

 

2.1.6.1 Systematic review 

A systematic review and synthesis was needed at the first stage to begin this research to 

examine the existing literature base. This review summarised the knowledge, attitudes, 

practices, and determinants of practice behaviours among primary care-based HCPs in 

relation to promoting reductions in SHSe according to the existing global literature. A mixed-

methods approach was decided to be the most suitable approach for this review as 
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synthesising the relevant quantitative and qualitative evidence was believed to provide the 

most comprehensive answer to this complex review question.137,140  

The Evidence for Policy and Practice Information and Co-ordinating Centre (EPPI-Centre) 

develops useful methodology and offers a source of many mixed-methods systematic 

reviews. Many of their review questions have more commonly been including multiple 

syntheses to answer increasingly complex questions, often incorporating multiple sub-

questions.137 The systematic review question and aims defined for this Ph.D. were similarly 

complex and encompassed four sub-questions(as objectives). The EPPI-Centre’s 

demonstration of the appropriateness for this systematic review design and use across 

varied research fields supported the planned successful application of this thesis’ mixed-

methods approach to the systematic review.137 

Prior to conducting the systematic review, it was anticipated that the quantitative data 

would likely provide evidence for the current practice of HCPs in relation to delivering SHSe 

interventions, including the quantifying the prevalence of particular HCP’s beliefs and other 

factors concerning HCPs’ delivery of SHSe interventions. To complement the quantitative 

data, the qualitative data were synthesised exploring the reasoning behind practices and to 

give a deeper understanding of the beliefs and current practices of HCPs in relation to SHSe 

and related interventions. Ultimately, it was understood from the outset that the ability to 

capture beliefs and practices would be dependent on the availability of data. Heyvaert et 

al.(2011) explained that for mixed-methods primary studies, the data types collected for 

each aspect of the research could be controlled.144 However, in a mixed-methods synthesis, 
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the researcher would be limited by the nature of the primary research that already existed 

within the chosen field for review.144 

As highlighted by the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) in 2014, a well conducted mixed-methods 

systematic review goes further than simply including quantitative and qualitative data in the 

same review.145 An overarching synthesis of all the data would be required.  JBI has 

identified two main approaches to conducting mixed-methods systematic reviews: the 

realist synthesis146,147 and the alternative frameworks.135 

The realist synthesis would require the hypothesis of a theory (intervention) and would 

entail a highly iterative pathway of analysis that could alter the direction of the study. This 

approach was unsuitable for the Ph.D. review question, which had been predefined and was 

not focussed on one particular intervention. Additionally, as the objectives of this review 

were not necessarily dependent on each other, an iterative process was not preferable. 

Moreover, the realist synthesis is an approach to reviewing research evidence of complex 

social interactions.146,147 It is commonly used to provide and explanatory analysis of how and 

why these interventions do or do not work in particular contexts or settings.146,147 

Sandelowski et al. (2006) have offered approaches aligned to the alternative frameworks, 

which may be used instead of adopting the realist approach to a mixed-methods systematic 

review and synthesis. These approaches include: segregated, integrated and contingent 

methods.135 

Sandelowski’s segregated method involves individual analyses of the quantitative and 

qualitative data before an overall mixed-methods synthesis is then performed.135 In the 

synthesis, the two forms of data syntheses are then seen to either complement (or refute) 
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one another.135 Given the uncertainty regarding the nature of the existing relevant literature 

and the advanced definition of the review objectives, the segregated method was 

advantageous in its use of separate analyses before data integration and mixed-methods 

analysis was completed(ref). It was understood that an overall conclusion encompassing all 

of the data could be drawn through “the integration of conclusions from the qualitative and 

quantitative strands” following the initial independent analysis of the datasets.131 

Conducting individual syntheses offered flexibility and ensured that all of the data were 

analysed in their own right (so no data were overlooked and inadvertently ignored). By 

undertaking separate analyses of each part of the collected data, the chosen methods 

attempted to preserve the fidelity of the data and thus enhanced the rigor of this review.145 

Harden and Thomas(2005) have provided a guide to the segregated method of synthesis for 

systematic reviews.137 They advocate employing a statistical meta-analysis for the 

quantitative data; thematic analysis followed by aggregation of the qualitative data; and 

finally, both qualitative and statistical analysis of the previous two syntheses.137 

The other alternative frameworks outlined by Sandelowski (2006), bypass this separate 

analysis stage for each of the data types.135 The integrated method combines all of the data 

and then conducts an overarching analysis, once all of the data are in a format which 

enables comparisons to be made.135 However, this method may obscure some of the results, 

and consequently render some findings less apparent.135 Similarly, the contingent method 

combines all of the data (both quantitative and qualitative) and then applies individual types 

of data synthesis, but this time in an iterative manner.135 This entails conducting multiple 

syntheses to answer each of the review objectives; each synthesis should generate a new 
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question to be analysed until the overarching objective has been achieved. Integrated or 

segregated designed syntheses can also be used within the contingent method.145 However, 

this method was considered to be unnecessarily complex for this Ph.D. systematic review; a 

segregated design alone was thought to be sufficient to answer the Ph.D. review question. 

Figure 2.1 The ordering and elements of quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods 
research involved for the conduct of the systematic review and synthesis 

 

Having opted to use a segregated approach (outlined in Figure 2.1) to the mixed-method 

systematic review and synthesis, a separate synthesis was conducted as the final data 

analysis stage which configured and encompassed all of the data by using the 'bottom-up' 

approach as described by Sandelowski (2012).148 This approach involved “data-derived” 

configuration:148 the observations taken from the collected data drove the development of 

concepts and the interpretation of the research.  The integration of the two syntheses was 

guided by a Bayesian approach, which allowed the themes generated from cross-sectional 
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and descriptive quantitative data to be synthesised with the themes identified from the 

qualitative data. The findings were presented as an overall narrative synthesis. Although this 

was not considered to be as rigorous as other methods such as meta-analysis,145 it was 

appropriate for a segregated-design methodology.135 

2.1.6.2 Using a mixed-methods approach to synthesise the empirical research elements 

included in this Ph.D. thesis  

The systematic review and synthesis was followed by two empirical research studies. The 

reasoning for the choice to use mixed-methods in answering this thesis's aim has been 

outlined above. In this thesis, a convergent method142 was adopted. This involved 

concurrent data collection and analysis for the two independent research studies. 

As in the case of the mixed-methods systematic review, there were various approaches 

which could have been adopted for the design and conduct of the mixed-methods synthesis. 

The method priority (whether one study held dominance or both were equally dominant to 

answer the thesis aim), the sequence of methods (order in which the studies were 

conducted), and the point of data integration of the two studies were all important deciding 

factors in the rationale for choosing the type of mixed-methods approach.142,149  

Intention for using mixed-methods is also an important aspect that informs the decision of 

which approach should be adopted for data synthesis.142 These intentions consider how the 

two datasets are going to be used to achieve the research objectives and to justify the use of 

mixed-methods to achieve these. Five intentions were posed by Greene et al.:150 

triangulation (seeking convergence and corroboration), complementarity (seeking 

elaboration and clarification), initiation (seeking contradiction and new perspectives), 
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expansion (seeking to extend the range and breadth of inquiry), and development (seeking 

to inform or develop the methods).  

Since then, Creswell, in collaboration with other researchers, has furthered the field of 

mixed-methods uses and applications over the past two decades.123,130,133,142,143,151 Where 

previously, the term ‘concurrent triangulation’ would have been applied, later replaced by 

the term “concurrent parallel”, the term ‘convergent’ is now preferred. This term refers to 

studies which are integrated with a comment on the level of convergence or divergence of 

the datasets.123,142  

Most recently, seven mixed-methods designs have been proposed by Creswell: convergent 

design, explanatory sequential design, exploratory sequential design, mixed methods 

experimental design, mixed-methods case study design, mixed methods participatory-social 

justice design, and mixed methods evaluation design.142 The justifications made for the use 

of any of these seven designs differ according to the design chosen.142 The approach 

adopted in this thesis is aligned to Creswell’s convergent design and is outlined in Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.2 The ordering and elements of quantitative, qualitative, and mixed-methods 
research (incorporating the empirical research elements) to achieve the thesis’ aims 

 

2.2 Theoretical grounding 

As expanded in Chapter 1 and further discussed in Section 2.1, this thesis’ has explored the 

use of primary care settings for the delivery of SHS harm reduction interventions. 

Encompassed within this, was an exploration of the possibility for delivering a (current or 

potential) intervention, which would instigate behaviour changes in service users 

(supporting the reduced SHSe levels for non-smokers in home environments), as well as the 

aspects of behaviour change required on the part of HCPs to be able to deliver such an 

intervention to service users in primary care settings. A pragmatic worldview was adopted 

for this research (see Section 2.2.1). The COM-B Model of Behaviour Change was used to 

theoretically ground this thesis and its research, as described in Section 2.2.3. 
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2.2.1 Theoretical position 

I chose to adopt a pragmatic approach for the empirical research studies which contributed 

to this thesis. Whilst there exist variations in pragmatic approaches to research, pragmatism 

is broadly concerned with finding and applying solutions to problems.140 Thus, the problem 

or in this case, the research question, becomes the focus of the study rather than the study 

methods. Pragmatism works well with mixed-methods research projects, which are also 

problem-focused and are often designed to improve the applicability of research findings 

into practice.139 Adopting pragmatism as a worldview for this thesis’ research was 

considered well suited to the thesis’ aim and objectives. 

Both the pragmatic paradigm and mixed-method study designs enable the optimisation of 

the use of both quantitative and qualitative research and are, therefore, not limited to any 

particular theoretical stance in their approach to research. Indeed mixed-methods research 

is thought to have bolstered the argument for pragmatism as a research paradigm in its own 

right, thereby rendering the definition of ontological and epistemological perspectives 

unnecessary.152 Assumptions regarding axiology are also arguably unnecessary as the 

principle of value would be inherently explored whilst seeking to define the research 

question (i.e., the problem which is to be solved by the pragmatic approach).152  

Neither pragmatic nor mixed methods approaches would assume that the data belong to a 

single truth. Instead, pragmatism allows researchers to explore the reasons that determine 

reality and the results of these influences.139 Pragmatism's "high regard for the reality of and 

influence of the inner world of human experience in action" and focus on "endors[ing] a 

strong and practical empiricism as the path to determine what works" supported the 
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applicability of the pragmatic approach to this particular Ph.D. research project.139 Thus, it is 

understandable that pragmatism is the most popular framework chosen for mixed-methods 

research.153 

2.2.2 Importance of using theory to underpin research 

In recognition of the thesis’ aim and objectives, a theory relating to behaviour change was 

considered appropriate for underpinning the study development, conduct, and analysis.154  

The definition of a theory as used in this context was “a set of concepts and/or statements 

with specification of how phenomena relate to each other”.154 The use of a theoretical 

underpinning in this thesis, enhanced the validity and reliability of the findings by providing a 

comparable structure to guide each stage of the Ph.D. research and to shape the study 

designs from a singular perspective, thereby enhancing the integrated synthesis of the 

findings.155,156  

It was important to identify an appropriate theory in advance to ensure the rigour of the 

chosen methods and strengthen the credibility of the study findings.155,156 This was of 

particular importance to the qualitative component of this research project. Qualitative 

research is generally interpretative157 by nature and is consequently at risk of being 

subjectively variable. However, it should be noted that theories are often not identified in 

advance for qualitative studies.155,158 The theoretical framework was transferable to the 

quantitative research component. This transfer of the same perspective used to design the 

study and analyse the results maximised the benefits of using a mixed-methods synthesis of 

the two sets of empirical research findings to contribute to the overall Ph.D. project 

objective.155,159  
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2.2.3 COM-B model 

2.2.3.1 What is the COM-B model? 

The COM-B model of behaviour change was identified and selected as the underpinning 

theory for this thesis's empirical research.160  This model was developed by Michie et al. 

(2011), a team of psychologists and health service researchers, as part of a wider behaviour-

change intervention development system known as the ‘Behaviour Change Wheel’.161 The 

COM-B model arose following synthesis of existing behaviour change theories, which 

highlighted that behaviours (B) were influenced by three factors: capability (C), opportunity 

(O), and motivation (M).162,163 These three conditions (COM) are necessary to result in a 

change in behaviour and are, therefore, important to explore and understand.164 The 

components of this model can interact to promote or inhibit behaviour display.164 

Motivation to undertake a task can be influenced by an individual’s level of capability or the 

presence of an opportunity to potentiate that particular behaviour.164 The display of a 

particular behaviour may then feedback to influence the individual's capability, opportunity, 

and/or motivation further.164 Ultimately, Michie et al. (2014) have explained that in order for 

a particular behaviour to occur, a person must have the required knowledge and skillset 

(psychological and physical capability) to enact the behaviour; their physical and social 

surroundings must offer them the chance (physical and social opportunity) to carry out the 

behaviour, and; they need to choose (both automatically and after conscious reflection) to 

display that behaviour over the alternative options (i.e., to have a greater automatic and 

reflective motivation for that particular behaviour).164 

This model is considered well suited to studies that aim to explore the development and/or 

implementation of behaviour change interventions and has been successfully applied in 
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healthcare settings in the past; it was, therefore, an appropriate choice for this thesis’ 

research.162,165 

2.2.3.2 How was the COM-B model developed? 

Michie et al. (2014) systematically identified all of the existing theories pertaining to the field 

of behaviour change. They used the following definition to identify these theories:  

“In the context of behaviour change, theories seek to explain why, when and 
how a behaviour does or does not occur, and the important sources of 
influence to be targeted in order to alter the behaviour. They should reflect 
an integration of the knowledge accumulated about the relevant 
mechanisms of action and moderators of change”.164  

All of the identified theories were available for researchers worldwide to use in their own 

research studies across various disciplines wherever behaviour change might have been of 

relevance to the projects. However, many of the theories had common elements, which 

made it difficult for researchers to select and then adequately justify their choice of theory 

for use in their research.161,164 Additionally, many of the existing behaviour change theories 

were focussed on particular subsets of behaviour and their corresponding influencers and 

did not consider wider issues, which could also have an effect on behaviours.164 For example, 

one such identified theory was the Consumption as Social Practices Theory, which concerns 

explorations of consumer behaviour in society and, therefore, would not be directly relevant 

to a behaviour change intervention that aims to improve public and individual health.164 

Nonetheless, the exploration of time, rules and resources, and lifestyle would all be relevant 

to health-related behaviour change interventions and indeed are encompassed under the 

umbrella terms of the chosen COM-B model.164  
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Choosing a theory with the right focus to explore the influencers of behaviour seemed 

problematic as it may have resulted in the researcher not considering potential revelations. 

Therefore, Michie et al. (2014) conducted a synthesis of the existing behaviour change 

theories in response to this identified myriad of overlapping or focus-specific existing 

theories.164 They originally identified the key domains across the identified theories as 128 

constructs from 33 theories. They then refined this synthesis resulting in 84 components, 

which were further refined as part of a 3-step validation process. The final product, known 

as the 'Theoretical Domains Framework' (TDF), consisted of 14 domains, which were the 

result of a synthesis of 33 identified behaviour change theories.161,164 It’s fourteen domains 

to describe the determinants of behaviour as identified by the existing literature include: 1. 

Knowledge, 2. Skills, 3. Social/professional role and identity, 4. Beliefs about capabilities, 5. 

Optimism, 6. Beliefs about consequences, 7. Reinforcement, 8. Intentions, 9. Goals, 10. 

Memory, attention, and decision processes, 11. Environment context and resources, 12. 

Social influences, 13. Emotion, 14. Behavioural regulation.164 

The TDF has been used in qualitative studies and quantitative survey studies and has been 

applied to healthcare research and intervention development previously.166–168 Of particular 

note, the TDF has previously been successfully applied to gain an understanding of a range 

of health behaviours including, the provision of smoking cessation advice.162,164,169–172  

The TDF was a pre-cursor to the COM-B model, which was also developed from the 33 

theories that had been identified by Michie et al.162,164 The development process for the 

COM-B model was, therefore, deliberately designed to draw from the fields of psychology, 

anthropology, sociology, and economics; enabling the exploration and development of 
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interventions which could be applied in healthcare settings.164 Like the TDF, the COM-B 

Model has a clear advantage over the pre-existing behaviour change theories as it is a 

synthesis product of many of the available theories.164 Furthermore, the COM-B Model can 

be understood and applied to research by HCPs and researchers from different disciplines, 

whereas some theories would not be appropriate to be used by those without a background 

in psychology.173  

The COM-B model can be described as a “variant” of the TDF as it further synthesises the 

domains into three broad categories: Capability, Opportunity and Motivation.162 These 

categories offer a less prescriptive and broader ranging guidance for informing the data 

collection tools used in this research project, in comparison to the 14 TDF domains. As such, 

the COM-B was preferred for use in the empirical research presented in this thesis. 

2.2.3.3 How can it be used? 

The COM-B model can be used to gain an understanding of the target behaviour. As such, 

this model may be used as the first step in the development of a complex intervention, in 

compliance with the MRC guidance.162,174  

The model provides a structure to breakdown the determinants of behaviour, thereby 

allowing researchers to explore behaviour characteristics and understand behaviour in terms 

of each of the components: capability, opportunity, and motivation (ref). A COM-B analysis 

enables the identification of capability, opportunity, and/or motivation to be identified as a 

barrier(s) to the desired behaviour. Thus, it is possible to target these (as identified as 

barriers) in a future behaviour change intervention.162 
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Overall, the COM-B Model can be used by researchers to promote public health by 

supporting the development of health promotion interventions, which are theory-informed 

and are, therefore, more likely to lead to a change in behaviour. Behaviour change 

interventions which were guided by the use of the COM-B Model have been successful in 

improving the provision of healthcare and public health at the individual, community and 

population levels.162,165,175–181 Use of this structured approach to intervention development 

has improved the transparency of the development process and enabled better 

implementation and evaluation of the intervention.182  

2.2.3.4 How I have used the COM-B model in my empirical research  

After understanding the use of theory in the context of behaviour change, this thesis 

accumulates the existing knowledge in the literature around the knowledge-base, 

behaviours, beliefs, and the influencing factors of behaviours of HCPs in promoting SHS harm 

reduction to service users in primary care settings. Subsequently, the COM-B model is 

applied to the development, conduct, and analysis of the empirical research studies, thereby 

using theory appropriately to ensure a thorough exploration of the research question. 

Michie et al. (2014) explain that changing behaviour is complicated by the difficulty in 

identifying a single component as a barrier or to be changed in order for the target 

behaviour to be achieved successfully. Instead, behaviour change (including the 

identification of barriers and target behaviours) will involve “interrelated components”.162 

Moreover, the target population is often so varied within the category of exploration, which 

further complicates behaviour change(86). For example, within the HCP sample group for 

both the quantitative and qualitative studies, it was anticipated that there would have been 
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a variety of types of HCPs who had different roles in the provision of healthcare and who had 

different levels of training and therefore knowledge of SHSe. Target population variation, 

such as this, demonstrates the complexity of identifying a singular component that acts as a 

barrier to a target behaviour. The COM-B model allows for the exploration within the COM 

categories in account of the anticipated complex nature of the target behaviours and 

barriers to achieving them.  

Michie et al. (2014) also pointed out that health-related behaviour change can be 

implemented at a range of levels from those influencing the behaviours of individuals up to 

those involving legislative actions to affect change at a societal level.162 Therefore, it is 

reasonable to assume that the barriers to displaying target behaviours (HCPs’ delivery of SHS 

harm reduction intervention to service users in primary care settings) also exist at levels 

ranging from individual to societal. In this thesis, I have explored the influences on the 

behaviours and perceived behaviours of individual HCPs and service users. 

In the case of this study, we explore the possibilities for an intervention which would be to 

change the behaviour of individuals (both the HCPs in terms of their clinical practices and 

from the service users in terms of receiving the intervention and the influence of this on 

their home smoking behaviours). A further complexity involved with health-related 

behaviour changes is the fact that the outcome of the behaviour change may be seen at a 

different level to that where the intervention was implemented.162 Any resultant 

intervention (developed as a follow-on project to this thesis) would aim to encourage HCPs 

to modify existing or to incorporate new behaviours as necessary to affect the delivery of 

SHS harm reduction messages to service users as appropriate. As it would be HCPs who 
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would implement a future intervention, it was crucial that their views and needs be 

adequately explored and incorporated into any future work. Service users were also sampled 

for the qualitative study, which offered an in-depth exploration of the perspective of those 

who would be receiving the interventions for SHSe. These viewpoints complemented the 

views of the interviewed HCPs, as described in Chapter 5 (DeSSIP study). The results of the 

service users' data contributed to the data analysis and interpretation. 

Using the COM-B model from the development of this study through to the analysis of the 

results has enabled me to ensure the research studies are theoretically grounded from the 

outset through to the interpretation of the results. Therefore, I have used the theory in the 

way described by Michie et al. (2014): reporting how it was used to design the study, how it 

was used to identify barriers to target behaviour display (delivery of SHS harm reduction 

intervention in primary care settings), to describe the relationship between the results and 

the chosen model of behaviour which has theoretically grounded the empirical research.162 

This echoed the advocated practice around the use of theory to guide study development, 

conduct and analysis.155 

In summary, two independent, concurrent research studies used the COM-B model in this 

Ph.D. project. In the qualitative study, the COM-B model was used to inform the 

development of interview topic guides and to provide a structure for the interpretation 

(offering an overarching deductive codebook) and presentation of the study results. The use 

of the COM-B model across all of the interviews allowed for comparisons to be made across 

the groups and subgroups of participants. In the quantitative survey study, the COM-B 

Model was used to structure the survey questions and to select the key areas that should be 
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explored by asking for respondents' opinions on those questions. Again, the COM-B model 

was also used to structure the presentation of the data analysis. Furthermore, the overall 

results of the completed Ph.D. thesis are directly transferable for application into the wider 

frameworks, such as the Behaviour Change Wheel, in any future feasibility study to develop 

and design interventions according to this COM-B presentation of the Ph.D. results.161,162  

 

 2.3 Reflection of myself as a researcher 

2.3.1 Importance of reflexive practice 

Although research aims and methods are systematic, predefined, and attempt to be 

objective, it is inevitable that the background of a researcher will influence their research 

activities.183 Both the personal and professional backgrounds of a researcher can shape the 

research questions that are asked, as well as influencing data collection, analysis, and 

interpretation.156 It is, therefore, important for researchers to be aware of their own 

backgrounds and to take these into consideration whilst conducting research. Such reflexive 

practice is important factors when designing research questions particularly for topics that 

may be sensitive,184 such as the issue of parents/carers exposing non-smokers at home (e.g., 

their children) to SHS. Reflexive practice is important as "knowledge and understanding are 

contextually and historically grounded, as well as linguistically constituted".185 The process of 

recording and reflecting on my own interpretations as the researcher illuminated my own 

potential influence on the data and the resulting conclusions and outputs; the validity of 

both was strengthened by this transparency (as discussed in Chapter 7). 
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2.3.2 Researcher’s background 

I have never smoked and I come from a family of non-smokers. However, I have experienced 

regular SHSe during childhood in the homes and cars of friends and neighbours. I can, 

therefore, appreciate how the smoking behaviours of a single resident can affect the health 

of all those who regularly spend time in the same home environments. Following discharge 

from the hospital for a respiratory complaint in childhood, my parents and I were advised by 

HCPs to stay away from areas where people were smoking cigarettes. This proved to be 

difficult advice to follow as it was impractical in reality, and it was not feasible for a child or a 

guest to implement any action to reduce their exposure levels when in the home or car of a 

person who was a smoker. The need to provide practical advice to support smokers to 

reduce the harms caused by SHSe was, therefore, a matter that I have reflected on in 

adulthood. 

My professional background as a pharmacist with experience working in both community 

and hospital environments has shown me the importance of offering lifestyle advice in 

promoting and maintaining health. Over the course of my education, I have been repeatedly 

told of the detrimental health effects caused by directly smoking tobacco products. During 

my pharmacy training, the effects of SHSe were also discussed as part of the training around 

smoking cessation counselling. I have completed smoking cessation training both as an 

undergraduate pharmacy student (in theory, which was taught during lectures and small 

group taught sessions and workshops, as well as in practical sessions with assessments in the 

form of workshops and Objective Structured Clinical Examinations). This learning was 

reinforced during my pre-registration pharmacy training year by the same methods. During 

placements in community pharmacies across Birmingham, I had the chance to shadow and 
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offer smoking cessation counselling to patients who were attempting to quit smoking. 

However, these training experiences focussed predominantly on smoking cessation. I 

became more aware of the health consequences of SHSe through the 'Smokefree' campaign, 

which was led by Public Health England.186 To build on this, I have since completed the 

training on providing Very Brief Advice to smokers to help them to reduce smoking in the 

home.187 This training was made available by the UK Department of Health and is accessible 

to pharmacists via the Centre of Postgraduate Pharmacy Education or via the National 

Centre for Smoking Cessation and Training (which allows free access to the training to all 

HCPs). In addition to gaining awareness on the topic of SHSe through my role as an HCP, I 

always had some insight into some of the barriers and challenges that HCPs may encounter 

with regards to intervening to support SHSe reductions. It was, therefore, essential that 

during data collection, I did not project my experiences or thoughts on those of the 

interviewees. 

Additionally, in my role as a pharmacist, I regularly consult with service users who have 

addictive behaviours. I also regularly engage with the family members of this service user 

group and can appreciate how SHSe, as a result of nicotine addiction, can be one of many 

problems that affect the lives of those who live with someone who smokes in the home. I 

recognise that for many people quitting their addictive behaviour can be a daunting and 

unappealing prospect. Therefore, I believe that research looking to help empower service 

users with addictions to be able to adapt their behaviours would be of benefit to those who 

live them, especially when removing the addictive substance is not considered to be a viable 

option at that point in time.  
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2.3.3 Possible effects of my biography and work on this study 

The possible effects of my biography and work on this study are discussed further in Chapter 

7, together with a discussion of strengths and limitations.  

 

2.4 Summary 

Mixed-methods research is a continually growing approach to research.123 It is particularly 

suited to applied health research questions such as those being answered in this thesis. 

Mixed-methods approaches are applied to this thesis in four stages, as described in this 

chapter. Chapters 3 to 6 present each of the stages of this mixed-methods research. After 

reasoning above (Section 2.2.2) the importance of using theory, the research presented in 

Chapters 4 to 6 are underpinned by the COM-B model of behaviour change, in addition to 

being built upon the systematic review (Chapter 2) findings. The COM-B model is well-suited 

for application in answer to this thesis' objectives. A pragmatism paradigm has been adopted 

for the conduct of this Ph.D. research, aligning to the mixed-methods approach. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

PRIMARY CARE HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS’  KNOWLEDGE, ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES 

TOWARDS PROMOTING THE REDUCTION OF CHILDREN’S SECONDHAND SMOKE 

EXPOSURE: A MIXED-METHODS REVIEW AND SYNTHESIS 

As described in Chapter 1 (background) the detrimental health effects of secondhand smoke 

exposure (SHSe) for children are well established, and there is evidence to suggest that 

healthcare professionals (HCPs) may be well placed to intervene with smoking parents. 

However, the evidence base around HCPs’ practice, knowledge and attitudes to delivering 

SHSe harm reduction messages had not been robustly synthesised. Therefore, this chapter 

of the PhD thesis presents a mixed-methods systematic review and synthesis of the global 

literature on how SHSe is being addressed in primary care settings.  The findings of this 

chapter contribute to answering thesis objectives A, B and C (see Section 1.5.3). 

3.1 Systematic review and synthesis 

The systematic review and synthesis has been presented in this chapter in the format of the 

manuscript as was published (in December 2017) and later made available online as an 

Editor’s Choice article (in April 2019) in the Nicotine and Tobacco Research journal.122 The 

editor has provided written permission for the paper to be included, as published, in the 

thesis.  
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Publication number: 1 

Publication title: Primary care healthcare professionals’ knowledge, attitudes, and practices 

towards promoting the reduction of children’s secondhand smoke exposure: a mixed-

methods review and synthesis 

Page number of thesis: 88 
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3.2 Update of the literature since the publication 

Given that this systematic review (available online from December 2017) was published 

earlier on in my PhD research and that the initial searches only included literature published 

until February 2016, I have undertaken a further rapid search on Medline and also using 

forward citation searching to find any new literature which may be relevant to my review 

question. Although I have not undertaken a further systematic search, a rapid review of the 

evidence would indicate that only a further three studies have been published that would 

meet the inclusion criteria for my systematic review and synthesis.  

This first additional paper188 reported the findings of a cross-sectional, descriptive survey of 

French GPs with regards to the management and prevention of recurrent respiratory tract 

infections for children. Of the 358 survey participants, 205 reported secondhand smoke 

exposure as an important risk factor for the occurrence of recurrent respiratory tract 

infections in children. Indeed, this was reported to be the second most important of the 

identified risk factors; thereby echoing HCPs' awareness of the detrimental health effects of 

SHSe as identified in the systematic review. Smoking cessation was the only practice which 

the surveyed GPs reported to be an action to address SHSe for the purpose of preventing the 

recurrence of respiratory tract infections in children. This lack of identification of other harm 

reduction techniques to prevent SHSe effect coincides with the lack of knowledge which was 

identified in the systematic review. For example, HCPs were unsure of how to intervene in 

practice to support patients and smokers to reduce SHSe levels having an awareness of the 

need to do this. Finally, the survey highlighted that GPs’ perceptions of their patients’ 

attitudes in response to receiving smoking cessation advice posed as a barrier to intervening 

and promoting cessation for the purpose of SHS harm reduction. Therefore, the results of 
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this later publication concur with the findings presented in this chapter’s systematic review 

and synthesis. 

The further additional two papers70,189 both presented baseline “practice” data taken from 

electronic health records prior to the implementation of an intervention. Their data echoed 

the findings of those reported in the systematic review, whereby HCPs were seen to Ask 

more than they do Advise or Act around SHSe in practice. Furthermore, referral to smoking 

cessation programmes was again the only method of SHSe reduction referred to as seen in 

my review findings. 

3.3 Summary 

This systematic review highlighted a lack of research in this area with only 20 studies 

included in the analysis and a further three relevant papers having been published since 

2016. The review findings highlighted that HCPs provide little practical action despite 

showing an understanding of the consequences of SHSe. The findings identified a number of 

barriers that prevented intervention, even when HCPs were aware of the need to intervene. 

Some of the key barriers included: time pressures which affected prioritisation of the issue; a 

perception of negative reactions from parents of exposed children which affected HCPs’ 

relationships with patients and their carers; lack of training delivered to HCPs on how an 

intervention might be delivered in practice. Thesis objectives A, B, and C have been 

addressed in the completion of this systematic review. The findings of the review have then 

been explored further in the UK setting in the subsequent primary research studies 

(Chapters 4 and 5) to achieve the thesis aim. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

DELIVERING SECONDHAND SMOKE HARM REDUCTION MESSAGES IN PRIMARY CARE: A 

CROSS-SECTIONAL SURVEY OF HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONALS (DESSHARM STUDY) 

This chapter presents the methods and results of an online cross-sectional survey, which 

aimed to understand UK healthcare professionals (HCPs) current secondhand smoke 

exposure (SHSe) related practices as well as their capability, opportunity, and motivation to 

intervene around SHSe in primary care. This primary quantitative research study builds on 

the evidence gaps highlighted in Chapter 1 and the findings of the systematic review122 

(Chapter 3), and also complements the data presented in the qualitative component of this 

thesis (Chapter 5). The findings of this study contribute to answering thesis objectives A-C 

(see Section 1.5.3). 

4.1 Study overview 

4.1.1 Study aim 

This research study aimed to (i) assess the current practices of UK primary care-based HCPs 

in relation to SHSe, and (ii) to investigate the influencing factors shown to determine these 

HCPs' intervention delivery behaviours concerning SHSe (i.e., HCPs' level of capability, 

opportunity and motivation to intervene). 

4.1.2 Study objectives 

To achieve the study aim, the study objectives were pre-defined as: 

1. To assess the frequency of occurrence of SHS-related interventions based on 

participants’ self-reported current practices.  
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2. To investigate participants' level of agreement in response to statements concerning 

their capability, opportunities, and motivation to provide SHSe harm reduction 

interventions in primary care settings. 

3. To further explore the findings of a systematic review of the global literature base 

with UK survey participants122. 

4.1.3 Theoretical framework 

The COM-B Model162 of behaviour change, as described in detail in Chapter 2 

(Methodology), was chosen to guide the design and analysis of this study. In addition to 

capturing a snapshot of reported practices in relation to SHSe, the survey tool captured 

HCPs' self-reported capability, opportunity, and motivation to intervene in practice. The 

results of the systematic review122 (Chapter 3) were used to shape the final survey questions 

and to guide the selection of questions for inclusion in the final survey data collection tool 

from those which had been developed in alignment with the COM-B Model,160 as detailed 

below (Section 4.2.4). 

4.2. Methods  

4.2.1 Study design 

A quantitative study using an online cross-sectional survey, with questions informed by the 

COM-B Model160 and the findings of an earlier systematic review.122 

4.2.2 Sample & recruitment 

4.2.2.1 Inclusion criteria 

The study included respondents who were HCPs working in primary (including community) 

care settings in the UK.  
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4.2.2.2 Exclusion criteria 

Participants were excluded from this study if they worked in primary care settings but were 

aged under 18 years old or if they were a student HCP. The rationale for excluding students 

who worked in primary care settings was that they were likely to have a different remit of 

actions and responsibilities to their fully-qualified colleagues. Many of the survey questions 

were specifically applicable to qualified members of the primary healthcare team. 

4.2.2.3 Sample size 

Healthcare professionals may have had limited capacity to undertake the survey.190,191 As 

seen in other studies, convenience sampling was used supported by online survey 

distribution.192,193 Therefore, the survey was developed via an online platform and with a 

completion time of around 10 minutes. With the aim of maximising recruitment within the 

proposed timeframe of the Ph.D., no formal sample size calculation was conducted. 

4.2.2.4 Recruitment methods 

Due to a lack of direct pathways to access potential participants, a wide range of recruitment 

pathways was employed to maximise the sample. Respondents were self-selected 

volunteers who had chosen to participate after seeing the study advertisement material 

(Appendices 4.2, 4.3, 4.5). A hyperlink giving access to the survey was widely distributed. The 

methods of distributing the advertisements to potential participants across the UK included 

circulation via: professional/membership bodies (e.g., Royal College of General 

Practitioners); Vocational Training Schemes and affiliated professional support networks; 

Clinical Commissioning Groups; and University-based opportunities (e.g., appropriate 

University email mailing lists, as permitted); as well as via the research team's personal 
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networks. Advertisements were also delivered in-person (e.g., at conferences, or 

electronically via the social media platforms of the specified groups for recruitment). The 

study advert was also used as a poster to be physically displayed/distributed as well as an 

image for an electronic advertisement. These posters were physically displayed in work 

settings, such as GP practices, in addition to being displayed at conference events. A Twitter 

account was set up specifically for this study to generate interest in the study and to 

facilitate recruitment by electronic advertisement. 

This range of advertisement distribution methods were employed to maximise study 

recruitment. The distribution methods involving professional bodies or vocation-specific 

events were targeted at the recruitment of GPs, nurses and pharmacists. Recruitment 

methods encompassing the researcher's own network, snowballing and advertisements 

distributed through social media were used to aid the recruitment of other HCP groups 

working in primary care settings. 

4.2.2.5 Screening 

Potential participants who were interested in the study and accessed the online survey were 

screened for eligibility to participate prior to the consent screen and the start of the 

questions (Appendix 4.06). No data were collected from those who did not meet the pre-

defined eligibility criteria. The survey was designed to automatically redirect respondents 

who were not eligible and did not give consent for participation to a page that explained this 

and thanked the respondent for their interest with a pre-set statement. Thus, effectively 

ensuring the a priori consent and ethical requirements (Section 4.2.3) were upheld 

throughout the data collection stage.194  
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4.2.3 Ethical and regulatory compliance 

4.2.3.1 Consent 

Electronic consent was sought from all participants prior to the start of the survey. The 

potential participants were first provided with a brief overview of the study, a link to the 

participant information sheet, and the contact details (email addresses) of two members of 

the research team. The study overview included an explanation to inform participants that 

by answering a question, the research team would assume consent was given to use this 

response in the survey data analysis. An explicit request for consent was then asked 

following the successful completion of the eligibility screening questions. The electronic 

survey was designed to ensure that participants were unable to proceed to answer the 

survey questions if consent had not been provided. 

4.2.3.2 Confidentiality 

No identifiable information was collected from participants. Therefore, all participants 

remained anonymous, and this was clearly explained in the study overview, which preceded 

the survey questions and also in the participant information sheet. 

All data were treated as confidential information. SmartSurvey was chosen to host the 

electronic surveys to ensure all data were held in the strictest confidence. Furthermore, 

SmartSurvey uses UK/EU-based servers and is ISO27001 accredited.195 

4.2.3.3 Participant withdrawal 

Participation in this study was entirely voluntary and was reliant on respondents’ own 

interest in this research in addition to the encouragement that is given to HCPs to partake in 

research activities. Respondents were informed at the beginning of the survey that any 
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answers that they gave would be used for the purposes of this research. As no identifiable 

data were requested from respondents, it was not possible to remove data at the 

respondents’ request, once it had been collected by SmartSurvey.   

4.2.3.4 Storage, access and disposal of data 

All members of the research team had up to date Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training and 

were compliant with the core principles outlined by the Data Protection Act 1998, including 

those relating to the collection, storage, access, and disposal of data. In addition to this, the 

University of Birmingham’s data protection policies and procedures were upheld by all 

members of the research team. 

Computer-held data were securely stored on encrypted and password-protected machines/ 

devices which were approved for use in research by the University of Birmingham. 

In accordance with the University of Birmingham's policies for the storage of anonymous 

data, the study data are being stored for ten years after the publication of the study findings. 

Only the study team, the sponsor, and relevant authorities had and continue to have access 

to the datasets as appropriate. 

4.2.3.5 Study approval 

This study was reviewed and granted approval by the University of Birmingham Central 

Ethics Committee (Appendix 4.1). 
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4.2.4 Data collection 

4.2.4.1 Data collection tool 

An online cross-sectional survey was deemed the most appropriate method for data 

collection. This method of data collection offered a snapshot of the current practices and 

self-reported capability, opportunity, and motivation to intervene around SHSe in primary 

care. The benefits of using an online platform meant that the survey could be easily 

distributed to HCPs across the UK; completed at the HCP’s own convenience (time and 

location) and the results would be collected and collated automatically.194  

4.2.4.2 Survey question development 

No validated surveys that were relevant to answering the study objectives were identified 

within the literature. However, previous studies involving COM-B- or TDF-focussed 

questionnaires as a tool for data collection were available and were used to provide 

guidance on the use of behaviour change theories in the development of survey 

questions.165,168,171,176,196 The questions that had been used in these previous 

studies165,168,171,176,196 were collated and adapted to suit the research objectives of this study. 

Additionally, the reference textbook describing the COM-B Model162 and its use in research 

studies was used to compile a list of questions that could be incorporated into the research 

survey. The 14 domains of the TDF197 were also used to guide the question development and 

ensure that all aspects of the COM-B Model were being covered as appropriate. 

The systematic review122 findings were also used in the question development stage to guide 

the focus of the questions within the practice, capability, opportunity, and motivation 

domains. This helped to ensure that the survey results would be comparable in the 
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outcomes to those found in the review122 findings and also would complement the 

outcomes from a parallel qualitative research study. 

An overall list of potential survey questions were collated in this way. Reviewing this list 

enabled the final survey questions to be developed through a process of amalgamation of 

any similar questions; elimination of those questions which were deemed unnecessary; and 

adaptation of those questions which were important to include but needed to be tailored to 

specifically address this research study's objectives. 

A mixture of positively and negatively worded statements was used in the survey to prevent 

the occurrence of and also to highlight instances of forced choice or social desirability 

biases.198 The number of questions was limited to five per domain to keep the time needed 

for completion of the survey as short as possible whilst still gathering sufficiently rich data to 

answer the aims of this research. 

An outline of the survey questions for each of the four domains of interest (practice, 

capability, opportunity, and motivation) is provided in Table 4.1. Five statements were firstly 

posed to respondents to ascertain a snapshot of their self-reported clinical practices. The 

questions around capability were designed to investigate respondents’ knowledge base and 

reported skill set with regards to addressing the issue of SHSe in their usual clinical practice. 

The opportunity-focussed questions examined the situations in which SHS might be 

addressed in addition to questioning the potential facilitators and barriers to these 

situations. The questions around HCPs’ motivation to address the issue of SHS, investigated 

HCPs’ own beliefs about SHSe intervention as well as their perceptions of the consequences 

of intervening. 
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Table 4.1: Survey questions and statements as aligned to practice, capability, opportunity, and motivation  

Domain Five-point Likert scale for response Survey questions 

Current 
practices 

 

 

Please indicate the level of occurrence of the 
following tasks in your usual clinical practice: 

• Never 
• Rarely 
• Sometimes 
• Often 
• Always 

Asking non-smokers about their exposure to SHS 

Asking smokers about others who may be exposed to SHS at home 

Providing information on the health effects of SHSe 

Delivering SHS harm reduction messages to smokers 

Acting (e.g., referrals or medication prescription) to support smokers to reduce the exposure 
levels of those around them to the SHS 

Capability Please indicate your level of agreement with the 
following statements: 

• Strongly disagree 
• Disagree 
• Neutral 
• Agree 
• Strongly agree 

I understand what the health effects of SHS are 

I have had sufficient training on the topic of SHSe. 

I do not know how to ask smokers about the SHSe of others in their home(s) 

I know enough to be able to answer any questions that patients (and their carers) might have 
around SHSe. 

I do not know how to support smokers to reduce the levels of SHSe of those they live with, when 
they are not ready or not able to quit smoking. 

Motivation Please indicate your level of agreement with the 
following statements: 

• Strongly disagree 
• Disagree 
• Neutral 

It is important to intervene with smokers to help reduce others' exposure to SHS. 

Smokers want HCPs to support them in reducing the health effects of SHSe of those they live 
with 

I would feel uncomfortable intervening with smokers to help reduce others' exposure to SHS. 
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• Agree 
• Strongly agree 

Raising the issue of SHSe with smokers would create a problem in my professional relationship 
with them. 

Smokers will not engage in interventions to reduce others' exposure to the SHS. 

Opportunity Please indicate your level of agreement with the 
following statements: 

• Strongly disagree 
• Disagree 
• Neutral 
• Agree 
• Strongly agree 

It is easier to intervene around SHSe during follow-up appointments with patients rather than in 
the first consultation. 

I have insufficient time to intervene around SHSe. 

I will only intervene around SHS when it causes an apparent or a worsening medical problem. 

SHS is often a lower priority as smokers have other problems (e.g., social problems) which need 
to be addressed 

I feel well supported to be able to intervene with smokers and help them to reduce others’ 
exposure to SHS 

HCPs: healthcare professionals; SHS: secondhand smoke; SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure 
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4.2.4.3 Survey piloting 

The online survey was tested by five individuals from a mixture of professional backgrounds 

(including three public sector employees (n=2 from NHS and n=1 from Police) and two 

postgraduate researchers at the University of Birmingham). The process of piloting during 

the development of the survey instrument was used to ensure that the questions were easily 

understood; the available responses were sufficient, and; the online survey interface worked 

well and was easy to use and complete.194 As the survey instrument was designed 

specifically for this study and had not been previously validated, the piloting process was 

particularly important. The pilot respondents also reported the length of time taken to 

complete the survey (the average time was 13 minutes -reported to the nearest minute).194 

This measurement was taken to inform the recommended time for completion stated in 

advertisements during recruitment. However, some pilot respondents explained that they 

had completed the survey whilst also completing other tasks, which meant it took them 

longer to finish the survey questions. Thus, in advertisements, the survey was said to take 

approximately 5-10 minutes to complete.  

Testing and revision continued until no new errors, queries, or suggestions were identified. 

One key change that was requested concerned the chosen terminology. The term “primary 

care” was updated to "primary/community healthcare" in all study material, which would be 

seen by HCPs. Feedback indicated that although managers typically use the term “primary 

care”, patient-facing staff (to whom the survey would be targeted) may not associate 

themselves with this terminology and would instead describe their work setting as 

“community care”. This amended terminology was used solely to aid respondents’ 

understanding of the study information and survey questions. However, the term “primary 
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care” is otherwise considered sufficient to describe the healthcare sector of interest for this 

project. No other significant changes were suggested by the pilot respondents outside of the 

sentence structuring to make some statements easier to read and understand. 

4.2.5 Data analysis 

4.2.5.1 Data management and cleaning 

All of the electronic survey data were downloaded from the host server onto the University 

of Birmingham (encrypted and password-protected) computers used by members of the 

research team. Microsoft Word (for free text responses) and Microsoft Excel (for numeric 

responses) packages were used to manage the downloaded data.  

The software package, SPSS (versions 23 and 24), was used to conduct statistical analysis of 

the results. The data were analysed using descriptive statistics and also using regression 

analysis to explore if respondents’ characteristics were associated with particular practices 

or capability, opportunity or motivation to intervene around SHSe. 

The data were cleaned in Microsoft Excel to remove responses from participants who had 

completed the screening questions but then later indicated they were ineligible to have 

completed the survey. For example, one respondent disclosed that they were a hospital 

doctor in their answer to the demographic question concerning their occupation. 

Additionally, responses were reviewed for questions where 'Other' was selected as the 

answer, and further information was given. Duplicate responses were looked for, but none 

were identified. The data from respondents who had only completed the screening 

questions but did not answer any research questions were excluded from any further 

analysis at this stage. In cases where a respondent had answered one or more of the 
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research questions in addition to the screening questions, the data were carried forward for 

descriptive analysis. However, respondents with incomplete survey responses were later 

excluded from some of the regression analysis stages, as appropriate (the number of 

respondents included for each stage of analysis has been specified in the results presented 

later in this chapter). 

4.2.5.2 Analysis method 

The survey responses were grouped and analysed by the domain (i.e., current practice and 

capability, opportunity, and motivation to intervene). Furthermore, the questions pertaining 

to the current practice domain were divided into the individual ask, advise, and act 

categories; the results for each of these categories were analysed independently in addition 

to analysis of the results for the overall practice domain. The results were first descriptively 

analysed. Frequencies and percentages were calculated for each of the background 

questions relating to participants' characteristics, to provide a summary of the sample 

demographic profile. Frequencies, means, and standard deviations were calculated for each 

question. Composite scores were then calculated for each of the domains by assigning the 

values of 1 to 5 to the Likert responses (as detailed in the Results section) and calculating a 

total score. In cases where statements were negatively worded, the data were reverse coded 

for analysis. Each domain had a maximum possible score of 25, except for 'opportunity', 

which had a maximum score of 20 to account for the exclusion of one statement from the 

composite score calculation. This excluded opportunity statement related to the easiest type 

of appointment for intervening around SHSe and so would not have been associated with a 

high or low level of opportunity to intervene. The mean composite score and the standard 

deviation was calculated for each domain. For all domains, respondents who had scored 4 or 
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5 for all of the statements in that domain were reported as having a 'high' level (of 

capability, opportunity, or motivation) to intervene. For example, if a respondent scored 4 or 

5 across all of the motivation questions, they would be considered to have a 'high' level of 

motivation to intervene around SHSe. For the purpose of this thesis, 'good practice' was 

defined in the same manner with those scoring 4 or 5 for all of the practice-related 

statements classified as demonstrating ‘good practice’ towards SHSe. There was no 

definition of ‘poor practice’, only simply the lack of ‘good practice’ when respondents did 

not score 4 or 5 in their answers. 

Associations between the mean score in each domain and respondent characteristics were 

investigated using unadjusted and adjusted linear regression analyses. Descriptive statistics 

were used to check for (close-to) normal distribution in the data sets prior to conducting the 

linear regression analyses. Collinearity was tested for by generating Variance Inflation Factor 

values via SPSS. No significant collinearity was identified, and the analyses were adjusted for 

all of the following respondent characteristics: gender, age, ethnicity, highest qualification, 

type of HCP, current work setting, length of employment in primary/community care sector, 

and smoking status. 

The HCP groups which were defined in the analyses were: General Practitioner, Nurse or 

Health Visitor, Pharmacist, or Other. Conducting sub-analyses with these HCP groups 

allowed for exploration of any potential differences in their current practices or their 

capability/ opportunity/ motivation to intervene around SHSe. Any potential differences 

would help to inform the development of any future intervention involving HCPs in the 

promotion of SHS harm reduction based on the sub-analyses findings. Additionally, these 
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sub-analyses findings would help to identify any particular target groups for an intervention. 

These named four HCP groups were chosen for the sub-analyses as these represented the 

main vocational groups of the survey respondents, see Table 4.2.  

Binary logistic regression was used to help identify which, if any, of the respondent 

characteristic variables were associated with the achievement of high levels for each of the 

domains. However, the small number of respondents who were identified as having a high 

level for each of the domains meant that this analysis lacked power. Hence, the confidence 

intervals were often very wide, and it was not appropriate to conduct adjusted analyses. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Respondent characteristics 

4.3.1.1 Number of responses 

Overall, a total of 230 survey responses were received from the UK population of primary 

and community care-based HCPs and health-related workers between August 2017 and May 

2018. Fifty-eight responses were not eligible for inclusion in the study data analysis (due to 

not meeting the consent and eligibility criteria for participation or where respondents had 

opened the survey but not answered any of the research questions beyond the consent and 

screening stage). Therefore, 172 responses were included in the final sample. Of these 172 

survey responses, 138 provided complete data, 12 had some missing demographic data, and 

22 had some other data item(s) missing. As the survey was distributed electronically across a 

range of platforms, it was not possible to calculate a response rate. 

This final sample of 172 responses which were incorporated into the data analysis stage is a 

small number in comparison to the total population of eligible HCPs working in UK primary 
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care settings. This limits the transferability of the study findings. Furthermore, the low 

number of respondents and also the low respondent numbers in each of the sub-groups for 

analyses may result in some of the statistical tests being underpowered as is discussed in 

section 7.4.2 of this thesis.  

 

4.3.1.2 Summary of respondent characteristics 

Table 4.2 presents a summary of the survey respondent characteristics. The majority of 

respondents were female (n=104, 60.5%), aged 25-54 years (n=130, 75.6%), of white 

ethnicity (n=105, 61.1%), and had some type of degree of professional qualification (n=105, 

61.1%). General practitioners were the main group of HCPs to respond to the survey (n=55, 

32.0%) followed by nurses and pharmacists (both n=25, 14.5%). There were a similar number 

of respondents who reported that they were working in primary care (n=80, 46.5%) and 

community care settings (n=73, 42.4%). Most respondents were working in England (n=153, 

89.0%). The majority of respondents were never smokers (n=127, 73.8%). The largest group 

of ex-smokers reported having last smoked a cigarette over a decade ago (n=11, 37.9%). 

Only 1.2% of respondents (n=2) stated they were a current smoker and reported smoking 1-

10 cigarettes per day on average. 

 

Table 4.2: Summary of respondent characteristics 

Respondent characteristics                                                                   n (%) 

Total n = 72 (%) 

GENDER 
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Male 54 (31.4) 

Female 104 (60.5) 

Missing 14 (8.1) 

AGE 

24 or less 4 (2.3) 

25-34 40 (23.3) 

35-44 42 (24.4) 

45-54 48 (27.9) 

55-64 23 (13.4) 

65 or over 2 (1.2) 

Missing 13 (7.6) 

ETHNICITY  

White 105 (61.1) 

Asian or Asian British 36 (20.9) 

Black or Black British 10 (5.8) 

I do not wish to disclose my ethnic origin 5 (2.9) 

Missing 16 (9.3) 

HIGHEST QUALIFICATION 

O Levels/ CSEs/ GCSEs/ Foundation Diploma 1 (0.6) 

AS or A Levels/ Advanced GNVQ 6 (3.5) 

Degree (e.g. BA/ BSc) 60 (34.9) 

Higher Degree (e.g. MSc/ PhD) 45 (26.2) 

Professional Qualification (e.g. nurse/ teacher) 46 (26.7) 

Missing 14 (8.1) 

TYPE OF HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL 

General Practitioner 55 (32.0) 

Nurse 25 (14.5) 

Health Visitor 8 (4.7) 

Healthcare Assistant 7 (4.1) 
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Dentist 1 (0.6) 

Pharmacist 25 (14.5) 

Other: 

Speech and language therapist 

Community paediatrician 

Occupational therapist 

Dietician 

Physiotherapist 

Physician associate 

Pharmacy technician 

Clinical psychologist 

Podiatrist 

Dental assistant 

Assistant practitioner 

Not specified 

36 (20.9) 

8 (22.2) 

7 (19.4) 

5 (13.9) 

4 (11.1) 

3 (8.3) 

2 (5.6) 

2 (5.6) 

1 (2.8) 

1 (2.8) 

1 (2.8) 

1 (2.8) 

1 (2.8) 

Missing 15 (8.7) 

CURRENT WORK SETTING 

Primary Care (your work is mainly based in a GP practice) 80 (46.5) 

Community Care (you see patients in clinics and home visits) 73 (42.4) 

Missing  19 (11.1)  

LENGTH OF TIME IN CURRENT POST 

Less than 1 year 20 (11.6) 

1-3 years 36 (20.9) 

4-10 years 39 (22.7) 

More than 10 years 62 (36.1) 

Missing 15 (8.7) 

LENGTH OF EMPLOYMENT IN PRIMARY/COMMUNITY CARE SECTOR 

Less than 1 year 13 (7.6) 

1-3 years 24 (14.0) 
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4-10 years 35 (20.4) 

More than 10 years 86 (50.0) 

Missing 14 (8.1) 

WORKING IN WHICH PART OF THE UK 

England 153 (89.0) 

Ireland 1 (0.6) 

Scotland 0 (0.0) 

Wales 1 (0.6) 

Missing  17 (9.9) 

CURRENT SMOKING STATUS 

Current Smoker 2 (1.2) 

Ex-Smoker 29 (16.9) 

Never Smoked 127 (73.8) 

Prefer not to say 1 (0.6) 

Missing 13 (7.6) 

(Of the current smokers, n=2) HOW MANY CIGARETTES SMOKED PER DAY? 

1-10 2 (100.0) 

11-20 0 (0.0) 

21+ 0 (0.0) 

Missing 0 (0.0) 

(Of the ex-smokers, n=29) WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME SMOKED? 

In the last year 5 (17.2) 

2-5 years ago 4 (13.8) 

6-10 years ago 6 (20.7) 

More than 10 years ago 11 (37.9) 

Missing 3 (10.3) 

GP: General Practitioner; MSc: Master of Science; Ph.D.: Doctor of Philosophy; UK: United 
Kingdom 
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4.3.2 Overall Practice 

4.3.2.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 

Participants were asked to rate five statements (see Figure 4.1) regarding their usual clinical 

practice using a 5-point Likert scale, which ranged from never to always practising an 

intervention. Questions fell into three categories: ask, advise, and act. The results for these 

categories are also presented individually in this chapter. The median response selected was 

'rarely' for all five practice statements, and the mean composite score for all of the practice 

statements was 11.7 (SD 4.5) of a total possible score of 25. Only 6 (3.6%) of the 172 

respondents scored a composite value, which indicated 'good' practice having reported 

'often' or 'always' to all five practice statements (asking, advising, and acting to intervene 

around SHSe). 
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Figure 4.1: Summary of responses to statements concerning secondhand smoke exposure intervention practices

 

N: number of respondents; SD: standard deviation
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4.3.2.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean practice score  

Three respondent characteristics were found to be associated with mean practice score (see 

Table 4.3). The mean practice score was significantly lower for respondents without a higher 

degree compared with those with a higher degree (unadjusted mean difference -1.64 (95% 

CI -3.15, -0.13)). The combined group of nurses and health visitors reported significantly 

higher SHS practice scores than GPs (unadjusted mean difference 2.25; 95% CI 0.43, 4.07).  

Healthcare professionals who reported being a current or ex-smoker had a significantly 

lower mean practice score than HCPs who reported never smoking (unadjusted mean 

difference -1.91; 95% CI -3.63, -0.20). 

These observations remained statistically significant after the model was adjusted for all 

respondent characteristics and strengthened the associations in some cases compared to 

the unadjusted model. The mean composite practice score was seen to be 1.97 lower than 

the mean score for those respondents with a higher degree compared to those with other 

levels of their highest qualification (adjusted mean difference -1.97 (95% CI -3.54, -0.39)). 

The adjusted mean difference in practice composite score remained statistically significant 

for the group of nurses and health visitors compared to the groups of GPs (adjusted mean 

difference 3.32; 95% CI 0.99, 5.65). These results suggested that all other HCP groups 

(nurses/ health visitors, pharmacists, and other) had lower mean practice scores than GPs. 

The practice mean score was -2.78 (95% CI -4.54, -1.03) lower for current or ex-smokers 

compared to never smokers in the adjusted model.
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Table 4.3: Mean composite score for overall practice and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
overall practice score 
out of 25 (SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 11.70 (4.52) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male (n=54) 

 

11.97 (4.58)  

11.83 (4.05) 

 

Reference 

-0.14 (-1.60, 1.32) 

 

Reference 

 0.42 (-1.19, 2.03) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

11.73 (4.63) 

12.01 (4.22) 

11.84 (4.70) 

 

Reference 

0.28 (-1.32, 1.89) 

0.11 (-2.07, 2.29) 

 

Reference 

-1.14 (-3.37, 1.09) 

-1.35 (-4.23, 1.52) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

11.82 (4.02) 

12.09 (5.24) 

 

Reference 

 0.27 (-1.28, 1.81) 

 

Reference 

-0.17 (-1.78, 1.44) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

13.09 (4.76) 

11.45 (4.17) 

 

Reference 

-1.64 (-3.15, -0.13)* 

 

Reference 

-1.97 (-3.54, -0.39)* 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

 

11.87 (3.16) 

14.12 (5.12) 

11.36 (4.76) 

10.50 (4.25) 

 

Reference 

 2.25 (0.43, 4.07)* 

-0.79 (-2.81, 1.23) 

-1.37 (-3.04, 0.30) 

 

Reference 

 3.32 (0.99, 5.65)** 

-1.10 (-3.57, 1.38) 

-0.86 (-3.01, 1.29) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=92) 

 

12.03 (3.80) 

11.41 (5.06) 

 

Reference 

-0.61 (-1.98, 0.75) 

 

Reference 

-0.52 (-2.23, 1.19) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

 

 

12.20 (4.28) 

11.80 (4.55) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.40 (-2.14, 1.35) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.38 (-2.27, 1.52) 
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≤3 years (n=37) 11.41 (4.55) -0.79 (-2.50, 0.92) -1.61 (-3.96, 0.75) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

12.27 (4.23) 

10.35 (4.78) 

 

Reference 

-1.91 (-3.63, -0.20)* 

 

Reference 

-2.78 (-4.54, -1.03)*** 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional, N: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.2.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘good’ practice  

Unadjusted binary logistic regression analysis did not identify any respondent characteristics 

which were statistically significantly associated with ‘good’ overall practice around SHSe (see 

Table 4.4). 

Table 4.4: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘good’ overall practice 
and the association with respondent characteristics  

Characteristic N (%) ‘good’ overall practice Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 6 (3.60)  N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=102) 

Male (n=54) 

 

4 (3.92) 

2 (3.70) 

 

 Reference 

 0.94 (0.17, 5.32) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=42) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

2 (4.76) 

4 (4.44) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 

 0.93 (0.16, 5.29) 

 N/A 

Ethnicity 

White (n=104) 

All other (n=45) 

 

2 (1.90) 

3 (6.00) 

 

 Reference 

 1.16 (0.21, 6.59) 

Highest qualification   
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Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=111) 

3 (6.67) 

3 (2.65) 

Reference 

 2.57 (0.50, 13.25) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=32) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=43) 

 

1 (1.82) 

2 (6.25) 

1 (4.00) 

1 (2.33) 

 

 Reference 

 3.60 (0.31, 41.37) 

 2.25 (0.14, 37.49) 

 1.29 (0.08, 21.16) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=89) 

 

3 (3.75) 

3 (3.37) 

 

 Reference 

 0.90 (0.18, 4.57) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=35) 

 

 

3 (3.49) 

2 (5.71) 

1 (2.70) 

 

 

 Reference 

 1.68 (0.27, 10.50) 

 0.81 (0.08, 8.10) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=125) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

4 (3.20) 

2 (6.45) 

 

 Reference 

 2.09 (0.36, 11.95) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; N: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 
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4.3.3 ‘Ask’ Practices 

4.3.3.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 

The majority of respondents reported that they ‘never’ or ‘rarely’ asked non-smokers 

(62.2%) or smokers (56.1%) about SHSe and SHS in the home. Some respondents reported 

‘sometimes’ asking non-smokers (24.4%) or smokers (27.5%) about SHSe and SHS in the 

home (see Figure 4.1). The mean composite score for the ‘ask’ statements was 4.7 (SD 1.9) 

out of a maximum score of 10. Only 15 respondents (8.8%) reported ‘good’ practice (i.e. 

‘often’ or ‘always’ asking about SHS with both non-smokers and smokers).  

4.3.3.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean score for ‘Ask’ practices 

As with overall practice, the level of qualification, type of healthcare profession, and 

smoking status of the respondents were seen to affect the mean scores on asking practices 

(see Table 4.5). Respondents who did not have a higher degree had a lower mean score 

compared to those with a higher degree (unadjusted mean difference -0.78 (95% CI -1.44, -

0.12)). Nurses and health visitors' scores were significantly higher for asking practices 

compared to GPs (unadjusted mean difference 1.05 (95% CI 0.27, 1.83)). Current and ex-

smokers’ mean score was significantly lower than never smokers (unadjusted mean 

difference -0.80; 95% CI -1.56, -0.05). 

The difference in mean score showed a strengthened association for all three of these 

factors when the model was adjusted for the other respondent characteristics.  Respondents 

who did not have a higher degree had a lower mean score in comparison to those with a 

higher a degree according to the adjusted model as well (adjusted mean difference -1.00 

(95% CI -1.67, -0.33)). Nurses and health visitors' scores were significantly higher for asking 
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practices compared to GPs (adjusted mean difference 1.49 (95% CI 0.50, 2.47)). In addition, 

pharmacists’ mean score for asking-related practices became statistically significant in the 

adjusted model (-1.10 (95% CI -2.15, -0.05)). Current and ex-smokers’ mean score was 

significantly lower than the never smokers in the adjusted models (adjusted mean difference 

-1.22 (95% CI -1.96, -0.48)). 

Table 4.5: Mean composite score for ‘Ask’ practices and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean 
composite ‘Ask’ 
score out of 10 
(SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 4.68 (1.95) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male(n=54) 

 

4.82 (2.06) 

4.61 (1.68) 

 

Reference 

-0.21 (-0.85, 0.44)  

 

Reference 

 0.12 (-0.57, 0.80) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

4.82 (1.93) 

4.73 (1.92) 

4.68 (2.01) 

 

Reference 

-0.09 (-0.79, 0.62) 

-0.14 (-1.10, 0.82) 

 

Reference 

-0.73 (-1.67, 0.22) 

-0.76 (-1.98, 0.46) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

4.72 (1.76) 

4.76 (2.27) 

 

Reference 

 0.04 (-0.64, 0.71) 

 

Reference 

-0.14 (-0.82, 0.55) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

5.31 (1.98) 

4.53 (1.88) 

 

Reference 

-0.78 (-1.44, -0.12)* 

 

Reference 

-1.00 (-1.67, -0.33) *** 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

 

4.80 (1.25) 

5.85 (2.31) 

4.12 (1.92) 

 

Reference 

 1.05 (0.27, 1.83)** 

-0.84 (-1.71, 0.03) 

 

Reference 

 1.49 ( 0.50, 2.47)*** 

-1.10 (-2.15, -0.05)* 
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Other (n=44) 4.18 (1.96) -0.62 (-1.34, 0.10) -0.47 (-1.38, 0.44) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=92) 

 

4.80 (1.66) 

4.58 (2.17) 

 

Reference 

-0.22 (-0.81, 0.37) 

 

Reference 

-0.17 (-0.89, -0.56) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

4.79 (1.90) 

4.69 (1.97) 

4.76 (1.99) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.11 (-0.87, 0.66) 

-0.03 (-0.79, 0.72) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.05 (-0.85, 0.76) 

-0.51 (-1.50, 0.49) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

4.90 (1.88) 

4.10 (2.04) 

 

Reference 

-0.80 (-1.56, -0.05)* 

 

Reference 

-1.22 (-1.96, -0.48) *** 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional, N: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.3.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘good’ practice to ‘Ask’ 

Nurses and health visitors were six times more likely to have ‘good’ asking practices than 

GPs (adjusted OR 6.12 (95% CI 1.15, 32.41)). However, it should be noted that the 

confidence intervals were very wide due to the low number of respondents (Table 4.6). 

Table 4.6: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘good’ practice to 
‘Ask’ and the association with respondent characteristics  

Characteristic N (%) ‘good’ practice to ‘Ask’ Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 15 (8.80)  N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=103) 

Male(n=54) 

 

11 (10.58) 

4 (7.41) 

 

 Reference 

 0.67 (0.20, 2.21) 
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Age 

≤34 years (n=43) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

4 (9.09) 

10 (11.11) 

1 (4.00) 

 

 Reference 

 1.22 (0.36, 4.13) 

 0.41 (0.04, 3.85) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=45) 

 

10 (9.52) 

4 (8.89) 

 

 Reference 

 0.93 (0.28, 3.13) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=112) 

 

7 (15.56) 

8 (7.08) 

 

 Reference 

 2.40 (0.81, 7.05) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=32) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

 

2 (3.64) 

6 (18.18) 

3 (12.00) 

3 (6.82) 

 

 Reference 

 6.12 (1.15, 32.41)* 

 3.61 (0.56, 23.14) 

 1.94 (0.31, 12.15) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=91) 

 

7 (8.75) 

8 (8.79) 

 

 Reference 

 1.01 (0.35, 2.91) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=36) 

 

 

8 (9.30) 

4 (11.43) 

3 (8.11) 

 

 

 Reference 

 1.26 (0.35, 4.48) 

 0.89 (0.22, 3.55) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=126) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

12 (9.52) 

3 (9.68) 

 

 Reference 

 1.02 (0.27, 3.85) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; n: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 
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4.3.4 ‘Advise’ Practices 

4.3.4.1 Descriptive statistical analysis  

Two of the survey statements assessed respondents’ practices in providing advice related to 

SHS: providing information on the health effects of SHSe and delivering harm reduction 

messages to smokers (Figure 4.1). Over half of the respondents reported ‘never’ or ‘rarely’ 

offering information (57.9%) or delivering harm reduction messages (53.5%). Some 

respondents reported they only ‘sometimes’ gave information on the health effects (25.1%) 

or ‘sometimes’ delivered SHS harm reduction messages (30.0%). The mean composite score 

calculated for both statements relating to advising on SHS was 4.8 (SD 2.1) out of a 

maximum score of 10. Of the 172 respondents, only 20 (11.8%) scored a composite value 

indicative of ‘good’ advising practices (i.e., 20 respondents indicated they ‘often’ or ‘always’ 

advised in response to the survey statements posed, giving them a score of 4 or 5 to each of 

the two statements).  

4.3.4.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean score for ‘Advise’ practices 

Similar to the overall practice mean scores, the mean scores for advising practices were 

lower for those without a higher degree (unadjusted mean difference -0.71 (95% CI -1.42, -

0.00)) and for those who reported being a current or ex-smoker (unadjusted mean 

difference -1.05 (95% CI -1.85, -0.25)). Nurses and health visitors showed a higher mean 

score than GPs (unadjusted mean difference 1.35 (95% CI 0.23, 2.46)). These associations 

were seen to strengthen when the model was adjusted for all of the respondent 

characteristics (Table 4.7). The mean difference remained lower for those without a higher 

degree (adjusted mean difference -0.81 (95% CI -1.56, -0.05)); and for those who reported 
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being a current or ex-smoker (adjusted mean difference -1.38 (95% CI -2.22, -0.54)). The 

higher mean score estimated for nurses and health visitors was also strengthened compared 

to GPs (adjusted mean difference 1.35 (95% CI 0.23, 2.46)).  

Table 4.7: Mean composite score for ‘Advise’ practices and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
‘Advise’ score out 
of 10 (SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 4.77 (2.09) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male(n=54) 

 

4.88 (2.16) 

4.81 (1.81) 

 

Reference 

-0.07 (-0.75, 0.61) 

 

Reference 

 0.12 (-0.65, 0.89) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

4.84 (2.11) 

4.81 (1.98) 

4.96 (2.26) 

 

Reference 

-0.03 (-0.78, 0.72) 

 0.12 (-0.90, 1.14) 

 

Reference 

-0.36 (-1.43, 0.70) 

-0.20 (-1.58, 1.17) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

4.74 (1.88) 

5.17 (2.43) 

 

Reference 

 0.43 (-0.29, 1.15) 

 

Reference 

 0.15 (-0.62, 0.92) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

5.35 (2.22) 

4.65 (1.96) 

 

Reference 

-0.71 (-1.42, -0.00)* 

 

Reference 

-0.81 (-1.56, -0.05)* 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

 

4.73 (1.64) 

5.79 (2.39) 

4.76 (2.17) 

4.30 (1.96) 

 

Reference 

 1.06 (0.19, 1.93)* 

-0.02 (-0.98, 0.95) 

-0.43 (-1.23, 0.37) 

 

Reference 

 1.35 (0.23, 2.46)** 

-0.28 (-1.47, 0.90) 

-0.36 (-1.39, 0.66) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

 

4.80 (1.75) 

 

Reference 

 

Reference 
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Community care (n=91) 4.75 (2.37) -0.05 (-0.69, 0.58) -0.13 (-0.94, 0.69) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

4.93 (2.05) 

4.74 (2.02) 

4.76 (2.14) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.19 (-1.01, 0.63) 

-0.17 (-0.98, 0.63) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.21 (-1.11, 0.70) 

-0.44 (-1.57, 0.68) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

5.05 (2.00) 

4.00 (2.08) 

 

Reference 

-1.05 (-1.85, -0.25)** 

 

Reference 

-1.38 (-2.22, -0.54)*** 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; n: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.4.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘good’ practice to ‘Advise’ 

Unadjusted binary logistic regression (see Table 4.8) showed that nurses and health visitors 

were six times more likely to report ‘good’ advice-related practices in relation to SHS than 

the reference group of GPs (OR 6.50; 95% CI 1.61, 26.18).  This was statistically significant, 

although the estimate lacked precision given the wide confidence interval. 

Table 4.8: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘good’ practice to 
‘Advise’ and the association with respondent characteristics  

Characteristic N (%) ‘good’ practice to 
‘Advise’ 

Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 20 (11.80) N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=102) 

Male (n=54) 

 

15 (14.42) 

4 (7.41) 

 

Reference 

 0.46 (0.15, 1.48) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=43) 

 

6 (13.95) 

 

Reference 
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35-54 years (n=89) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

9 (10.11) 

4 (16.00) 

 0.69 (0.23, 2.09) 

 1.18 (0.30, 4.64) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=103) 

All other (n=46) 

 

10 (9.52) 

9 (19.57) 

 

Reference 

 2.26 (0.85, 6.01) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=111) 

 

7 (15.56) 

12 (10.62) 

 

Reference 

 1.52 (0.56, 4.15) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=42) 

 

3 (5.45) 

9 (27.27) 

2 (8.00) 

4 (9.09) 

 

Reference 

 6.50 (1.61, 26.18)** 

 1.51 (0.24, 9.64) 

 1.83 (0.39, 8.63) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=79) 

Community care (n=90) 

 

6 (7.50) 

14 (15.56) 

 

Reference 

 2.24 (0.82, 6.15) 

Length of employment in primary 
or community care sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=35) 

 

 

11 (12.79) 

4 (11.43) 

4 (10.81) 

 

 

Reference 

0.88 (0.26, 2.98) 

0.88 (0.26, 2.98) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=125) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

17 (13.60) 

2 (6.45) 

 

Reference 

 0.44 (0.10, 2.01) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; N: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 
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4.3.5 ‘Act’ Practices 

4.3.5.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 

The final practice statement (see Figure 4.1) asked respondents to indicate the frequency of 

acting to support smokers to reduce SHSe levels (e.g., prescription of smoking cessation 

medication). Similar to the other practices, over half of the respondents reported 'never' and 

'rarely' acting (32.2% and 22.8%), with 31.0% reported 'sometimes' acting. The mean score 

was 2.3 (SD 1.1) out of a maximum score of 5. Only 24 respondents (14.0%) had a mean 

score indicative of 'good' practice, i.e., they 'often' or 'always' acted.  

4.3.5.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean score for ‘Act’ practices 

Few differences were seen in the mean scores for acting-related practice between the 

different respondent characteristic groups (see Table 4.9). There was a small reduction in 

acting mean score for those who had been employed in either the primary/community 

sectors for 3 years or less in comparison to those with longer employment lengths 

(unadjusted mean difference -0.59; 95% CI -1.01, -0.17). This remained significant after the 

model was adjusted for all of the other respondent characteristics (adjusted mean difference 

-0.65; 95% CI -1.28, -0.03). 

Table 4.9: Mean composite score for ‘Act’ practices and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
‘Act’ score out of 5 
(SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 2.29 (1.10) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male (n=54) 

 

2.27 (1.05) 

2.41 (1.19) 

 

Reference 

 0.14 (-0.23, 0.50) 

 

Reference 

 0.18 (-0.25, 0.61) 
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Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

2.07 (1.19) 

2.47 (1.09) 

2.20 (0.87) 

 

Reference 

 0.40 ( 0.00, 0.79)* 

 0.13 (-0.41, 0.67) 

 

Reference 

-0.05 (-0.64, 0.54) 

-0.39 (-1.15, 0.37) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

2.35 (1.06) 

2.15 (1.19) 

 

Reference 

-0.20 (-0.58, 0.18) 

 

Reference 

-0.19 (-0.62, 0.24) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

2.42 (1.16) 

2.27 (1.08) 

 

Reference 

-0.15 (-0.53, 0.24) 

 

Reference 

-0.15 (-0.57, 0.27) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

 

2.35 (1.09) 

2.48 (0.87) 

2.48 (1.26) 

2.02 (1.13) 

 

Reference 

 0.14 (-0.33, 0.61) 

 0.07 (-0.45, 0.60) 

-0.32 (-0.76, 0.11) 

 

Reference 

 0.48 (-1.14, 1.10) 

 0.29 (-0.37, 0.95) 

-0.02 (-0.59, 0.55) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=91) 

 

2.43 (1.12) 

2.16 (1.07) 

 

Reference 

-0.26 (-0.59, 0.07) 

 

Reference 

-0.23 (-0.68, 0.23) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

2.48 (1.10) 

2.37 (1.06) 

1.89 (1.05) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.11 (-0.53, 0.32) 

-0.59 (-1.01, -0.17)** 

 

 

Reference 

-0.13 (-0.63, 0.38) 

-0.65 (-1.28, -0.03)* 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

2.32 (1.10) 

2.26 (1.09) 

 

Reference 

-0.07 (-0.50 – 0.37) 

 

Reference 

-0.18 (-0.65, 0.28) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; n: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 
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4.3.5.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘good’ practice to ‘Act’ 

In unadjusted binary logistic regression (Table 4.10), HCPs who reported working in 

community settings were significantly less likely to act (on an often or always basis) than 

those based in primary care settings (unadjusted OR 0.39; 95% CI 0.16, 0.97). 

Table 4.10: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘good’ practice to 
‘Act’ and the association with respondent characteristics  

Characteristic N (%) ‘good’ practice to ‘Act’ Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 24 (14.10)  N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male(n=54) 

 

11 (10.58) 

12 (22.22) 

 

 Reference 

 2.42 (0.99, 5.92) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

7 (15.91) 

15 (16.67) 

1 (4.00) 

 

 Reference 

 1.06 (0.40, 2.82) 

 0.22 (0.03, 1.91) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

14 (13.33) 

7 (15.22) 

 

 Reference 

 1.17 (0.44, 3.11) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

8 (17.78) 

15 (13.27) 

 

 Reference 

 1.41 (0.55, 3.61) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

 

9 (16.36) 

3 (9.09) 

6 (24.00) 

4 (9.09) 

 

 Reference 

 0.51 (0.13, 2.04) 

 1.61 (0.50, 5.17) 

 0.51 (0.15, 1.79) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

 

16 (20.00) 

 

 Reference 
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Community care (n=90) 8 (8.89)  0.39 (0.16, 0.97)* 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

15 (17.44) 

5 (14.29) 

3 (8.11) 

 

 

Reference 

0.79 (0.26, 2.37) 

0.42 (0.11, 1.54) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

19 (14.96) 

4 (12.90) 

 

Reference 

0.84 (0.27, 2.68) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; N: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 
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4.3.6 Capability 

4.3.6.1 Descriptive statistical analysis  

Five statements assessed the capability to intervene around the topic of SHSe (see Figure 

4.2). The mean composite score for capability statements was 16.5 (SD 3.5) out of a total 

possible score of 25. Only 28 (17.2%) of respondents reported having a ‘high’ level of 

capability to intervene around SHSe. The majority of respondents (74.1%) either ‘agreed’ or 

‘strongly agreed’ that they understood what the health effects of SHS are. The responses 

were split between ‘agree’, ‘neutral’ and ‘disagree’ (26.1%, 27.3% and 33.9% respectively) 

for the statements concerning whether they have had sufficient training on the topic of 

SHSe, as well as, for the statement around being able to answer any questions around SHS 

(32.1%, 27.9%, and 32.1% respectively). Most respondents disagreed with the proposed 

statement about not knowing how to ask smokers about SHSe. However, there remained a 

large number who responded with ‘neutral’ (25.5%) or ‘agree’ (20.0%) to this statement. 

Similarly, most respondents (38.0%) disagreed with the statement concerning not knowing 

how to support smokers to reduce SHSe levels for those they live with. There were a large 

number of respondents who answered ‘neutral’ (24.1%) and ‘agree’ (25.9%) in response to 

this statement. 
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Figure 4.2: Summary of responses to statements concerning the capability to intervene around SHSe  

 

N: number; SD: standard deviation; SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure
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4.3.6.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean capability score 

Those who did not have a higher degree as the highest qualification reported lower mean 

scores in relation to their capability to intervene around SHSe (unadjusted mean difference -

1.25; 95% CI -2.49, -0.02). This was the only statistically significant factor in the unadjusted 

models (Table 4.11). This observation remained statistically significant in the adjusted model 

(adjusted mean difference -2.06; 95% CI -3.40, -0.73).  

 

Table 4.11: Mean composite score for capability level and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
capability score out 
of 25 (SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 16.49 (3.54) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male (n=54) 

 

16.14 (3.41) 

17.26 (3.80) 

 

Reference 

 1.12 (-0.06, 2.29) 

 

Reference 

 1.15 (-0.21, 2.51) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

16.50 (4.11) 

16.52 (3.41) 

16.56 (3.20) 

 

Reference 

 0.02 (-1.28, 1.33) 

 0.06 (-1.72, 1.84) 

 

Reference 

-0.94 (-2.82, 0.94) 

-0.84 (-3.26, 1.59) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

16.34 (3.32) 

17.24 (3.94) 

 

Reference 

0.90 (-0.33, 2.13) 

 

Reference 

0.98 (-0.38, 2.34) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

17.42 (3.95) 

16.17 (3.37) 

 

Reference 

-1.25 (-2.49, -0.02)* 

 

Reference 

-2.06 (-3.40, -0.73)*** 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

 

16.93 (3.47) 

 

Reference 

 

Reference 
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Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

16.88 (3.84) 

16.48 (2.87) 

15.77 (3.87) 

-0.05 (-1.61, 1.52) 

-0.51 (-2.25, 1.23) 

-1.16 (-2.59, 0.28) 

 0.23 (-1.74, 2.19) 

-1.62 (-3.70, 0.47) 

-1.21 (-3.02, 0.60) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=86) 

 

16.64 (3.45) 

16.36 (3.64) 

 

Reference 

-0.28 (-1.37, 0.81) 

 

Reference 

-0.05 (-1.49, 1.39) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

16.81 (3.33) 

16.09 (3.51) 

16.41 (4.08) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.73 (-2.14, 0.68) 

-0.41 (-1.79, 0.97) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.44 (-2.03, 1.16) 

-1.17 (-3.16, 0.81) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

16.69 (3.54) 

16.06 (3.56) 

 

Reference 

-0.62 (-2.02, 0.78) 

 

Reference 

-0.59 (-2.07, 0.89) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.6.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘high’ capability level 

Unadjusted binary logistic regression did not identify any variables that had a significant 

effect on the odds of respondents reporting good levels of capability (Table 4.12).  

Table 4.12: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘high’ capability level 
to intervene around SHSe and the association with respondent characteristics 

Characteristic N (%) ‘high’ capability Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 28 (17.20)  N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=102) 

 

16 (15.69) 

 

Reference 
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Male(n=53) 12 (22.64) 1.57 (0.68, 3.63) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=88) 

≥55 years (n=24) 

 

10 (22.73) 

14 (15.91) 

4 (16.00) 

 

Reference 

0.64 (0.26, 1.59) 

0.68 (0.19, 2.46) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=103) 

All other (n=45) 

 

15 (14.29) 

12 (26.67) 

 

Reference 

2.13 (0.90, 5.03) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=44) 

All other (n=111) 

 

9 (20.45) 

19 (17.12) 

 

Reference 

1.25 (0.52, 3.01) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=53) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=43) 

 

11 (20.00) 

7 (21.21) 

2 (8.00) 

8 (18.18) 

 

Reference 

1.03 (0.35, 2.99) 

0.33 (0.07, 1.63) 

0.87 (0.32, 2.41)  

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=79) 

Community care (n=84) 

 

15 (18.75) 

13 (15.48) 

 

Reference 

0.78 (0.35, 1.77) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=84) 

4-10 years (n=34) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

12 (14.29) 

8 (23.53) 

8 (21.62) 

 

 

Reference 

1.85 (0.68, 5.02) 

1.66 (0.61, 4.47) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=124) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

24 (19.35) 

4 (12.90) 

 

 Reference 

 0.62 (0.20, 1.93) 

(CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; OR: odds ratio; SHSe: secondhand 
smoke exposure) 
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4.3.7 Opportunity 

4.3.7.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 

Respondents were asked to rate their level of (dis)agreement with statements pertaining to 

opportunities to intervene around SHSe (see Figure 4.3). The mean composite score was 

found to be 10.9 (SD 2.6) out of a possible 20. The composite scores identified 3 respondents 

(1.9%) who reported a ‘high’ level of opportunity to intervene. The largest group of 

respondents (42.0%) ‘agreed’ that it is easier to intervene around SHSe during follow-up 

appointments rather than during a patient's first consultation. However, there was also a 

large proportion who selected 'neutral' (25.9%) or 'disagree' (23.5%) in response to this 

statement. There was a similarly broad range of responses to two of the negatively worded 

statements: 37.9% of respondents ‘’agreed that they had insufficient time to intervene 

around SHSe; however, 24.8% of respondents ‘disagreed’ with this same statement and 

23.6% selected a ‘neutral’ response. There was an equal divide among the respondents 

(34.0% each) who ‘agreed’ and who ‘disagreed’ that they would only intervene around SHS 

when it caused an apparent or worsening medical condition. Almost half of the respondents 

(49.1%) ‘agreed’ that SHS was often a lower priority as smokers have other problems that 

need to be addressed. Moreover, whilst 19.9% ‘disagreed’ and 23.6% remained ‘neutral’, no 

respondents ‘strongly disagreed’ with this statement concerning the priority of the issue. 

Only 19.7% of respondents ‘agreed’ (18.0%) and ‘strongly agreed’ (1.7%) that they felt well 

supported to intervene with smokers to help them reduce SHSe levels. 
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Figure 4.3: Summary of responses to statements concerning the opportunity to intervene around SHSe  

 

N: number; SD: standard deviation; SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure
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4.3.7.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean opportunity score 

Unadjusted linear regression highlighted one variable which reported a significantly different 

mean score for the opportunity within the characteristics (Table 4.13). With regards to the 

level of opportunity to intervene around SHSe, nurses and health visitors had the highest 

mean score of all the different occupational groups when compared to GPs (unadjusted 

mean difference 1.88; 95% CI 0.80, 2.96). This finding remained statistically significant in the 

adjusted model (adjusted mean difference 1.7; 95% CI 0.28, 3.14). 

Table 4.13: Mean composite score for opportunity level and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
opportunity score out 
of 20 (SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 10.86 (2.57) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male(n=54) 

 

11.10 (2.58) 

10.39 (2.56) 

 

Reference 

-0.71 (-1.56, 0.15) 

 

Reference 

-0.26 (-1.24, 0.73) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

10.86 (2.72) 

10.89 (2.54) 

10.84 (2.66) 

 

Reference 

 0.03 (-0.92, 0.97) 

-0.02 (-1.31, 1.27) 

 

Reference 

-0.94 (-2.30, 0.43) 

-1.20 (-2.97, 0.56) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

10.77 (2.40) 

11.35 (2.92) 

 

Reference 

 0.58 (-0.32, 1.47) 

 

Reference 

 0.39 (-0.60, 1.38) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

11.04 (2.62) 

10.83 (2.58) 

 

Reference 

-0.21 (-1.12, 0.69) 

 

Reference 

-0.15 (-1.12, 0.83) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=55) 

 

10.45 (2.53) 

 

Reference 

 

Reference 
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Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

12.33 (2.43) 

11.16 (2.30) 

10.16 (2.55) 

 1.88 (0.80, 2.96)*** 

 0.75 (-0.45, 1.96) 

-0.30 (-1.29, 0.70) 

 1.71 (0.28, 3.14)* 

 0.22 (-1.30, 1.74) 

-0.45 (-1.77, 0.87) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=82) 

 

10.65 (2.42) 

11.07 (2.71) 

 

Reference 

 0.42 (-0.37, 1.22) 

 

Reference 

0.08 (-0.97, 1.13) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

11.00 (2.54) 

11.06 (2.62) 

10.49 (2.69) 

 

 

Reference 

 0.06 (-0.97, 1.09) 

-0.51 (-1.52, 0.49) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.08 (-1.25, 1.08) 

-1.40 (-2.84, 0.05) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

10.91 (2.63) 

10.90 (2.36) 

 

Reference 

-0.00 (-1.02, 1.02) 

 

Reference 

-0.23 (-1.31, 0.84) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; n: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.7.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘high’ opportunity level 

As only three respondents had a composite score indicative of having a 'high' opportunity to 

intervene, the data were too underpowered to be able to undertake a meaningful 

unadjusted binary logistic regression (Appendix 4.7). 
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4.3.8 Motivation 

4.3.8.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 

The mean composite score for motivation was 18.0 (SD 2.7) out of a maximum possible 

score of 25. These scores indicated ‘high’ motivation levels for 25 respondents (15.5%). The 

majority of respondents were in ‘agreement’ (90.7%) that intervening to support smokers to 

reduce SHSe for others is important (Figure 4.4). Indeed, no respondents ‘strongly disagreed’ 

to this statement and only 1.7% ‘disagreed’. There was much less certainty with regards to 

whether smokers want support from HCPs; the largest group of respondents were in the 

‘neutral’ category (45.9%) in response to this statement. Respondents most frequently 

‘disagreed’ with the three negatively worded statements. Overall, 63.0% of respondents 

‘disagreed’ and ‘strongly disagreed’ with the statement that they would feel uncomfortable 

intervening with smokers to help reduce others’ exposure to SHS. Similarly, 68.9% 

‘disagreed’ and ‘strongly disagreed’ with the statement ‘raising the issue of SHSe with 

smokers would create a problem in [their] professional relationship’. For the statement, 

which concerned smokers’ engagement with an intervention fewer than half of the 

respondents disagreed (‘disagree’: n=68, 41.5%; ‘strongly disagree’: n=7, 4.3%) with the 

statement; but a large proportion of the respondents (n=63, 38.4%) were in the ‘neutral’ 

category. 
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Figure 4.4: Summary of responses to statements concerning motivation to intervene around SHSe

 

N: number; SD: standard deviation; SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure 
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4.3.8.2 Association between respondent characteristics and mean motivation score 

As shown in Table 4.14, HCPs who belonged to the ‘other’ group had a significantly lower 

mean score for motivation than GPs (unadjusted mean difference -1.74; 95% CI -2.81, -0.67).  

HCPs who worked in community care settings had a significantly lower mean score than 

those who reported working in the primary care sector (unadjusted mean difference -1.45; 

95% CI -2.27, 0.64). After adjustment, the lower mean score in respondents who worked in 

the community sector compared with primary care remained significant (adjusted mean 

difference -1.23; 95% CI -2.36, -0.10).  

Table 4.14: Mean composite score for motivation level and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic Mean composite 
motivation score 
out of 25 (SD) 

Unadjusted mean 
difference (95% CI) 

Adjusted mean 
difference† (95% CI) 

All 17.98 (2.74) N/A N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=104) 

Male (n=54) 

 

18.06 (2.80) 

18.02 (2.69) 

 

Reference 

-0.04 (-0.95, 0.88) 

 

Reference 

-0.42 (-1.48, 0.65) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=44) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

17.52 (3.24) 

18.18 (2.52) 

18.36 (2.66) 

 

Reference 

 0.66 (-0.35, 1.66) 

 0.84 (-0.52, 2.20) 

 

Reference 

-0.01 (-1.49, 1.47) 

 0.26 (-1.66, 2.16) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=105) 

All other (n=46) 

 

18.03 (2.39) 

18.13 (3.59) 

 

Reference 

 0.10 (-0.89, 1.08) 

 

Reference 

 0.24 (-0.83, 1.31) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=45) 

All other (n=113) 

 

18.00 (3.47) 

18.07 (2.42) 

 

Reference 

0.07 (-0.89, 1.03) 

 

Reference 

-1.14 (-1.19, 0.91) 

Type of HCP    
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General Practitioner (n=55) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=44) 

18.67 (2.24) 

18.70 (2.53) 

17.60 (3.37) 

16.93 (2.86) 

Reference 

 0.02 (-1.14, 1.19) 

-1.17 (-2.50, 0.12) 

-1.74 (-2.81, -0.67)*** 

Reference 

 0.67 (-0.88, 2.21) 

-0.70 (-2.34, 0.95) 

-0.96 (-2.39, 0.47) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=80) 

Community care (n=85) 

 

18.73 (2.34) 

17.27 (2.91) 

 

Reference 

 -1.45 (-2.27, -0.64)*** 

 

Reference 

-1.23 (-2.36, -0.10)* 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=37) 

 

 

18.38 (2.68) 

17.46 (2.03) 

17.73 (3.43) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.93 (-2.02, 0.16) 

-0.65 (-1.72, 0.42) 

 

 

Reference 

-0.52 (-1.78, 0.74) 

-0.37 (-1.93, 1.19) 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=127) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

18.21 (2.64) 

17.29 (3.15) 

 

Reference 

-0.92 (-2.01, 0.17) 

 

Reference 

-1.06 (-2.23, 0.10) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; n: number; SD: standard deviation 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

†Model was adjusted for all of the respondent characteristics reported in this table. 

 

4.3.8.3 Association between respondent characteristics and ‘high’ motivation level 

As shown in Table 4.15, no statistically significant associations were found in the unadjusted 

binary logistic regression for motivation, although 25 respondents had a composite score 

indicative of having a ‘high’ opportunity to intervene. 
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Table 4.15: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘high’ motivation 
level to intervene around SHSe and the association with respondent characteristics 

Characteristic N (%) ‘high’ motivation Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 25 (15.50) N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=101) 

Male(n=53) 

 

18 (17.82) 

7 (13.21) 

 

Reference 

 0.70 (0.27, 1.80) 

Age 

≤34 years (n=41) 

35-54 years (n=89) 

≥55 years (n=25) 

 

6 (13.63) 

13 (14.61) 

6 (24.00) 

 

Reference 

 1.00 (0.35, 2.84) 

 1.84 (0.52, 6.51) 

Ethnicity 

White (n=103) 

All other (n=44) 

 

15 (14.29) 

10 (22.73) 

 

Reference 

 1.73 (0.71, 4.21) 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=43) 

All other (n=111) 

 

8 (18.60) 

17 (15.04) 

 

Reference 

 1.26 (0.50, 3.19) 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=54) 

Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=41) 

 

11 (20.00) 

7 (21.21) 

3 (12.00) 

4 (9.09) 

 

Reference 

 1.05 (0.36, 3.05) 

 0.53 (0.14, 2.11) 

 0.42 (0.12, 1.44) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=78) 

Community care (n=83) 

 

15 (18.75) 

10 (10.99) 

 

Reference 

 0.58 (0.24, 1.37) 

Length of employment in 
primary or community care 
sector 

>10 years (n=86) 

4-10 years (n=34) 

≤3 years (n=34) 

 

 

14 (16.28) 

6 (17.65) 

5 (14.71) 

 

 

Reference 

 1.10 (0.39, 3.15) 

 0.89 (0.29, 2.69) 
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Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=123) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

20 (16.26) 

5 (16.13) 

 

Reference 

0.99 (0.34, 2.89) 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; N: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 

 

4.4 Summary 

The findings of this cross-sectional survey highlighted a lack of overall practices in relation to 

SHSe in primary care settings at present; most respondents reported they ‘rarely’ practised 

asked, advised, or acted about SHSe and few respondents reported ‘good’ practices overall. 

Of the three contributing factors (as per the COM-B Model160) which determine clinical 

practice behaviour regarding SHSe, respondents reported having higher motivation followed 

by their opportunity to intervene than their self-reported levels of capability to intervene. 

The type of HCP group and sector of work was seen to influence motivation levels towards 

intervening around SHSe. Opportunity was seen to be influenced by the HCP group type, 

whereas capability levels were seen to be influenced by HCPs’ level of highest qualification. 

Thesis objectives A, B, and C were addressed through the findings of this cross-sectional 

quantitative study. These findings contribute to the mixed-methods integrated synthesis 

presented in Chapter 6 and also in the thesis Discussion (Chapter 7) in answer to the 

overarching thesis aim and objectives. Furthermore, the findings are complemented by an 

exploration of these objectives through the use of one-to-one semi-structured interviews 

with HCPs and service users, as presented in the next thesis chapter (Chapter 5), which 

presents the findings of a qualitative primary research study. 
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CHAPTER 5: 

DELIVERING SECONDHAND SMOKE INTERVENTIONS IN PRIMARY CARE (DESSIP STUDY) 

A qualitative study involving semi-structured interviews was designed to build on the 

findings of the previous chapters, which have thus far presented the global and national 

picture of intervention practices and influences of this regarding SHSe. The study results 

presented herein provide an in-depth exploration of healthcare professionals’ (HCPs’) views 

around the use of primary care as a setting to deliver secondhand smoke exposure (SHSe) 

interventions. In addition to further exploring the reasoning for the thesis’ earlier findings, 

HCPs’ views are complemented in this chapter by the viewpoint of service users: offering 

another perspective to guide the answering of the thesis objectives. This study also explores 

recommendations for future practice thereby building on the findings around current 

practices which have summarised in Chapters 1 and 3. This chapter contributes to answering 

thesis objectives A,B,C, and D (Section 1.5.3). 

 

5.1 Study overview 

5.1.2 Study aim 

This research study aimed to explore the delivery of SHS harm reduction interventions in 

primary care settings from the perspective of primary care HCPs and smoking service users 

using qualitative methods informed by the COM-B Model. 
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5.1.3 Study objectives 

To achieve the research aim, the study sought an understanding of the following pre-defined 

objectives within two main participant groups: 

Primary care-based healthcare professionals (HCPs): 

1. To explore definitions of the vulnerable population(s) who may be at risk of SHSe in 

the home and to identify from HCPs’ perspectives which patients are/would be the 

best patient groups to target with interventions to reduce harms related to SHSe. 

2. To explore HCPs’ experiences of, and current practices around, the delivery of SHS 

harm reduction messages. 

3. To ascertain HCPs’ levels of capability, opportunity and motivation to provide SHS-

related harm reduction interventions in primary care settings to explain current 

intervention behaviours and to help contextualise recommendations for future 

interventions. 

4. To explore HCPs’ ideas for potential SHS harm reduction interventions that may be 

used in primary care settings. 

Primary care service users who smoke in home environments where non-smokers are at risk 

of exposure to SHS: 

1. To explore service users’ experiences of and perceptions around receiving SHS harm 

reduction messages from primary care HCPs. 

2. To explore service users’ views on the acceptability of approaches and the delivery of 

SHS harm reduction interventions in primary care settings. 
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3. To explore participants’ views on the content and components for SHS harm 

reduction interventions delivered in primary care settings. 

 

5.2 Methods 

5.2.1 Study design and theoretical framework 

A qualitative study informed by the COM-B Model of behaviour change and using one-to-

one semi-structured interviews has been presented for this component of the thesis. 

A generic qualitative approach199–201 was chosen to allow exploration of how primary care 

settings are being used and/or could be used to deliver SHS harm reduction messages. Due 

to the lack of existing research in this area and the need for the results to be reflective of the 

ideas of those who could potentially be involved in delivering and/or receiving any 

subsequent interventions, a qualitative approach was considered appropriate. The generic 

qualitative approach is well suited to studies which seek to understand the perspectives of 

the participants, particularly in relation to clinical issues.200,201 

As reasoned in Chapter 2 (Methodology) a behaviour change-related theory was considered 

appropriate to underpin the study development and conduct. The COM-B model161,202 was 

selected for this purpose. This model highlighted that behaviours (B) are influenced by three 

factors: capability (C), opportunity (O), and motivation (M).161,202 Thus the delivery and 

therefore, receipt, of SHS harm reduction interventions in primary care settings would be 

influenced by the capability, opportunity and motivation of HCPs to deliver such 

interventions to service users. The COM-B Model is aligned with the generic qualitative 
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approach as it offers a theoretical structure which thereby avoids ‘method slurring’ – a 

challenge commonly associated with adopting the generic approach that can be overcome 

by applying an a priori theoretical framework.199 

The development of semi-structured interview guides (Appendices 5.8 and 5.15) were 

informed by the COM-B model to allow exploration of the key determinants of behaviour 

around the delivery and receipt of SHS harm reduction messages in primary care settings. 

The interviews were focussed on participants’ capability, opportunity and motivation to 

better understand current behaviours and explored how behaviour could be changed to 

incorporate SHS harm reduction intervention delivery and receipt into primary care settings 

(Figure 5.1). By using this model to inform the guides, the data collected were broadly 

comparable across the participant groups. Concurrent data collection and initial analysis 

facilitated the iterative development of the interview guide as appropriate.203

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Application of the COM-B model to the research aim (adapted from Michie et al.) 

Capability 

The physical and 
psychological 
capability to 

undertake the 
behaviour, i.e. 

knowledge base 
and skillset 

Opportunity 

The presence of 
physical and social 

opportunities to enable 
the behaviour to occur, 

i.e. environmental 
resources and societal 

influences 

Motivation 

The reflective 
and automatic 
motivation to 
carry out the 

behaviour, i.e. 
emotions and 

intentions 

Delivery and receipt of secondhand smoke harm reduction messages in primary care 
settings, by healthcare professionals to service users 
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Separate interview guides were developed for each of the participant groups to facilitate 

tailoring of questions. Both guides were designed using a structure complementary to the 

structure of the quantitative survey tool described in chapter 4. Firstly, participants' current 

knowledge/ experiences/ exposure was explored to build a picture of current practice. This 

also worked as an ice-breaker to initiate the interview discussion with participants. This 

opening section of the interview was developed to address objectives 1 and 2 for HCPs and 

objective 1 for the service user interviewees. Secondly, the topics of capability, then 

opportunity, followed by motivation were explored in alignment with objective 3 for HCPs 

and objective 2 for the service user group. The COM-B Model of behaviour change as 

described in reference literature162 was used to develop these points and elicit questions 

which would allow for the exploration of each of these three topics as described above. The 

addition of "round off questions" to conclude each interview allowed the researcher to 

ensure that all aspects of discussion had been explored and understood by the researcher. 

Furthermore, this section of the guide allowed participants to make recommendations for 

future intervention practices, thereby addressing objective 3 for the HCP group and 

objective 4 for the service user interviewees.  

The development of each question included in the interview guides relied on reference to 

wider literature162; reference to the list of potential survey questions that was made and 

used in the development of the DeSSHaRM survey tool; reflection on the earlier systematic 

review findings and identified areas for further exploration; as well as, discussion with the 

research team to draw on their experience and recommendations. The interview guides 

remained flexible and developed iteratively as each interview was conducted, reflected on 

and as the analysis of the data began to develop as mentioned in section 5.2.8. 
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5.2.2 Study setting  

A variety of recruitment strategies were employed across different settings as detailed in 

section 5.2.3. The study interviews were conducted primarily in primary care settings, in the 

homes of smokers, at the University of Birmingham, or over the telephone. Further details 

are provided in section 5.2.7. 

5.2.3 Recruitment methods 

In order to maximise recruitment for both groups of participants, a variety of participant 

identification strategies were employed across multiple sites in the primary care sector 

across Birmingham. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the recruitment strategies that were 

used. 

Healthcare professional group: 

To recruit participants for the HCP group, study information was disseminated to the target 

population by practice managers, team leaders and professional bodies/ membership 

societies. Following this, interested potential participants could contact a member of the 

research team using the provided contact details. These identified eligible participants were 

also asked to disseminate the study information to any colleagues who may be eligible and 

interested in study participation. 

Service user group: 

Posters advertising the study were displayed across all of the identified recruitment sites 

(Table 5.1). Pharmacies and children’s centres were added to the list of recruitment sites 

following an approved study amendment during the recruitment phase, so as to increase 

study recruitment (section 5.2.6). Potential participants were approached, in the first 
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instance, by a member of their usual care team. Brief participant information leaflets (PILs) 

(Appendices 5.4 and 5.10) were made available at reception desks and in communal waiting 

areas. The brief PIL contained the contact details of the research team. Receptionists were 

also given PILs to distribute to potential participants.  

Following an approach by a member of the usual care team, participants were recruited to 

the study face-to-face by myself in the primary care environment (i.e. in a clinic waiting 

room) so far as was logistically possible. Alternatively, for individuals who saw a study 

advertisement and subsequently contacted the research team, a member of the team 

screened the participant for eligibility and discussed study details and interview 

arrangements, via the telephone. Identified eligible participants were asked to pass on the 

study details (and were supplied with additional PILs to share with others) to their friends or 

family who they felt may be eligible and interested in participating in this study. 

Table 5.1 Summary of recruitment strategies 

Recruitment strategy Participant group targeted 

Recruitment by myself in-person and via 
advertisements by practice managers and team 
leaders within the NHS primary care sector in 
Birmingham 

Healthcare professionals 

Advertising via professional bodies and 
membership societies 

Healthcare professionals 

Recruitment by myself in-person and via advertising 
in GP surgeries 

Service users 

Recruitment by myself in-person and via advertising 
in clinics run by teams within the Birmingham 
Community Healthcare Trust 

Service users  

Via advertising in children’s centres Service users  

Via advertising in pharmacies Service users  

By snowballing from eligible participants Healthcare professionals and service users 
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General advertising using electronic 
communications (e.g. social media of recruitment 
sites) 

Healthcare professionals and service users 

Advertising though personal networks Healthcare professionals  

 

5.2.4 Eligibility 

5.2.4.1 Inclusion criteria 

Healthcare professional group: 

HCPs included in this study were working in primary care settings in Birmingham and the 

West Midlands (UK) and were consulting with service users who smoked in home 

environments potentially exposing non-smokers to SHS. All were over 18 and able to provide 

informed written consent to participation. 

Service user group: 

Participants included in the service user group were those who accessed UK primary care 

services and were also tobacco smokers who smoked in home environments where non-

smokers were at risk of being exposed to SHS. These participants had to have a good level of 

spoken English, were able to provide informed written consent and were aged 18 years or 

over (restricted to coincide with the UK legal restrictions around tobacco smoking). During 

the recruitment phase of this study, the inclusion criteria were widened (section 5.2.6) to 

also include service users who were current tobacco smokers and had previously (within the 

last 10 years) smoked inside home environments, where non-smokers had an increased 

exposure risk. 
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5.2.4.2 Exclusion criteria 

Healthcare professional group: 

No data were collected from undergraduate or pre-registration students of healthcare 

professions who were working in primary care settings. 

Service user group: 

This study did not collect data from service users who only used smokeless tobacco or 

electronic cigarettes in the home. Smoking service users who were pregnant were also 

excluded from this study as guidance given to HCPs states that they should always be 

promoting smoking cessation (even if only for the period of pregnancy) in this service user 

group.75,204 Therefore, a harm reduction strategy would not be the preferred option in these 

scenarios, even if the pregnant service user smoked in homes where older children or other 

householders were at risk of SHSe.  

5.2.5 Sampling 

It was anticipated that recruiting participants (both of HCPs and of service users) would be 

difficult.205 Despite evidence of increased learning, improved patient care and sense of 

altruism promoting GPs’ participation in healthcare research, barriers such as a lack of time 

and an increasing workload make the recruitment of GPs for research challenging.206–208 The 

size of the study sample was ultimately determined by the number of interviews required to 

reach the point of analytic data saturation.209–212 Therefore, active recruitment and data 

collection continued until the research team judged that the data and sample had sufficient 

depth and breadth to address the research questions.209–211 An estimate of 30 interviews in 

the HCP group and 20 interviews in the service user group had been proposed prior to the 
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start of recruitment. These estimates were derived based on the past experiences of the 

research team members 213–216 and by taking into consideration the aims and the time 

restrictions of this study. 

Maximum variation purposive sampling217 was used to sample participants in each of the 

groups. The variables included in the maximum variation sampling of HCPs included: the 

type of profession, years of professional experience, and smoking history for HCPs. 

Meanwhile, the variable of interest in the maximum variation sampling of service users was 

regarding the age group of the non-smoker who is exposed to SHSe by the smoking 

interview participant. This sampling technique was chosen to help maximise the diversity in 

the results collected and thus ensured a better exploration of the topic.217 The recruitment 

methods used to achieve this sampling technique has been discussed in section 5.2.3. A 

discussion reflecting on the attainment of maximum variation purposive samples for both 

the HCP and service user groups is provided in Chapter 7 (Discussion).  

The sampling of groups within the two participant types (HCPs and service users) allowed for 

exploration of similarities and differences between these participant groups. It also helped 

to identify how the groups differed in their influence on their suggested recommendations 

for implementing SHS harm reduction messages in future practices.217,218 Overall, the chosen 

sampling technique was selected with the aim of best answering the study aim. 

Further details of the groups and characteristics for inclusion in the study sample are 

outlined herein. 

Healthcare professional group: 
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The HCP groups that were targeted (irrespective of the opportunistic vs. routine nature of 

service provision), included: 

• Medical professional (this could include GP (principal, registrar or in-training), 

locum doctors in GP surgeries, community paediatricians)  

• Nurse (this could include practice-based nurses, community nurses or district 

nurses)  

• Health visitor  

These roles were identified following the review of relevant NICE guidelines and their 

recommendations and review of the A-Z list of services provided by the Birmingham 

Community Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust.219 The pharmacist group was subsequently 

added to the list of target HCP groups to improve study recruitment and in light of their role 

in the provision of smoking-related advice as referenced during data collection by many of 

the early interviewees. 

In order to increase sample diversity within each HCP group, it was hoped that participants 

would ideally have a mixture of the following characteristics:  

- Years of experience: less than 3 years vs. more than 3 years  

- Current smoker vs. ex-smoker or never smoker  

These characteristics were selected due to evidence in current literature (see chapter 3, 

Systematic review) indicating that HCPs' own smoking experiences as well as the length of 
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their professional experience can influence if and how SHS-related interventions are 

delivered in practice.  

Service user group: 

The groups of service users who were targeted aimed to include: 

• Parent/ guardian/ carer/ responsible adult of infants and young children (aged 0-5 

years)  

• Parent/ guardian/ carer/ responsible adult of older children and adolescents (aged 

6-17 years)  

• Adults living with non-smoking adults (aged 18 years and over) 

The ethnicity, age, gender and employment status of each of participant recruited was also 

recorded to allow for discussion around the transferability of results (see chapter 7, 

Discussion). 

A background questionnaire was used to collect data from all of the interviewees to inform 

the sampling process.  

5.2.6 Changes to inclusion criteria during sample recruitment 

As anticipated, recruitment of participants to the study was slow and the maximum variation 

purposive sample characteristics were not being achieved at the study outset. Therefore, the 

study inclusion criteria were widened during the recruitment phase and the recruitment 

phase was extended (with appropriate permissions outlined in section 5.2.11). These 
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changes have been detailed in the appropriate sections in this chapter. Box 5.1 provides an 

overview of all of the changes made to the study design during data collection. 

Box 5.1 Summary of changes made to study design 

 

5.2.7 Consent processes 

Consent (preferably written but sometimes verbal) was sought for the recording of 

participants’ contact details prior to the arrangement of the interview and thus prior to the 

attainment of consent to participate in the study. Informed consent (either verbal or 

written) was also sought to allow the storage of contactable details for the purposes of 

making interview arrangements. Written informed consent to take part in the study was 

sought from all participants before beginning the interview questions (Appendices 5.6 and 

5.13). This process of obtaining consent exceeded the minimum requirements to reduce the 

risk of harm to research participants.220 Only participants with consenting capacity were 

included in this study, i.e. participants were able to understand and retain the presented 

information in order to make an informed decision and could communicate their decision of 

whether or not to consent to participate in this research.221 

• Inclusion criteria was widened to also include service users who were 
current tobacco smokers and had previously (within the last 10 years) 
smoked inside home environments, where non-smokers had an 
increased exposure risk. This change was made to maximise recruitment 
and better reflect the service user viewpoint given the learning gained 
during the contemporaneous recruitment and data collection processes. 

• Pharmacies and children’s centres were added to the list of recruitment 
sites to maximise recruitment to the study. 

• Time length for recruitment was extended to maximise recruitment of 
participants to the study. 

• Study advertisement material could be sent to research leads as well as 
practice managers and team leaders so as to disseminate the adverts 
wider for the purpose of increasing recruitment. 
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The agreement to consent followed the provision of a brief written explanation of the study 

participant information leaflet (PIL), time to consider their participation, and an opportunity 

to ask questions about the study either face-to-face, via the telephone or via email 

communication, as recommended by the World Health Organization in the conduct of 

qualitative research.222 Potential participants were given sufficient time to decide whether 

or not they wanted to take part in this study. It was made explicitly clear that participation in 

this study was voluntary and would in no way affect their provision of clinical care (service 

user group). Once completed, a copy of the informed consent form was given to each 

participant for their own reference. 

 

5.2.8 Data collection 

Semi-structured interviews have been suggested as an appropriate data collection method 

for use in studies with a generic qualitative approach.200,201 This method is useful when 

trying to collect open-ended data giving insight to participants’ beliefs and experiences on 

sensitive topics as is potentially the case in this study.223,224 Interviews would facilitate an 

opportunity for detailed individual accounts and perspectives225 regarding the use of primary 

care services to deliver a potentially sensitive intervention around SHSe.225 Semi-structured 

interviews were also logistically easier to arrange at the convenience of each individual 

participant compared to other data collection methods such as focus groups.225 Discussion 

guides (Appendices 5.8 and 5.15) were informed by the COM-B model, the results of the 

literature review and discussions within the research team. The interview topic guide 
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remained flexible and was developed iteratively following reflection and debriefing after 

each data collection event. 

The interviews were conducted by myself and took place in a location based on participant 

preference, or via telephone. The location choices included the participants’ homes (for the 

service user group), place of work (for the HCP group) or in a private room at the Institute of 

Applied Health Research, University of Birmingham (for either group). Face-to-face 

interviews were preferred for this study to better build trust between the interviewer and 

the participant as well as to aid the interview process by keeping the conversation focussed 

on the interview and by helping to share visual cues for better understanding.226,227 Face-to-

face interviews were believed to collect more honest data, whereas telephone interviews 

have a higher instance of participants offering socially desirable responses.228 However, 

telephone interviews were offered as an alternative when a face-to-face meeting was not 

possible. Interviews were recorded (appropriately and with each participants’ consent 

(section 5.2.7 and 5.2.8)) to facilitate the collection, transcription and analysis of the data. 

5.2.9 Expenses & reimbursement 

Participants were reimbursed for their travel expenses to and from the interview venue 

(only where the interview venue was the University of Birmingham). All participants in the 

service user group were given a £10 high street voucher at the end of the interview to 

reimburse them for their time. 

5.2.10 Data analysis 

Each interview was digitally audio recorded and transcribed verbatim by myself and a 

professional transcription service transcriber (in compliance with processes covered in 
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section 5.2.11). NVivo software (versions 9, 10 and 11) was used to help manage the data set 

and aid the construction of codes and themes during the analysis phase. 

The original thematic analysis method as described by Braun and Clarke in 2006229 was used 

to analyse this qualitative data. This approach is suitable for applied health research studies 

and could be used by an inexperienced researcher under the guidance of an experienced 

qualitative methodologist.229 This method of data analysis is useful to help answer research 

questions that aim to describe a phenomenon by using patterns encoded within the 

data.229,230 Additionally, thematic analysis is a well suited and recommended method to 

analyse data collected in studies designed with a generic qualitative approach.200 
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Box 5.2 Steps used in data analysis process 

 

A hybrid deductive-inductive approach was adopted to suit the structure of the data and the 

incorporation of the COM-B Model into the analysis phase as detailed in Box 5.2. As both 

interview guides were informed by the COM-B model, the topics discussed in the interviews 

were similar and could therefore be used to compare and contrast findings across the 

participant groups.231 Any complementary or contrasting views between participant groups 

have been reported in the study results (section 5.3) and quotes from participants have been 

to illustrate study findings. The COM-B model also provided a structure for the 

interpretation and presentation of the study results (section 5.3). Based on the research 

objectives and this guiding model of behaviour change, the pre-defined deductive major 

Steps involved during data analysis: 

1. Reflections on data and data collection. 
2. Familiarisation of data during the transcribing process. Read the 

transcripts and created summary memos on each interview. 
3. Deductively coded the data to Capability, Opportunity, Motivation, and/or 

Intervention using NVivo. 
4. Inductively coded within each of the deductive major themes (Capability, 

Opportunity, Motivation and Intervention) using NVivo. 
a) Coded a selection of transcripts to develop a working analytical 

codebook (based on the 10 “richest” transcripts) 
b) Discussed this selection of coding and the developed draft 

codebook with LJ and agreed changes 
5. Continued to inductively code the remainder of the data set, refining the 

codebook as an ongoing process and then reapplying and redefining 
again. Reviewed the themes being interpreted in the process. 

6. Developed a finalised codebook which was then applied across all of the 
transcripts in NVivo. 

7. Each of the themes and sub-themes were defined. 
8. Inductive themes and sub-themes were interpreted within each of the 

deductive major themes, thereby improving rigour as well as offering a 
synthesis of the data. 

9. Synthesis of the data was written as a report with a deductive-inductive 
hybrid approach to echo the method used. 
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themes were: Capability, Opportunity, Motivation and, Intervention. As an initial step in the 

analysis, these four themes were applied deductively to the dataset (both HCP and service 

user data). The six steps of Braun and Clarke’s method of thematic analysis were then 

applied inductively within each of these themes generating interpreted sub-themes. The 

study results (section 5.3) are presented in this chapter to follow this structure (i.e. 

discussion of the inductive themes and sub-themes within each of these deductive major 

themes). At the end of the synthesis, it was apparent that there was much overlap between 

the inductive themes and sub-themes which linked the deductive groups together as 

illustrated in Figure 5.3 (results section 5.3). Figure 5.2 exemplifies the development of 

inductive themes and subthemes. 
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5.2.11 Ethics and regulatory compliance 

5.2.11.1 Confidentiality 

Each participant was assigned a unique study ID number and personal identifiable data were 

removed from transcripts as part of the quality checking. Any direct quotations used have 

and will remain anonymised and only identified via the unique study ID number. The secure 

access, storage and disposal of data (section 5.2.11.2) ensured the participants’ 

confidentiality has been maintained throughout the study. 

5.2.11.2 Storage, access and disposal of data 

All members of the research team had up to date Good Clinical Practice (GCP) training and 

were compliant with the core principles outlined by the Data Protection Act 1998, including 

those relating to the collection, storage, access, and disposal of data. In addition to this, the 

University of Birmingham’s data protection policies and procedures were upheld by all 

members of the research team. Identifiable data (e.g. name, postcode, date of birth, audio 

files, consent forms) is being securely stored until 12 months after the publication of study 

findings or award of PhD (whichever is the latter) and will then be appropriately destroyed in 

accordance with University of Birmingham policy. Anonymised data, in accordance with the 

policy set out by the University of Birmingham, will be securely stored for 10 years following 

the publication of the main study results/award of the PhD whichever is the latter. All data 

will be archived in accordance with the University of Birmingham (UoB) archiving standard 

operating procedure; QMS reference number: UoB-CLN-ARC-SOP-001. Data will be stored at 

a UoB approved external archiving facility. 
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With each participant’s consent, an encrypted digital voice recorder was used to record each 

interview. The encrypted audio files were transcribed by myself and a specialist external 

company. The transcribing company signed a confidentiality and data storage agreement 

prior to commencing transcription work. The audio files were transferred to the external 

company via a secure server using user identifiers and passwords. Following receipt of the 

transcripts from the transcription company, each transcript was stripped of any identifiable 

references made during the discussion such as names and places. The audio recordings have 

been stored and managed in the same way as personal data as they are considered as 

identifiable data.  

All data collected as part of the study were held securely in a locked room or in locked 

drawers at the University of Birmingham. Access to the information was limited to the study 

staff, investigators and relevant regulatory authorities. Computer held data, including the 

study database, were held securely on encrypted machines which were password protected. 

An encrypted laptop was also used for the study and the data remained stored on the 

University server. When in use, any paper datasets or the audio recorder were kept on my 

person at all times and were put into secure storage at the University of Birmingham at the 

earliest opportunity. 

5.2.11.3 Study approval 

Before commencing this study, approval was sought from the NHS Health Research 

Authority and an NHS Research Ethics Committee (REC) for the study protocol, informed 

consent forms and other relevant documents e.g. advertisements. The study was reviewed 

and received a favourable opinion by the North East-York REC (Appendices 5.1 and 5.2). 
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Appropriate approvals were also sought from local Research and Development departments 

before the data collection commenced. 

 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Summary of demographics 

Interviews were conducted with 25 HCPs and 9 service users (ranging in time length 

between ~30mins and ~90mins). Tables 5.2 and 5.3 outline the key characteristics of this 

sample, respectively. 
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Table 5.2 Characteristics of healthcare professionals who were interviewed for this study  

Participant 
number 

Health Care Professional type Length of employment in 
primary care 

Smoking status 

1 General Practitioner 4-10 years Never smoked 

2 General Practitioner 4-10 years Never smoked 

3 General Practitioner Not disclosed Not disclosed 

4 General Practitioner 4-10 years Never smoked 

5 General Practitioner 4-10 years Never smoked 

6 General Practitioner More than 10 years Never smoked 

7 General Practitioner 1-3 years Never smoked 

8 General Practitioner 1-3 years Never smoked 

9 General Practitioner 1-3 years Never smoked 

10 General Practitioner 1-3 years Never smoked 

11 Pharmacist 1-3 years Never smoked 

12 Pharmacist 4-10 years Never smoked 

13 Pharmacist 4-10 years Never smoked 

14 Pharmacist 1-3 years Never smoked 

15 Pharmacist 1-3 years Never smoked 

16 Pharmacist 1-3 years Never smoked 

17 Pharmacist 4-10 years Never smoked 

18 Pharmacist More than 10 years Never smoked 

19 Pharmacist 4-10 years Never smoked 

20 Nurse 4-10 years Never smoked 

21 Nurse More than 10 years Never smoked 

22 Nurse 4-10 years Ex-smoker 

23 Health Visitor More than 10 years Never smoked 

24 Health Visitor 4-10 years Never smoked 

25 Health Care Assistant 1-3 years Ex-smoker 
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Table 5.3 Characteristics of service users who smoked that were interviewed for this study  

Participant 
number 

Age 
(years) 

Relationship with non-smokers in 
home 

How many 
cigarettes smoked 
per day 

Which primary 
care service 
providers have you 
seen in the last 
year? 

26 27 Mother, Spouse and Daughter 1-10 Health Visitor; HCA 

27 45 Mother 11-20 GP; Nurse; Dentist; 
Health visitor; 
Pharmacist 

28 75 Other – not disclosed Not disclosed GP; Nurse; 
Pharmacist 

29 26 Mother and partner 11-20 Health Visitor; HCA; 
Pharmacist; Family 
Support Worker 

30 30 Other – family member 11-20 Nurse 

31 23 Other – not disclosed 11-20 GP; Nurse; 
Pharmacist 

32 27 Father and Spouse 11-20 GP; Nurse; Health 
visitor 

33 32 Father, Spouse, Son and Other – 
not disclosed 

1-10 Not disclosed 

34 35 Father, partner and friend 21+ GP 

GP: General Practitioner; HCA: Healthcare Assistant 
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5.3.2 Summary of findings 

The data are presented under the deductively applied major themes of Capability, 

Opportunity, Motivation and Intervention. The inductive themes and sub-themes shape the 

narrative flow within each of these deductive major themes, as outlined in Table 5.4. As 

described below, there was much interaction between the themes and sub-themes which 

are broadly outlined in Figure 5.3 and exemplified in Box 5.3. Appendix 5.16 offers a more in-

depth overview of the overlap of inductive themes across the four major themes (Capability, 

Opportunity, Motivation, and Intervention). 
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Table 5.4 Inductive themes and sub-themes interpreted within each of the deductively applied Capability, Opportunity, Motivation and, 
Intervention deductive major themes 

Deductive major 
themes 

Inductive interpreted themes Inductive interpreted sub-themes 

Capability Perception of HCP roles and responsibilities Discussed from the perspectives of GPs, pharmacists, nurses, HCAs, health 
visitors and service users 

Knowledge of topic of SHS Understanding of SHS 

Who’s at risk of SHSe and how to identify them? 

Consequences of SHSe 

SHSe as a sensitive topic 

Knowledge of topic of SHS harm reduction Understanding of SHS harm reduction 

Awareness of and existing strategies to reduce SHSe in the home 

E-cigarettes or vapes 

Acquisition of knowledge about SHS Source of knowledge and training/ education around SHSe 

Laws and campaigns 

Opportunity Access to services supporting SHSe harm reduction  

Lack of supportive resources (i.e. time and funding)  

Role and appointment type providing opportunity to 
intervene 

 

Incentivisation by others to encourage SHSe intervention delivery from HCPs 
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How opportunity is affected by HCPs’ social 
environments 

Effect of others’ views around the professional expectations for HCPs 

Effect of third party 

Motivation Guilt  

Patient-professional relationship  

Beliefs about efficacy  

Appropriateness Perception of service user receptivity to intervention 

Perception of job role 

Are SHSe interventions needed? 

Intervention Desired goal(s) from a SHSe-related intervention  

Delivered by whom  

Delivered to which groups of service users Universal approach 

Medically relevant consultations 

Parents 

Smoking service users only 

Recommended timing for intervention Recommendations of the intervention intensity 

Recommended time points to intervene 

Time length of a single intervention 

What should a SHSe intervention include? Recommendations for what the intervention should involve 
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Supportive measures for implementation 

Points that HCPs would like to learn in order to deliver an intervention 

Points that service users want to learn from an intervention 

HCP: healthcare professional; GP: general practitioner; HCA: healthcare assistant; SHS: secondhand smoke; SHSe: secondhand smoke exposure 
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Box 5.3 Examples of possible interactions between COM components

Example 1: 

Lack of awareness of SHS harm reduction means low capability to intervene, which 
undermines motivation to intervene. Thus, the HCP is less likely to take presented 
opportunities to intervene in practice. 

Example 2: 

Lack of time to intervene demotivates the HCP to offer the intervention, which makes 
them less motivated to complete training that could have improved their capability to 
deliver an intervention around SHSe. 
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5.3.3 Capability 

There were four main themes which were interpreted from the data regarding primary care-

based HCPs’ capability to deliver an intervention supporting SHS harm reduction: 

perceptions of HCPs’ roles and affiliated responsibilities; HCPs’ knowledge of the topic of 

SHS; HCPs’ knowledge on the topic of SHS harm reduction; and acquisition of knowledge. 

Service users’ views on these themes have also been presented, where available, to give 

insight into the perceptions of HCPs’ capability to deliver SHS interventions in primary care 

settings. 

5.3.3.1 Perceptions of HCP roles and responsibilities 

Healthcare Professionals 

Most HCPs felt that all members of the primary care team had a responsibility to tackle the 

issue of SHSe. HCPs felt that their role, their level of training, and the skillset they acquired 

as part of role development gave them the capability to intervene around SHSe. Many 

referred to “Every Contact Counts”72 and considered it was part of their job role to conduct 

health promotion activities, such as the delivery of SHSe interventions. The extent to which 

particular HCPs should be involved in interventions is further explored in the intervention 

section of the results (5.3.6). All HCP groups felt they had capability to signpost (to 

appropriate resources or services) with additional interventions being suggested as suited 

for some HCP roles. For example, it was suggested that practice nurses could follow up on a 

discussion about harm reduction and set objectives with a service user wanting to change 

their home smoking behaviours to reduce SHSe. These nuances were interpreted when 
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capability was linked with opportunity of access to the target demographic or time as 

resource.  

“I think everyone has got a signposting role” (p3, GP) 

“No, I think in the same way as everything else it’s important that everybody 
is aware of it [SHS] and is prompting questioning on it...I think it’s the role of 
the MDT [multidisciplinary team], and there’s lots of evidence to say the 
more something is brought up the more this idea of nudging, so the more 
nudges a patient gets the more likely they are to change their action.” (p9, 
GP) 

 

General Practitioners (GPs): GPs felt their training and their experience of delivering smoking 

cessation interventions; alongside their role in distributing informative leaflets and referring 

service users to specialist support provided them the capability to intervene around SHSe. 

“In terms of identifying it [SHSe] and suggesting that something needed 
doing about it? I think GPs definitely, I think yeah because it is important to 
our diagnosis but we’re also looking at risk factors and sign posting patients 
to things that need addressing that they might not necessarily realise is a 
problem.” (p2, GP) 

 

Some HCPs made reference to the perception that service users may be more responsive to 

GPs, thereby giving GPs a higher level of capability to deliver an intervention on SHSe than 

other HCP groups. Thus, capability can be contingent on motivational factors, i.e. 

relationship between service users and providers for different job roles; regarding GPs, "they 

are more reverential with the GP, and also they will I don’t know if they’re scared of them" 

(p16, pharmacist) so they may have higher capability than other HCP groups to intervene 

around SHSe. 
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Pharmacists: Pharmacists felt that their training and role in providing ‘Medicine Use Review’ 

(MUR) and ‘New Medicine Service’ (NMS) services, in addition to their position in the 

community, gave them the physical and psychological capability to intervene around SHSe, 

in addition to creating consultation opportunities to deliver interventions (as discussed in 

the opportunity section, 5.3.4).  

Nurses: GPs reported that nurses were more likely to have longer and more frequent 

consultations with the service users who were at risk of SHSe and/or those service users who 

put others at risk of SHSe. These GPs believed that nurses would, therefore, receive training 

for these consultations, which would increase nurses’ capability to intervene. 

"Because actually it is the practice nurses who do a lot of the chronic disease 
management" (p1, GP) 

 

Nurses’ views corroborated this perception. However, in one divergent case a nurse felt that 

interventions to support the reduction of SHSe did not align with the assessments she was 

responsible for conducting in her job role, indicating her reduced capability (and reduced 

motivation) to intervene due to her perception of her job role. 

“Yeah stop smoking services and things like that, maybe just mention it but we 
wouldn’t do the referral or anything like that; basically, my assessment is just 
gathering information for the purpose of my assessment.” (p20, Nurse) 

 

Healthcare Assistants (HCAs): Some GPs made reference to the role of HCAs in the primary 

care setting, explaining that HCAs, as well as nurses, may have more current relevant 

knowledge and therefore, may have better capability to intervene around SHSe. 
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“Obviously within say, our surgery for example, we’ve got a few of our 
healthcare assistants who help patients with the smoking cessation in terms 
of their quitting and nicotine replacement and things like that, so they may 
have probably a bit more of an up to date knowledge base, so they may 
probably provide a better harm reduction and quitting advice than probably 
I can.” (p10, GP) 

 

Health visitors (HVs): HVs felt that their job role encompassed activities which gave them the 

capability to intervene around SHSe. For example, they conduct mandatory consultations 

during which they ask mother’s about smoking and their partner/family’s smoking habits. 

Some reported being trained in motivational interviewing for their job role and believed this 

furthered their capability to intervene on SHSe as these transferable skills were considered 

useful for sensitive discussions concerning behaviours such as smoking in the home 

environment. HVs also felt the topic of SHSe came up naturally in conversation because of 

their focus on the health and wellbeing of the baby in the home environment. It should be 

noted, however, that these findings represent the views of only two HVs who were 

interviewed as part of this research study. Further interviews with health visitors are needed 

to follow up these findings with a larger sample of HVs in the future for further exploration 

of these views. 

Service users 

Most smoking service users perceived that any HCP member of the primary care team would 

have the capability to offer interventions supporting SHSe behaviour change. Although the 

discrepancies between the expectation and their experiences indicated that service users 

might perceive HCPs to have more capability to deliver interventions around SHSe than they 
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actually do in reality. Note, they spoke prospectively of HCPs’ capability to deliver SHSe 

interventions. 

“I think they could be a lot more helpful and give you other options, but I 
don’t think in the past when  I’ve been they have been literally give me the 
basic information I needed and that’s it.” (p30, service user) 

“I suppose if there was a specific type of person, whether it’s a nurse or a GP 
that is the smoking person then they would probably know a lot more than 
just the receptionist or just a practice nurse or anyone, but they should all 
know quite a bit to do with this whole area.” (p31, service user) 

 

However, one service user felt a more senior member of the team would have better 

capability to deliver an intervention.  

“I think it would have to be…it must be a higher member of staff, like say a 
manager or a manageress or something like that, not just an everyday one.” 
(p28, service user) 

 

Another service user felt that her GP did not have the capability to intervene on SHSe, 

although in her opinion a community pharmacist might. This seemed to be based on 

availability and access to nicotine replacement therapy from pharmacies in comparison to 

the instruction to quit smoking from the GP. 

“I go to the chemist for different things and they try to give you advice and 
they are good…GPs are not the way forward.” (p26, service user) 

 

5.3.3.2 Knowledge on the topic of SHS 

Understanding of SHS: 

The majority of HCPs attempted to provide a definition of SHSe, often referring to the term 

‘passive smoking’ in their explanations. 
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“It’s like passive smoking. So, you’re not directly smoking yourself so it’s 
smoke from someone else smoking in close distance to yourself” (p20, nurse) 

Despite demonstrating a broad awareness of SHSe, most HCPs did not feel confident in their 

level of knowledge of the topic; lowering their self-perceived capability to intervene around 

SHSe. When asked about their knowledge around SHS, most interviewees responded 

something similar to: 

“Not a huge amount I would say, embarrassingly!” (p1, GP) 

 

Moreover, there was some confusion around the distinction between secondhand and 

thirdhand smoke. Many of the HCPs included thirdhand smoke in their definition of SHS. This 

confusion could affect the advice given by a HCP to help reduce SHSe and thus, is likely to 

affect HCPs’ capability to intervene in this area. 

“That’s what you try to say is that, well, cigarette smoke sticks to 
everything, your hair, your clothes, and you’re taking it back into your 
house.” (p25, HCA) 

 

Who is at risk of SHSe and how to identify them: 

HCPs identified that non-smokers at risk of SHSe were likely to be those living in a house 

with a smoker. Thus, they named the children and non-smoking partners of smokers to be 

the main ‘at-risk’ groups for SHSe. 

“So, children being exposed to smoke from parents, or a partner who 
doesn’t smoke being exposed to smoke from the partner who does smoke” 
(p16, pharmacist) 
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GPs and Nurses felt that SHSe would most likely be identified when a service user presented 

with a related illness (see consequences sub-theme in 5.3.3.2). Furthermore, HCPs’ 

understanding of the associated health risks increased their capability to identify 

intervention opportunities based on the risk they identify. Alternatively, non-smoking service 

users might directly ask their HCP if they were worried about the health effects of SHSe.  

“Say a patient is nervous about lung cancer and maybe his wife used to smoke 
heavily” (p3, GP) 

 

Consequences of SHSe: 

All of the HCPs interviewed were aware that SHSe was associated with health risks. The 

majority identified “respiratory complaints” as the main health consequence of SHSe. 

Exposed adult non-smokers were correctly thought to be at risk of lung cancers, chronic 

obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), chest infections, chronic cough and cardiovascular 

disease. Exposed children were understood to be at risk of asthma diagnoses and 

exacerbations, wheeze, recurrent viral infections, sniffles and smaller birth weights. 

“You’ve got an adult who has come in maybe with chest symptoms or a chest 
infection […] a child comes in with either known asthma or new asthma or an 
asthma flare up” (p7, GP) 

 

There was a general understanding that children were at a greater risk of developing 

detrimental health consequences following SHSe. Elderly service users and those with co-

morbidities were also considered higher risk groups for experiencing health risks of SHSe. 

“I am not really a fan of smoking, but especially around children- they are a 
bit more susceptible to it impacting on their health because their immune 
systems are still developing.” (p15, pharmacist) 
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“It’s maybe a cumulative effect of long term [SHS] exposure that would be 
dangerous, and things where it would be of more concern is if you are young, 
elderly, if you’ve got other comorbidities.  So I don’t know, say if you’re 
asthmatic or if you’ve got really frail young children say maybe if they’re 
premature children or if you’re very elderly.” (p16, pharmacist) 

 

Only two HCPs (p14, pharmacist and p19, pharmacist) were unable to identify any specific 

health effects though they still showed an awareness of detrimental health effects associated 

with SHSe. Overall, this awareness of the health risks associated with SHSe for non-smokers 

was indicative of a having some capability to intervene, i.e. the data indicated that better 

knowledge led to increased capability to intervene around SHSe. 

SHSe as a sensitive topic: 

Many felt that SHSe was a sensitive topic to raise in primary care consultations. Therefore, 

HCPs felt that an appropriate level of skill in raising and conducting the conversation on SHSe 

was required. Some HCPs therefore felt that they needed further training to give them the 

capability to discuss the topic of SHSe with service users. The sensitivity surrounding SHSe 

was also discussed in the ‘motivation’ section (section 5.3.5). 

“Yeah I think so, it’s similar to other sensitive topics like obesity and things 
[…] also how to sensitively explain that the smoke is going to have effect in 
the household or children, and then like I say training them on what to say as 
a plan B harm reduction message. […] a bit of practice in the actual 
consultation, the words that you use and the phrases that you use to ask 
potentially sensitive… because it may potentially be a sensitive topic as well.  
We don’t know why the patient is smoking or don’t want to stop smoking, 
you haven’t explored that, there could be lots of other things going on.” (p7, 
GP) 
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Only one HCP interviewee (p12, pharmacist) actively stated that their capability was not 

affected by the sensitive nature of SHSe. This divergent HCP explained their view that SHSe 

was a lifestyle factor which could be easily discussed by HCPs in primary care, as opposed to 

a “psychological issue” which would need to be addressed by a specialist or psychiatrist. 

5.3.3.3 Knowledge on the topic of SHS harm reduction 

Understanding of SHS harm reduction: 

Most interviewees were not aware of the concept of SHS harm reduction prior to their 

participation in this study. Despite a lack of exposure to this terminology, many HCPs drew 

on their knowledge base to assume broadly correct definitions of SHS harm reduction. 

Furthermore, they often showed appreciation for the need to deliver harm reduction 

messages in instances where a smoking service user was not ready or able to quit. 

“So, harm reduction, so you mean not getting people to stop, but getting 
people to reduce harm, so I suppose it’s things like making sure they smoke 
outside, wearing an overcoat and not inside, not in an enclosed space like in 
a car.” (p5, GP) 

“I would say messages about please don’t smoke in the house, please don’t 
smoke if there’s an oxygen cylinder about, please don’t smoke if there’s other 
vulnerable patients or people around you.” (p16, pharmacist) 

 

However, HCPs still expressed a desire for further information to be provided to give them 

better knowledge of the subject and understanding of what SHSe harm reduction messages 

would entail; thereby improving their capability to intervene around SHSe in the future. 

“More what to say, because I think when you asked me what would you say I 
was thinking smoke outside, maybe five or ten minutes, but didn’t really know 
much more than that as to how we can reduce second-hand smoke, and there 
are probably other things I have not thought of.” (p3, GP) 
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Awareness of existing strategies and their implementation to reduce SHSe at home: 

Healthcare professionals 

HCPs understood the complexity surrounding SHSe interventions, explaining: 

“It’s a bit difficult because it’s more to do with passive smoking and the 
environment isn’t it? It depends, if they live with someone who smokes 
maybe they can set rules in the house saying if they smoke outside, don’t 
smoke indoors, or don’t smoke around children, stuff like that.” (p13, 
pharmacist) 

 

Some suggested that harm reduction approaches for both children and adults needed to 

account for the factors which influence exposure scenarios. For example, it was considered 

harder in cases of non-smoking adults as they were unsure of who they should deliver an 

intervention to. 

“It wouldn’t necessarily be the same intervention that you delivered, and it 
would take I think more thought, because in the context of a child being 
exposed to secondhand smoke it’s very clear who is going to be instigating 
change, and who the intervention needs to be focused at.  I think in terms of 
harm reduction for an adult being exposed to secondhand smoke it’s more 
tricky to know where you’re targeting the intervention, and it’s going to 
depend so much on different factors.” (p5, GP) 

 

There was also confusion amongst the group of HCPs regarding advice which could be given 

in response to identified SHSe and how this would differ from smoking cessation advice. 

Most HCPs suggested smoking cessation referral or support as the harm reduction method 

to reduce SHSe. 

“To be honest with you, the information on passive smoking, how would it 
be different on the information on what smoking does to you?” (p15, 
pharmacist) 
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Smoking outside and away from children were the only actions advised by many HCPs when 

prompted for recommendations. 

“So, if they’re saying they want to continue smoking so I tend to suggest firstly 
smoking outside and not inside the house, not inside the car, not inside any 
closed environment.  I recommend staying away from the child or away from 
the house for at least 30 minutes after they have had a cigarette, so tend to 
use that as advice.  So, tend to say stay outside for a prolonged period or 
change your clothes, if you’re wearing a jumper take your jumper off, things 
like that, so simple measures is a way of doing it.  I always encourage 
somebody to reduce what they are smoking as well, so basics, so even if they 
say they can’t give it up.” (p9, GP) 

“They might just have to change the way that they are going to be smoking 
really, so if they’re at home just go outside” (p18, pharmacist) 

 

The majority of the HCP interviewees required prompting or scenario discussion to prompt 

their consideration of a course of action and recommendations in the instance where a 

smoker was unsuccessful in their cessation attempts but wished to protect their child from 

SHSe. Such prompting allowed the concept of smoking cessation to be distinguished from 

the SHS harm reduction situation. For example,  

“ [Interviewer] My next question is, if you had a scenario where somebody came for an MUR 

and they were a smoker, and it came out in conversation that they are smoking at home, 

they might have children in the house but they are not ready to give up smoking, what do 

you think you might say to that person if they are not ready to give up smoking?” (p14, 

pharmacist) 

Following this prompting, four recommendations were made across all 25 of the HCP 

interviewees: smoking outside and away from children, smoking in a different room, using a 
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different nicotine product or wearing a smoking jacket. However, some of the HCPs 

maintained that cessation was the best strategy for SHSe harm reduction and they were 

reluctant to make any further recommendations.  

A few HCPs included smoking in a different room in the house in their recommendations to 

reduce SHSe, or using “less tarry cigarettes or e-cigarettes” as alternative methods (p1, GP). 

The aforementioned lack of distinction between second- and thirdhand smoke resulted in 

many HCPs also promoting the use of a smoking jacket to protect from harms caused by 

smoke particles settling in smokers’ clothes and then transferring to non-smokers. This also 

highlighted a lack of understanding concerning the risk of SHSe for non-smokers. 

“Smoking jacket and going out to a different room or preferably going outside, 
preferably not at all obviously” (p8, GP) 

 

Some HCPs believed that children’s SHSe could be used as an emotive driver to increase the 

likelihood of getting the service user to engage with harm reduction interventions and to 

change their smoking behaviours. 

“We often talk about what impact that smoking is having on them more so 
than other people […] probably caveat to that is parent child thing because 
there’s probably a bit more of a stronger bond with that relationship, so you 
can perhaps hone in about the fact that it might affect the child’s 
development or breathing problems as they get older.  So that you might be 
able to push a bit harder” (p10, GP) 

 

Furthermore, many HCPs referred to offering information to smoking service users about SHSe 

to help instigate changes in mindsets and encourage future cessation. Thus, they understood 

offering leaflets with more information was an intervention option. 
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“So, it’s just giving them something to read that maybe plants that seed 
that they need to change their behaviour” (p10, GP) 

 

The overall lack of confidence in approaches to intervene around SHSe is potentially 

indicative of low capability to deliver SHSe interventions in practice. Most discussions 

regarding advice for suggestions were hypothetical in nature, suggesting that in reality there 

is a lack of capability interventions in practice. 

Service users 

Service users reported being optimistic that HCPs’ had a sufficient level of capability to know 

what to recommend and to be able to deliver an intervention on SHSe. 

“It could happen yes, I think so, it could happen, whether it will ever but it 
could happen yes.” (p28, service user) 

 

E-cigarettes and vaping: 

Healthcare Professionals 

There was little mention of e-cigarettes and vaping by the HCPs with only four participants 

making reference. These interviewees were unsure and somewhat sceptical demonstrating a 

lack of capability to incorporate advice on e-cigarettes and vaping as potential options for 

SHS harm reduction. 

“Electronic cigarettes are supposedly better, although when I see the 
plumes of smoke that come out of them, I don’t want to inhale them […] A 
lot of these new things, if you don’t know it, they might be causing a bigger 
problem.” (p2, GP) 
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Service Users 

Similarly, there was little mention of e-cigarettes and vaping options by service users. Some 

service users felt smoking cessation advisors’ knowledge and recommendations were 

outdated and needed to include information on e-cigarettes to better tailor advice to 

younger audiences.  

“Yeah, so I think there’s one stop smoking or one campaign on the TV that 
mentions vaping and because it’s up to date and it’s what everyone doing 
now it catches your eye more. When you see a stop smoking advert its sort 
of like the same old stuff so that’s I think if you’re bringing the more update 
modern kind of things on the material you’re more chance of people, 
younger people if you like well not just younger people but more chance of 
younger people looking at it than the older stuff” (p32, service user) 

 

5.3.3.4 Acquisition of knowledge about SHS 

Source of knowledge and training/ education around SHSe: 

Most of the HCPs interviewed, notably all GPs and all pharmacists, described having received 

no formal training or education around SHSe. This highlights a potential barrier to HCPs’ 

capability to intervene around SHSe in practice if they have not learned how and what to 

practice as part of an intervention. These HCPs described gleaning their current knowledge 

base from general sources including school education and national campaigns advertised on 

television. 

“None! Never, that’s a really short one. I haven’t had any training on, I 
mean no, none, none.” (p1, GP) 

“It’s knowledge that you build up by yourself through your lifelong learning” 
(p24, HV) 
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Most GPs reported that despite completing training on motivational interviewing, more 

training would be beneficial to support their skill development and consequently, improve 

their capability to intervene around SHSe. 

“I think motivational interviewing is one of those things that you can do 
training on forever and still want more training.” (p9, GP) 

 

Those GPs who had gained knowledge around SHSe during their rotational training in acute 

paediatric settings (p2 and p5) acquired knowledge and skills applicable to child SHSe 

interventions during this time. This, however, highlights a gap in training even for these HCPs 

due to lack of training around adult SHSe interventions. 

“So yes, in terms of second-hand smoking to children, I would feel confident 
to discuss it, because I’ve done lots of paediatrics and we had specific 
training on secondhand smoking when I did the paediatric rotation” (p5, GP) 

 

Many of the GPs and pharmacists recalled having received some smoking cessation training 

during their undergraduate education. However, there was little certainty around whether 

SHSe was also mentioned as part of this training. 

“I think they have been training in smoking cessation and smoking as well, 
and then within that they will talk about secondhand smoking I am pretty 
sure.” (p10, GP) 

 

In contrast, health visitors reported some discussion of SHSe during training sessions. 

“I think with the passive smoking we’ve touched upon on that regarding 
antenatally and with the relation to cot death, but that’s all we had on that, 
and like I said with the passive smoking it’s you don’t exactly get training on 
it, it’s just the thing that’s touched upon and then you go and explore it 
further.” (p24, HV) 
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HCPs mainly referred to their own sources of training and education. No interviewee made 

reference to where other HCP groups might get their training, despite sometimes stating 

that others were likely to be better trained and therefore better placed to intervene around 

SHSe. 

Laws and campaigns: 

All HCPs demonstrated some knowledge on the laws and campaigns relevant to SHSe. Many 

referenced the 2007 ban on smoking in public places in England and some referred to the 

more recent 2015 ban on smoking in cars carrying children. Many HCPs also made reference 

to the media campaigns which highlighted the reality of SHSe to a broad audience. 

“I think there are public health messages around secondhand smoke, we 
know that it is an offence to smoke in a car with children and workplaces, 
smoking is banned in public spaces because of secondhand smoke” (p4, GP) 
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5.3.4 Opportunity 

Four themes were interpreted within the data regarding HCPs’ opportunities to intervene 

around SHSe in primary care settings. Of these, three related to the physical opportunities 

presented to HCPs: access to support services, lack of supportive resources, and the nature 

of job roles and consultations. The fourth theme encompassed the social environment 

influence on HCPs opportunity to deliver an intervention. The influencers of social 

environments captured in this fourth theme revolved around: the incentivisation by others 

to encourage intervention delivery; the expectations upon each professional group; and the 

effect of a third party in SHSe-related scenarios. 

5.3.4.1 Access to services supporting SHSe harm reduction 

Many HCPs would refer service users for smoking cessation support in order to address the 

issue of SHSe where these were available. In additional this, some HCPs who felt that other 

HCPs might be better suited in their capability and/or opportunity to offer support around 

SHSe would, in the first instance, refer service users to other members of their primary care 

team. 

“Sometimes I will direct them to what sort of healthcare professional who 
can help them” (p20, nurse) 

 

However, as detailed below in the resources section (5.3.4.2), access to these supporting 

services was reported as being reduced. Thus, there were fewer opportunities for further 

support to aid cessation with a view to reducing SHSe, thereby undermining HCPs’ 

opportunity to intervene. 
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5.3.4.2 Lack of supportive resources  

HCPs described the pressures on time and funding which reduced their opportunity to 

intervene on SHSe. Competing priorities of other medical and social problems, the service 

user’s agenda of problems for a consultation, and the lack of supportive resources and 

funding to offer support all factored into their perceived lack of opportunity. 

“I guess the time pressure is the biggest thing. Yeah because there’s lots of 
competing lifestyle advice to give, boxes to tick in terms of QOF and things 
like that, expectations because if they expect to talk about something for 
twenty minutes (laugh) their condition for twenty minutes and you want to 
talk about secondhand smoke for five minutes that’s not going to work is 
it.” (p2, GP) 

 

Opportunity to intervene might be inhibited in cases of higher priorities to be addressed 

(motivation) or a lack of time or other resources. For example, even for a HCP who would 

intervene on most occasions, time pressures and higher priority concerns would take 

precedence over intervening to support SHS harm reduction. 

“Unless it’s very rushed and something serious going on, like send them to 
hospital in an ambulance or something then I might not.  But, actually, I 
think these days every single time I would say.” (p3, GP) 

 

Furthermore, a perceived lack of capability and lack of confidence in the advice to be 

delivered may reduce the motivation of a HCP to take the opportunities to intervene even if 

they presented themselves (see 5.3.5, Motivation). 

HCPs expressed their view that more funding and resources would be desirable to help 

address SHSe better, often viewing this intervention an as investment which would be worth 

the increased resources for the long-term benefits on service users’ health. 
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“Yeah I think so. We are supposed to be giving brief intervention for weight, 
for alcohol, for smoking, for obesity, and if we know a couple of simple harm 
reduction messages or tips that we can give to the patients who smoke then 
I don’t see why not, if time allows. Yeah, I think it would certainly help reduce 
respiratory problems like asthma and things, and also exposure in general, 
and less exposure to carcinogens in the smoke for other patients.” (p7, GP) 

 

5.3.4.3 Role and appointment type providing opportunity to intervene 

Primary care consultations were considered a better opportunity to discuss SHSe with 

service users than secondary care consultations. 

“I think that is the challenge isn’t it, we are talking about it in an acute 
setting where emotions are too high.” (p2, GP) 

 

Many GPs felt that nurses had better opportunity than themselves to offer SHSe 

interventions in practice as they were viewed to have more current smoking cessation 

training (capability), as well as more opportunities to intervene with service users due to 

their longer consultation times and more frequent contact due to their role in chronic 

disease management. Practice nurses were also considered to have the skillset (capability) 

and opportunity to intervene in their regular reviews of service users, such as part of over 

40s health checks. 

“The only thing that I can say is that as well as GPs giving this, the place 
that people would give advice out is from our nurses. Because actually it is 
the practice nurses who do a lot of the chronic disease management so for 
example at my practice it’s the nurses joint with doctors who do the 
diabetes management or the asthma and COPD reviews which would give 
you personal obviously smoking, are all done by the nurse […] they usually, 
they know the patients well because they’ve been seeing them for years you 
know every 6 months to a year” (p1, GP) 
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Similarly, HCAs were viewed by GPs to have more time with service users to be able to 

deliver more time consuming and complex interventions such as that likely required for SHSe 

harm reduction.  

Many pharmacists, GPs and nurses felt that health visitors and district nurses who conducted 

home visits would also have a high level of opportunity to deliver SHSe interventions. It was 

perceived that consultations in service users’ homes would help to provide a tool to initiate 

the discussion around SHS if exposure was apparent. Specialist community nurses (e.g. 

respiratory nurses and cardiac nurses) were also suggested to have opportune consultations 

in service users’ homes to discuss SHSe and were likely to visit the at-risk demographic of 

service users due the harms which can be caused by smoking behaviours. 

“So I think it [SHSe intervention] should be prioritised to health visitors and 
district nurses because they have the greatest exposure to those kinds of 
patients […] I think most patients would feel more relaxed if they were in their 
own home or being questioned about it, and I think also if there’s an 
expectation that with the health visitors coming to see me regarding say for 
my child or me as a mother or say a person who is elderly is expecting a visit, 
maybe that response would be slightly different because you know that 
patient is expecting not just an assessment regarding health but maybe they 
would expect that the health professional is there they’re going to do a wider 
scope of just what is this patient’s living arrangements like.  They would 
maybe expect that their health professional is going to get a better insight 
into that, whether it’s part of their role or whether they are just being able to 
observe it. So maybe their response would be different because they wouldn’t 
be able to lie about it, or maybe they would be a bit more relaxed because it’s 
their own home.” (p16, pharmacist) 

“GPs, district nurses I think is probably a good one. And your respiratory 
team in the community – I’d want know what their type of patients would 
be, what kind of aged group the type of patients be younger patient – I’d 
presume that they would. And maybe like cardiac nurses as well.” (p20, 
nurse) 
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Health visitors described their many opportunities to offer an intervention on SHS harm 

reduction where children under the age of 5years were at risk of home exposure. 

“So as health visitors, we will see pregnant mums antenatal so one of our 
mandated contacts, and where possible, we will try and achieve between 
pregnancy between week 28 and 34 and try and do an antenatal contact 
and we will be asking mom about her smoking habits and her partner’s, if 
she is with her partner or anyone else that she is living with, so we will first 
introduce that topic then if we have that opportunity.  […] Then the point at 
which we first meet the baby is between day 10 and 14, so that again is a 
mandated contact so we ideally get to all our babies by day 14 at the latest, 
so that is one of our key performance indicators as well. Then we will see 
children then up until the age of 5. So our remit is under 5 essentially.” (p23, 
HV) 

 

Pharmacists were viewed to have the opportunity to discuss lifestyle advice and health 

promotion with service users during MURs, smoking cessation consultations, as well as, 

opportunistically over the counter. 

“Well in MURs you’re on about the conversation that people are on… we’ve 
got I think healthy lifestyle advice if they smoke, if they drink as well, so it’s 
just in that section as well you can touch about it there, because it’s not just 
medication it’s just lifestyle, their diet, exercise, alcohol, smoking, all that kind 
of stuff, so it can be brought up in there.” (p15, pharmacist) 

 

5.3.4.4 How opportunity is affected by HCPs’ social environments 

Social influences including incentivisation and expectations as set by other people (including 

colleagues, managers, organisations such as local authorities) had the potential to influence 

social opportunities for HCPs to intervene. This also influenced their motivation or capability 

to intervene. HCPs’ own perceptions of the effects of a third-party is a further example of 

the presentation of a particular social opportunity influencing HCP intervention behaviours. 
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Incentivisation by others to encourage SHSe intervention delivery from HCPs: 

All HCPs reported no incentives (financial or otherwise) were given for practices around 

SHSe at any level, local to national. This made opportunities to intervene around smoking 

more difficult for primary care-based HCPs. The health benefits for service users were the 

only incentive mentioned by all of HCP groups interviewed. 

“No. It’s not on any of the… it’s not on QOF, it’s not on… there’s the incentive 
that it’s good for the health of our patients which is obviously a big incentive, 
but in terms of monetary incentives no, it’s not on QOF, it’s not on DES, it’s 
not a LIS, smoking cessation is funded by Public Health England, it’s not… and 
it’s the responsibility of the local councils, it’s not… there’s no budget for it in 
the CCG, there’s no budget for it in primary care.  Smoking cessation services 
at the moment are awful, and seem to be getting cut and cut, which is 
ridiculous because it’s one public health intervention that we know makes 
such a big difference, and it’s cost effective and saves the NHS money.  But 
there’s no… it seems that there’s no funding, no incentive for it at all.” (p5, 
GP) 

“Secondary smoking there is no incentive for that, there is no initiative or any 
scheme that says look secondary smoking should be targeted.” (p12, 
pharmacist) 

 

One pharmacist suggested that multiple pharmacy companies may be incentivised to offer 

training on SHSe for their employees if there was the prospect of generating more revenue 

for offering an additional pharmacy service on this. Thus, there was potential to increase 

opportunity to access training on the topic of SHSe for this group of HCPs. 

“Obviously they want you to offer as many services as possible so you can 
generate revenue for the company as a pharmacist, so they will offer you the 
e-learning which I did as an employee about smoking.  I am just trying to think 
whether or not there’s stuff in… I’m pretty sure in the e-learning there is stuff 
about second-hand smoking, I am not sure, it will probably be a paragraph or 
a presentation slide with stuff.  I just don’t know whether the general topic is 
more smoking cessation and nicotine replacement therapy rather than 
second-hand smoking reduction from my memory.” (p14, pharmacist) 
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The possibility of earning a certificate or recognition of learning for continuous professional 

development (CPD) was felt to be an effective incentive. Though not attributed to financial 

reimbursement for service provision, it was apparent that HCPs’ motivation to engage in 

SHSe intervention training or delivery would increase if the opportunity to engage was linked 

to an accreditation-type of incentive. 

“Yeah, and if you pop a certificate on it when people can complete it, nurses 
love a certificate. We just go wild for certificates. […] Yes, yes. That is a way 
of really drawing people in as well. Particularly with revalidation, we are all 
very keen to make sure, so if it is really interesting and really interactive, 
then you are going to draw people in and if there is something at the end of 
it as well, so yeah, absolutely.” (p23, HV) 

 

Effect of others’ views around the professional expectations for HCPs: 

Many GPs referred to campaigns led by the Royal College of General Practitioners, such as 

the antibiotic prescribing and sepsis campaigns where guidelines and resources to use in 

practice were provided. No such resources have been promoted on the topic of SHSe and so 

this membership had not influenced opportunities taken by HCPs to address this issue as 

they have with other issues. 

“It is not a topic that the RCGP have picked up that whole well, the RCGP 
has a series of clinical priorities they refresh every year and unless 
something makes that list, it generally doesn’t get a lot of exposure because 
as General Practitioners, there are so many priorities, everybody has their 
hobby horse, their particular disease area or issue that they think is the 
most important issue… (p4, GP) 

 

HCPs were of the opinion that if there was encouragement from leadership (i.e. their team 

leaders, practice manager, regional directors, etc.), this might act as an incentive, and 
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therefore promoting the social opportunity drive to deliver SHSe interventions in everyday 

practice. 

“I think if it was brought up at senior meetings or is made a big public health 
thing and put on the agenda then perhaps, otherwise there is already so much 
going on I don’t think it’s necessarily immediately on the radar.” (p8, GP) 

 

Similarly, some HCPs referred to the annual ‘Stoptober’ campaign which increases HCPs’ 

opportunity to intervene around smoking due to this existing social influence on practice, 

which creates an environment that encourages SHSe intervention delivery. 

“I think when there’s stop smoking campaign I think when it starts in October 
everyone talks about it then.  But I think these campaigns sometimes they are 
good in a way because they enforce you to talk about it, but sometimes say 
for example after October when the flu season starts and there are focuses 
on that instead and they forget the previous campaign.  So I think the 
campaigns are good in a sense that they instil you to talk about it, but then 
sometimes they don’t encourage that either at the same time, do you know 
what I mean?  In the winter so if I’m talking about in October smoking and 
stuff, as soon as the winter campaign starts you’re more heavily focused on 
that aren’t you?” (p13, pharmacist) 

 

Effect of a third party on the level of opportunity to intervene: 

Healthcare professionals 

Most HCPs felt they were more likely to discuss SHSe with a smoking service user if a child 

was present in the consultation where smoking behaviours became known to the HCP, 

regardless of who the consultation was for. In this way, the presence of a “third party” is 

seen to change the social environment for the intervention and encourage delivery from 

HCPs. The interplay between social environment, motivation, and opportunity to intervene is 

captured. 
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“You will try to think of factors to motivate them, and having children that 
they should protect is one that you might ask about, do you have children?  
And they say yes or whatever, so you are using that as a motivating factor.” 
(p3, GP) 

“In other circumstances it can be difficult to know necessarily that the 
person with the smoker is exposed to secondhand smoke and I think if I am 
seeing an adult by themselves who is a smoker, I don’t necessarily talk to 
them about the risk of secondhand smoke to those around them but if I see 
a parent who smokes with their children then it is something that I will 
definitely bring up. […] Yes, it does sometimes happen that in an adult 
consultation, they will bring the child, in which case, if it does come up then 
it is something else to talk about but most of the time, it is the child whose 
consultation it is and the adult that has come with them I can talk to about 
smoking as well.” (p23, HV) 

 

Similarly, HCPs were more likely to raise the topic of smoking when the smoking partner of a 

service user was present in the consultation in appreciation of the influence this is likely to 

have on the service user’s own smoking behaviours and out of respect for the potential lack 

of agency of the service user to effect a change in their partner’s smoking behaviours. 

“If it is somebody who is coming in with, I can’t think of an example but recurrent chest 
infections or something and their partner’s smoking then you might bring it up.” (p1, GP) 

“Or if the partner’s there themselves, asking them directly whether that’s something they 
might consider and the impact that that might have” (p2, GP) 

 

Service users 

In contrast to the views of the majority of HCPs, smoking service users reported being 

reluctant to engage in a discussion around SHSe if their family members were present in the 

consultation (for reasons of confidentiality). Therefore, this could reduce opportunity to 

engage a service user in an intervention in these scenarios. 
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“Yeah, and for personal conversation, because not everyone likes to admit 
that they smoke. Some people smoke and their families don’t even know that 
they do, so just having that privacy so it’s not…” (p30, service user) 
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5.3.5 Motivation 

Four themes were interpreted describing influencers of HCPs’ motivation to deliver SHS-

related interventions in primary care: guilt; patient-professional relationship; beliefs about 

efficacy; and appropriateness. 

5.3.5.1 Guilt 

Healthcare Professionals 

Based on their past experiences, HCPs expected that smoking service users would feel guilty 

about the harms caused by them exposing others to SHS and anticipated defensive reactions 

on discussion of SHSe.  

“Often, when you bring this [SHSe] up, the parent or the adult will be a little 
defensive and say, oh I don’t smoke around the child, I only smoke outside, 
you know, I only smoke when I’m in bed or they’ll often have some kind of a 
defensive comeback” (p4, GP) 

 

Most HCPs highlighted that the perceived these discussions to be “sensitive” (as presented 

in section 5.3.3.2) when the non-smoker involved was a child or elderly person and therefore 

potentially considered to be a vulnerable or at risk. In addition, some HCPs believed that not 

all parents who smoked may be aware of the detrimental health impacts of SHS for exposed 

children and when made aware they would feel guilty. 

“I think it needs to be handled very carefully, often people aren’t aware of 
what it’s doing to their family, I think they are aware of what it might be 
doing to themselves but I don’t think a lot of smokers are aware of what it 
does to their family […] It’s a difficult one isn’t it, because you don’t want to 
lay on the guilt” (p21, Nurse) 
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Most HCP interviewees wanted to avoid making smoking service users feel “guilty” as they 

felt this would undermine their work to improve and maintain patient health. 

“Try to put it in the way where I don’t demonise the families, so I am not 
saying you’re all bad parents, I am just saying look this is the advice we give, 
it’s proven to reduce these risks, and most of them are really receptive to 
that, because if you go into clients telling them and making them feel bad it 
works against you.” (p24, HV) 

 

Some described not knowing service users’ wider circumstances and explained that smoking 

might be being used as a form of temporary relaxation and stress-relief. In this instance, 

there seemed to be lower levels of motivation to intervene around SHSe as HCPs were 

aware of other priorities for service users, which links to the discussion around 

appropriateness for the delivery of a SHS-related intervention (see 5.3.5.4).  

The prospect of eliciting guilt was a concern to most HCPs. However, in contrast, one nurse 

(p22, Nurse) was unperturbed by service users’ potential feelings of guilt addressing the 

issue anyway, in a direct manner and thus, their level of motivation to intervene appeared 

unaffected. 

“I would be quite honest and upfront and say you really need to think about 
not smoking in the same areas or giving up if you wanted to try, but not 
exposing your partner [to] unnecessary smoke and triggering health 
concerns.  I wouldn’t beat around the bush.” (p22, Nurse) 

 

Whilst no HCP gave a direct example of using guilt as a tool to influence service users’ 

behaviours to reduce SHSe, it had been used previously by one HCP (p8, GP) as part of a 

“really targeted and really unusual approach” to achieve smoking cessation for a service user 
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with a worsening prognosis due to continued smoking.  This HCP felt that the emotion of 

guilt could make harm reduction messages more powerful. 

“If you can say your son is going to be unwell because of your [smoking]…I 
think that’s a lot more powerful.” (p8, GP) 

 

Service users 

Many service users expressed the view that HCPs often focussed on the harmful impacts of 

smoking and SHSe to “scare” them into changing their smoking behaviours. There was a 

sense of service users’ disregard for a message to reduce SHSe as HCPs were thought to be 

“lazy” and to “blame everything on smoking” (p27, service user).  

“People feel some doctors, not all doctors, use it as an excuse just say and 
they blame it something else to the smoking sometimes, it may be true, I’m 
not a doctor, I don’t know but yeah I think it’s a good scare tactic doctors 
use” (p32, service user) 
 

 

However, it was also suggested that this feeling of guilt when learning of the negative health 

consequences of SHSe for children could act to increase parent’s level of motivation to 

engage in SHSe-related interventions.  

“Make someone feel quite guilty about the situation then they will stop and 
they will listen and they will talk and then they will learn how to prevent it 
from happening, how they could help their loved-ones, coz everyone 
sacrifices for their loved-ones ” (p26, service user) 
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5.3.5.2 Patient-professional relationship 

Most HCPs, including all of the interviewed GPs, expressed the desire to build, maintain and 

protect patient-professional relationships. This took precedence over motivation to 

intervene around SHSe. Indeed, where GPs felt their patient-professional relationship might 

be jeopardised, their motivation to intervene on SHSe was reduced. Many GPs explained 

that service users might not come back for future consultations, if this relationship was 

damaged by upsetting them with the topic of SHSe. The GP may therefore reduce the 

opportunity to discuss other priorities for which they had a higher motivation to address, 

such as other medical problems or achieving Quality and Outcomes Framework232 (QOF) 

points. 

“You wouldn’t want to say “do you realise that your smoking is affecting the 
health of those around you?” Well they would be out the door and they 
never come back.” (p5, GP) 

“If I get the feeling that this is going to shut down if I’m talking about 
another topic which I think I need to explore more, even if smoking is really 
important if I don’t want to jeopardise the other topic I might just leave it 
be, whether I’ve got QOF points to fill or notifications I will leave it for next 
time.” (p8, GP) 

 

All GPs wanted to avoid taking a paternalistic approach to consultations. Most felt worried 

that they would seem to be “nagging” or “lecturing” if they intervened around SHSe. It was 

feared that nagging service users might damage patient-professional relationships; 

consequently, this fear demotivated GPs to intervene. 

“Yeah only if it is relevant, I think. I think it can be difficult to bring these 
things up, you run the risk of coming across like you’re nagging them and 
then that can damage the relationship, so you do have to be careful.” (p4, 
GP) 
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Some GPs however, felt that there was a lack of relationship with service users due to the 

sporadic and opportunistic nature of consultations and the lack of guaranteed follow up, 

which could also act as a barrier and thus, demotivate HCPs from intervening. 

“So, I think that I would struggle to book an appointment to get someone to 
come back just to discuss the smoking. I think that people come back 
sporadically, so you couldn’t guarantee that they were actually going to 
come back.” (p5, GP) 

 

In contrast, one GP described how challenging the patient-professional relationship might be 

beneficial and therefore work as a motivator to intervene; if they perceived this would have 

a positive outcome and may encourage the service user into changing their smoking 

behaviours. However, this participant still recognised and highlighted the desire to not 

lecture service users and to maintain a relationship with them. 

“It’s difficult, because what happens is what you don’t want to do is come 
across as lecturing to them, so you have to maintain a relationship. 
Sometimes it’s actually quite a useful thing to deliberately challenge the 
relationship, to deliberately irritate to provoke them into a reaction, not 
irritate, provoke, on the basis that you might actually get them to […] 
because if they are in a bit of a comfort zone with you and there are certain 
taboo subjects that are just not brought up, it lets them know that this is an 
issue and they have got a cosy relationship with you, they come and see 
you, but also there’s a reason why you’re there and what you’re trying to 
get across and it might upset them sometimes and they might go and see 
someone else.” (p6, GP) 

 

5.3.5.3 Beliefs about efficacy 

HCPs held a range of views about the efficacy of a SHSe intervention. HCPs’ motivation to 

deliver an intervention was in turn, influenced by these views. Many ideas were discussed 
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from both the positive and negative viewpoint, including: views of uptake and outcomes; 

debate on efficacy if service users are or are not ready to change their smoking behaviours; 

and the anticipated reaction and level of engagement from service users who were parents 

that smoked. These viewpoints have been presented below, with a discussion first of the 

positive and motivating beliefs, followed then by a discussion of the negative and 

demotivating beliefs. 

Some HCPs had a positive view of the uptake and outcomes of intervening to help protect 

non-smokers from the effects of SHSe in homes, thus increasing their motivation to 

intervene. They felt that parents who were smokers would want the best for their child’s 

health and would therefore be likely to engage in SHSe interventions.  

“Parents in general want the best for their kids, and so are normally quite 
willing to discuss it, and look at changing.” (p5, GP) 

 

It was felt that harm reduction messages could have a big impact on a lot of people following 

a brief intervention delivered in primary care settings.  Many HCPs believed that “planting 

the seed” (p3, GP) would be effective, even if not straight away. Others felt that adopting 

harm reduction approaches could work better for service users who were not ready to quit 

smoking. 

“I think that it’s something you have to keep chipping away at sometimes, 
and it will happen for a lot of people eventually […] It could take a matter of 
seconds just to do, to have a big impact on a lot of people.” (p22, Nurse) 
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The data suggested that HCPs would have a higher level of motivation to intervene on SHSe 

when the service user was a younger smoking patient, as younger smokers were considered 

by HCPs to be more likely to change their smoking behaviours.  

“I think probably more younger, the younger population coz they, they’re 
the ones who can make most change in their behaviours rather than more 
elderly patients unless they express an interest. Probably more young, 
middle-aged patients” (p4, nurse) 

 

In addition, a higher uptake was thought likely if the intervention was succinct and relevant 

to the HCP’s consultation, giving HCPs more motivation to intervene in these scenarios. HCPs 

believed that to achieve harm reduction it was needed to offer support not just information 

through posters and leaflets, showing HCP motivation to intervene beyond raising service 

user’s awareness of SHSe through the use of advertising materials. 

“I suppose if you just want to give the information then yes it could just be a 
leaflet and posters and things but if you actually want to use it as a reason 
for why somebody should stop smoking which at the end of the day will 
make the biggest difference to the harm reduction then you need the 
support.” (p1, GP) 

 

HCPs highlighted that existing motivation to ask about smoking during asthma and COPD 

reviews as per usual practice, which could possibly be extended to include SHSe 

interventions as well.  

In some cases, HCPs’ belief in the possibility of a positive outcome following intervention 

delivery superseded concerns of sparking defensive reactions from service users. 

“Well what I often find with most things is that you say something and 
people are quite defensive about it and then they go home and have a think 
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about it so I think even if I get quite a negative response … I don’t lose heart 
anymore because I think well, they’re going to think about it at home and 
they might change their minds about it and it might spur them into action.” 
(p2, GP) 

 

However, there were also many views on uptake and outcomes which would demotivate 

HCPs to intervene on SHSe. HCPs explained their low motivation to intervene on SHSe was as 

a result of their experiences of service users not believing their advice on the effects of 

smoking; parents becoming defensive around the topic of smoking; and parents not 

changing their smoking behaviours despite seeing the health impacts on their children or on 

themselves. 

“ “This is affecting you,” and he was like, “Well I don’t think it is.” ” (p3, GP) 

“You will see the patient records for the baby as well, and then you will notice 
that mothers who are smoking, their birth weights are smaller, and what 
happens is often I’ve seen is that they will be born earlier, they will spend 
longer in hospital. […] So, I think for a lady who is not necessarily immediately 
struck down by something, acutely struck down by something, maybe 
because of what else is going on it doesn’t seem to be a priority, because 
nothing major has happened. So for that elderly lady she was like, “Well I am 
67 what’s it going to do now?” And the young mothers they’re like, “Well the 
baby is okay, I’m okay, why is this a priority?” ” (p16, pharmacist) 

 

Many HCPs were “dubious as to how much patient information is absorbed” (p4, nurse). 

“I might be selling my patients short here but I don’t know they would go with 
that, I am not sure they would listen to me to be honest. … I know all about 
it, I enjoy it, and if I know that patient is like that fine, it might be my 
professional duty to bring it up but being honest I don’t want to bang my head 
against a brick wall, I’d rather see the next patient who wants to listen. … I 
think it might fall on a lot of deaf ears unfortunately, even if morally it’s the 
right thing to do.” (p8, GP) 
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Some HCPs also felt a SHSe intervention would not be effective unless the service user was 

ready to change their smoking behaviours, which would demotivate them to persist with 

intervening. 

“I think, yeah, I would bring it up two or three times, I think it is very difficult 
after that to keep going, I’m not saying that I shouldn’t keep going at that 
problem but I think it just becomes more of a challenge because you feel like 
you’re nagging and you feel like the patient is not going to change anyway 
because they haven’t yet, this kind of I’m just saying it now because I have 
to. It does get more difficult.” (p2, GP) 

“At the end of the day it’s whether they want to [change their smoking 

behaviours]” (p25, HCA) 

Many HCPs also worried that an intervention might jeopardise patient-professional 

relationships (see 5.3.5.2) and some worried that an intervention might put strain on others’ 

relationships where partner smoking behaviours were implicated. These outcomes would 

not be desired by HCPs and would therefore demotivate them from offering interventions. 

HCPs also felt the difficulty in discussing SHSe and its related harms was compounded by 

difficulties in proving the causal relationship between a child’s illness and SHSe and also by 

the legal status of smoking. 

“It’s very difficult, because smoking is not illegal, and it is about… it’s a bit 
about winning the argument with them really.  I think the problem is what 
you’re trying to do is establish causation if something was to happen to the 
child, and that’s actually quite difficult to establish.” (p6, GP) 

 

Others believed that smoking cessation will have better impact on health than harm 

reduction approaches, thus these HCPs had higher motivation for cessation promotion 

rather than motivation for offering SHS harm reduction interventions.  
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“Well ultimately probably going to have a better probably impact to get them 
to quit smoking altogether, so not put the cigarette in their mouth in the first 
place probably.  So, I would probably say focusing on second-hand smoking is 
good, but then ultimately, we need to get them stopping smoking altogether 
I would say.  So probably a better trump to get them stopped altogether.” 
(p10, GP) 

 

5.3.5.4 Appropriateness 

Three recurrent sub-themes were referred to when the appropriateness of delivering a SHSe 

intervention was discussed: whether the intervention was needed; whether it was the 

primary care service provider’s responsibility to deliver it as part of their job role; and 

whether the service user would likely be receptive and engage in an intervention. All of 

these factors were seen to influence HCP’s perceived level of motivation to intervene around 

SHSe often also compounding HCPs’ considerations around ‘guilt’ (see 5.3.5.1), the ‘patient-

professional relationship’ (see 5.3.5.2), and their ‘beliefs about efficacy’ (see section 5.3.5.3). 

Perception of service user receptivity to intervention: 

HCPs had more motivation to intervene around SHSe when they felt service users were more 

likely to be receptive to the intervention (see 5.3.5.3). It was felt that consultations for 

related medical illnesses increased responsiveness and engagement with interventions due 

to the related focus on improving health to get better (see 5.3.6.2). Additionally, it was 

suggested that service users would be more receptive to interventions delivered by HCPs 

with whom they had a good relationship and would be more motivated to implement the 

advice given. 

“Where you’re trying to get someone to change what they’re doing, you 
need a relationship, you need to build it up. Um for most people, I go to help 
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their motivation or if they’ve got some motivation I help them to keep 
going” (p1, GP) 

 

HCPs were less motivated to intervene during first consultations with service users or in 

other cases where they had not yet established a good relationship with the service user 

(see 5.3.5.2 for detail around protecting patient-professional relationships and see 5.3.6 to 

see how the influence of relationship on HCPs motivation translates into future practice 

recommendations). 

“It depends how well I know the patient. I think if you know and maybe seen 
other family members you might bring that into it. If you don’t know them 
particularly, you don’t tend to bring up smoking in your first consultation so 
when the first time you met them. I don’t think it’s necessarily always the 
best thing to do” (p1, GP) 

 

Most HCPs believed “Every smoker is going to be different” (p13, pharmacist) and they 

would opt for a “case-by-case” approach to SHSe interventions (p1, GP). Furthermore, the 

data indicated that HCPs judge whether they feel each individual service user is ready to 

make a change to their smoking behaviours when deciding whether or not to deliver a 

smoking or SHS-related intervention.  The HCP assesses whether service users seem 

interested in engaging with an intervention and will want to avoid disengaging the service 

user as this would risk losing contact with the service user. Therefore, HCPs’ level of 

motivation to intervene was dependent on their judgement of the service user’s receptivity 

to an intervention. In cases where service users seem unlikely to engage or worse, likely to 

disengage with primary care services, a HCP’s motivation to intervene around SHSe was 

lowered.  
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“I think people who, when you see the instant you bring up smoking 
(laughing) you can almost see them instantly shut off you know they’re 
they’re just not interested. Um or people who are quite defensive right from 
the start um they’re the sort of people where you’re not going to get 
anywhere after the first consultation, you might after a few, but not not at 
that first one. And possibly by bringing in things like how your smoking 
affects others, it’s judgement call for some people it might work for other 
people it might turn them off even more and then you might never get that 
person coming back which is what you really want to try and avoid. Um so it 
really yeah it depends a bit on what sort of person it is, it’s not very helpful 
is it” “Yeah it depends, it depends a lot on the person” (p1, GP) 

“You can tell by their response visually whether they’re really interested or 
whether they’re immediately in a defensive type posture, and so you look 
for those.” (p6, GP) 

 

HCPs’ judgement of the service user’s likelihood to actually change their smoking behaviours 

as a result of intervention around SHSe was also seen to influence the HCPs’ motivation to 

offer an intervention (as also discussed in 5.3.5.3).  

“Some you know that you’re not going to make much progress, and it’s 
better not to pursue it in my view at that time.” (p6, GP) 

“It depends on if they’re invested or not. If they can’t really be bothered 
then it’s just going to fly over their head” (p4, nurse) 

 

Similarly, if a HCP had previously spoken to a service user about SHSe and they were 

unreceptive then, the HCP may feel deterred from raising the issue with them again lowering 

the HCPs’ motivation to intervene. 

“But if you see in the notes that they have been asked recently about it in 
the last consultation in the last few months then you probably wouldn’t ask 
again unless it says review in a few months or consider in a few months then 
you might, otherwise you probably wouldn’t ask again if you know it’s only 
been recorded and asked about recently.” (p7, GP) 
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Service users’ own agenda for their consultations also affected HCPs’ motivation to 

intervene around SHSe, in addition to influencing opportunity to intervene (section 5.3.4). 

HCPs will be more motivated to address the service user’s points of concern than intervene 

on SHSe in these instances. 

“So again, it depends on what the parents’ um and what their agenda is 
because um they might have something that um is very specific to what 
they’re worried about what they’re concerned about and (laughs) obviously 
we need to address that. (p1, GP) 

“I think not necessarily unless they have come in with a partner that is not 
very pleasant, and pushy, and their agenda is something else.” (p11, GP) 

 

HCPs’ had a lower level of motivation to intervene when there was less likelihood of an 

intervention being implemented by the service user or when they felt the service user did 

not have the agency to implement changes to reduce SHSe at home. An example was given 

of an Asian women who reported was less likely to have agency to change her husband’s 

smoking behaviours in the home, so it would not be appropriate to deliver the message to 

her even if she was bringing their child in to primary care service with a SHS-related medical 

illness. 

Similarly, a service user’s attitude would influence HCPs motivation and thus impede 

opportunity to intervene in some cases. 

“If you’ve got somebody who is a bit aggressive. Because you can get people 
with you who their personalities are like that or for whatever reason the rest 
of what is going on in their lives […] It would be judgement call on the 
conversation but then you would potentially then not go further.” (p1, GP) 

“Whereas if they are not in the room the message will be muddied and lost 
and maybe not even spoken about at all.” (p8, GP) 
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Healthcare professionals would also refrain in instances where they would feel embarrassed 

for not being able to offer advice and support. Providing evidence that motivation can be 

influenced by level of capability to intervene. 

“So, you generally tell more information I think before, coz then you look 
silly then. You explain all this stuff and they say what am I supposed to do 
and you’re like I don’t know.” (p4, nurse) 

 

Perception of job role: 

Some HCPs felt it was part of their job role (motivation determined by their views on 

capability section 5.3.3.1) to intervene around SHSe, thereby motivating them to intervene. 

SHSe was widely considered to be everyone’s responsibility to raise awareness on the issue 

and therefore making every contact count to help reduce harms caused by SHSe. 

“But I think it’s probably the role of anyone that has patient contact to think 
about it […] I think everyone has got a signposting role, to signposting to 
smoking cessation, and the rest I guess is dependent on how confident they 
feel with the topic or the risks and all the rest of it.  But I think bringing it up 
and signposting everyone should do even if the bits in between are 
omitted.” (p2, GP) 

“So, I think back to the public health to making every contact count before, 
this would be under the same heading to make sure everyone is trained, and 
then whenever patients come whoever they see that contact is counted by 
asking about it.” (p7, HV) 

 

HCPs felt that asking about and recording SHSe was a simple task. This optimism for 

intervening suggested HCPs have motivation to intervene. Motivation was thought to be 

higher for those in job roles likely to foster a long patient-professional relationship by seeing 

the same service user over time. 
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“The examples I gave about what you can do to harm reduce for the 
children for example, that’s such bread and butter stuff, it should be part of 
your core ability to do your job.” (p8, GP) 

“I think everyone who is healthcare trained so that includes healthcare 
assistants, and advanced nurse practitioners, ANPs, physician associates, 
GPs, and practice nurses, all those healthcare professionals potentially are 
going to work in primary care, they are all healthcare professionals who will 
have contact with patients, and I think it would be quite a simple thing to 
record and ask.” (p7, HV) 

 

Whereas, those with who did not see service users over time in their job role were less 

motivated to intervene due to the lack of relationship with the service user which also 

affected their view of service user receptivity, as described above. 

“You need a relationship; you need to build it up … from that point of view it 
would be the nurses who would be better than the GPs.” (p1, GP) 

 

Despite believing it a part of their job role to intervene, some HCPs felt that the demands of 

their role meant they did not have the opportunity to intervene, which in turn lowered their 

motivation levels. Hence, HCPs’ motivation to deliver an intervention is influenced by HCPs’ 

perceived capability and opportunity to intervene. As discussed in section 5.3.4.3, many 

interviewees felt that GPs did not have the time to intervene and deliver SHS harm reduction 

messages. Many GP and pharmacist interviewees felt that health visitors and district nurses 

had the most opportune consultations to intervene. Therefore, these groups sometimes 

showed a lower motivation to intervene on the topic of SHSe, as they believed others were 

better placed to deliver this intervention. 

“I think it would be a mistake to think that GPs would be able to do all the 
things that we would like them to do” (p6, GP) 
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“So, I think it should be prioritised to health visitors and district nurses 
because they have the greatest exposure to those kinds of patients.” (p16, 
pharmacist) 

 

Some HCPs viewed preventative medicine as a luxury. They described how SHSe would go to 

the end of the list of medical priorities, indicating a lower level of motivation for SHSe 

interventions than other topics for interventions in primary care, particularly in light of 

limited opportunities. 

“Always want to do anything that’s going to improve the health for people, 
but I wouldn’t say it was a major priority […] I think if you’ve got other 
things you got to discuss in your consultation’s got to go end of the list.” 
(p1, GP) 

 

Interviewees also described the many particular interests that primary care-based HCPs 

might have. In cases where the subject of interest was not linked to SHSe or smoking, HCPs 

were felt likely to have a lower motivation to intervene on the topic, preferring to intervene 

in their chosen areas of interest. 

“I am probably the most interested person in smoking cessation in our 
practice, and we’ve got five doctors working routinely.  I generally have no 
confidence that the other doctors would take it on board to carry on, they 
have all got their own interests and want to do what they want to do.  It 
needs someone like me just to beat the drum” (p8, GP) 

 

Are SHSe interventions needed? 

Healthcare Professionals 

Most of the HCP interviewees recognised that SHSe was “still an issue” (p1, GP) and this 

recognition of importance supports HCPs are motivated to intervene on the topic. In 
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addition, HCPs highlight that intervening around SHSe is the right thing to do. Some HCPs felt 

that there was a good level of public awareness of the risks of SHSe, which would positively 

impact service user’s engagement with an intervention. This in turn seemed to increase the 

HCPs’ motivation to intervene. 

“I would be morally right advising to quit smoking I think if that’s the right 
phrase to use, I’m going to be scientifically right as well.” (p8, GP) 

“I think it would definitely be a good one to bring up […] it’s obviously 
having a large impact and going unknown in a way.” (p17, pharmacist) 

 

Some HCPs felt that it might be more important to intervene around SHSe on the diagnosis 

of a new medical condition. Therefore, they had more motivation to intervene in these 

instances. 

“They have accepted that risk rather than addressed it before, but then in 
their life, having a new condition, might be directly affected by that” (p2, 
GP) 

 

However, as discussed in section 5.3.5.1, some HCPs made reference to service users’ wider 

situations and anticipated that some smoking parents may have difficult social situations and 

lots of existing stresses, expressing a view of frustration that addressing SHSe was difficult in 

these scenarios and would involve a complex behaviour change process. 

“So, I think you’ve just got to give them the support, give the mother 
support, why is she smoking, is it because her family life is so bad, their 
social situation is so bad.  This is where general practice is a frustrating 
experience in many ways, that you know that actually the issues relating to 
the patients, the health issues related to the patient have a strong 
component will be their social situation, finances, where they are living, 
might be neighbours, it might be family.  There’s no prescription for that 
apart from letters to say look this is affecting so and so, it’s affecting the 
child and so on.” (p6, GP) 
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Others highlighted that SHSe interventions were difficult to deliver in cases where smoking 

or non-smoking service users were housebound or if health benefits were unlikely to be seen 

as the harm reduction approach would be difficult to promote in these scenarios. 

“They will look at it for the fact that well I’m used to living like this now, I’m 
housebound, this is my only pleasure, so it can be really hard.” (p25, HCA) 

 

Service users 

Service users agreed SHSe interventions were needed, indicating motivation to receive SHSe 

interventions in primary care. All interviewees would welcome discussions to help them to 

reduce SHSe. The service users’ views on content and acceptable formats for interventions 

to build on this motivation to receive interventions, has been presented in section 5.3.6. 

“So yes, I still think it [SHSe] ought to be spoken about.” (p28, service user) 

“Yeah, because it’s interesting […] It would be really useful to know” (p31, 
service user) 
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5.3.6 Intervention 

All of the interviewees shared their views and suggestions for future interventions which 

might be delivered in primary care settings to support reduction in SHSe for non-smokers in 

home environments. These are presented below (combined from HCPs and service users 

data) and show thoughts on: the desired goal(s) from a SHS-related intervention; whom the 

intervention should be delivered by; which groups of service users it should be delivered to; 

the recommended timing for interventions; and the elements that an intervention should 

include. All of the qualitative data concerning intervention suggestions have then been 

structured into example vignettes detailing what a future intervention might entail (section 

5.3.6.5). The combined data regarding current intervention practices and recommendation 

for future practice in relation to SHSe were used to develop five vignettes which might be 

used as potential intervention models for further development and testing in the future. 

These five proposed interventions are presented according to the TiDIER framework233 

(Appendix 5.17). 

5.3.6.1 Desired goal(s) from a SHS-related intervention 

Interpretation of the data suggested that HCPs were interested in and understand the 

importance of reducing SHSe levels. However, most HCPs referred to smoking cessation as 

the target outcome to achieve SHSe harm reduction. Generally, the HCPs felt that it was 

important to highlight the need to reduce SHSe levels and to offer motivation and support 

for service users to enact the required behaviour changes. 

“So, some kind of brief intervention to get people to shift to that 
contemplative stage, and then some intervention to help people with action 
planning and maintenance” (p5, GP) 
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Two HCP interviewees, had slightly different views, suggesting that the aim should always be 

to achieve cessation and that harm reduction techniques should only be used to support 

service users in their quit process (p10, GP and p19, pharmacist).  

“So, I would probably say focusing on secondhand smoking is good, but then 
ultimately, we need to get them stopping smoking altogether I would say.” 
(p10 GP) 

 

Similarly, only one smoking service user explained an aim to quit and therefore, wanted an 

intervention to focus on cessation as the target outcome (p27). Most of the service users 

were interested in receiving an intervention to help them to reduce SHSe without an 

expectation to quit smoking. 

5.3.6.2 Delivered by whom 

SHSe was considered to be relevant to primary care services by all of the interviewees. 

“I think it’s more something in the primary care setting, because for us we 
directly deal with patients, we become part of their lives. They come into us 
just to have conversations about random things that are going on in their 
lives, so I think we would be more impactful in that way. So, I think it’s 
something that needs to be introduced in the primary care setting so that 
we can help more people.” (p19, pharmacist) 

 

Most HCPs believed that SHSe interventions should be delivered by all members of the 

primary care team to some extent. It was felt that interventions would be more effective 

and would be better received if the same stance was taken and was delivered consistently 

across all services rather than by a single service alone within primary care. 
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“Then that person [service user] knows it’s a real issue rather than just one 
person’s bug bear” (p2, GP) 

“I think consistency is quite important. So if one person [HCP] says 
secondhand smoke is really important to think about, and have you thought 
about this, that, or the other, whereas somebody else says, ‘oh don’t worry 
about secondhand smoke’, then that inconsistency patients pick and choose 
whatever they want to hear” (p9, GP) 

 

This approach was acceptable to some service users who indicated they would be happy to 

receive an intervention from any member of the primary care team as it was expected that 

the messages would be the same regardless of who was delivering it. 

“Anyone, it doesn’t matter really. If they know the same type of information 
then it doesn’t really matter who speaks about it” (p31, service user) 

 

However, other service users were in agreement with some HCP interviewees and suggested 

that some HCP roles were better placed for the delivery of SHS harm reduction messages. 

Some smoking service users reported feeling judged by health visitors who they perceived 

would be assessing their parenting ability, thus they were not keen to discuss SHS with their 

health visitor. However, a family support worker was considered to be an ideal professional 

to deliver a SHSe-related intervention as they had a much better relationship and the 

consultations were much less formal and assessment-like. This indicated that service users’ 

perceptions of HCPs’ knowledge base and skillset as well as their relationship with the HCP 

influenced their choice of whom should deliver an intervention. 

“Best one so far is a family support worker, but as I said not many people 
have family support workers. Definitely not health visitor, because it all just 
gets noted down. That’s the only person, unless a family doctor you have 
known for…someone that you have known for years and that you think 
maybe a doctor, maybe.  That’s it really.” (p29, service user) 
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Some HCPs suggested that different levels of intervention could be given by different 

members of the primary care team. All could give a common and consistent message during 

initial discussions on the topic of SHSe with some HCPs signposting to resources and services 

for further advice and support. However, it was felt that some professions might be better 

suited in their role, opportunities and their relationship with service users to offer support 

beyond simply signposting. Nurses who had longer consultations and repeating review 

appointments with service users were considered well placed to offer individualistic support 

around SHSe. Furthermore, district nurses and health visitors who made home visits as part 

of their consultations were felt to have good opportunity to address SHSe albeit as 

highlighted above they would need to have a non-judgemental approach. Pharmacists were 

also considered well placed due to the ease of access in getting a consultation and also due 

to their familiar position within communities. 

“Pharmacists because we’re quite well placed in the healthcare setting and 
quite easily accessible to have those type of conversations, so I would say 
that or maybe the nurses … they are probably the ones best suited to deliver 
it” (p17, pharmacist) 

“The GP is only ever going to have an opportunistic chance to maybe have a 
brief discussion and signpost them on” (p10, GP) 

 

One HCP (p5, GP) did not feel comfortable in signposting service users to another service for 

support as it was felt that this action would undermine the importance of the issue by not 

addressing it directly and also due to an anticipated lack of follow up by the service user to 

access these supporting services. 
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It was suggested by one HCP (p6, GP) that SHSe interventions may be better delivered by 

only those primary care teams who provide services in areas of high smoking prevalence, 

suggesting that any future intervention training be delivered to those most likely to have 

consultations where SHSe is relevant to include in the discussion. 

Some discussed how the topic of SHSe presented an overlap of primary care and public 

health priorities. There were many references made by both HCPs and service users to public 

health mass media campaigns and also to messages delivered in schools. These participants 

often suggested a possible integrated approach to support and emphasise the SHS harm 

reduction messages that might be delivered in primary care settings.  

“I would probably say the biggest impact I would probably pick up on with 
regards to secondhand smoking is the advertising that goes out on the TV 
for example [...] So yeah advertising would be one, but that’s probably not 
something we would do as, so that would be a public health advertising 
wouldn’t it?  That would be an intervention.” (p10, GP) 

 

5.3.6.3 Delivered to which groups of service users 

There were differing views on which groups of service users would be best to target with an 

intervention to support reduction in SHSe for non-smokers who live with smokers. Whereas 

some interviewees suggested a universal approach, others indicated that particular 

populations (e.g. service users who were parents) might be better to target for the delivery 

of SHSe interventions, as detailed below. 

Universal approach: 

Some HCPs felt that non-targeted messages should be delivered to all service users who 

accessed primary care services. The use of resources such as appointment cards and waiting 
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rooms screens could be used to deliver information which could then be followed up by 

service users themselves if they were interested. Most service users felt that they would like 

to receive information and then choose to request further advice from a HCP when they felt 

ready to make a change, which fits with this generic and non-confrontational style of 

message delivery to a broad audience. Healthcare professionals also felt that the use of 

generic visual aids would help to instigate a discussion on the topic of SHSe more easily. 

Additionally, this use of a universal approach was believed to avoid appearing judgmental 

when raising the topic of SHSe with a service user as was desired by most HCPs. HCPs and 

service users explained that it was sometimes difficult to know who would be at risk of SHSe 

and therefore, who would be an appropriate target to receive an intervention around SHSe. 

This was thought to be a particular problem when a non-smoking adult was at risk of SHSe. 

However, offering a generic intervention was thought to potentially overcome this problem. 

“So, smokers I guess would be targeted as well as people, adults, who are 
exposed to secondhand smoke, but that’s very broad.” (p5, GP) 

“Basically, it’s everyone really…I think with the kids you should tell them 
how it impacts the parents, opposite, and the parents and the elder lot 
should know how it impacts the kids.” (p26, service user) 

 

Medically relevant consultations: 

In contrast to the proposed generic or universal approach, some HCPs and service users felt 

it would be appropriate to deliver a SHSe intervention in consultations with medical 

relevance to their smoking behaviours or to their exposure to SHS. As with the use of visual 

aids, HCPs felt that it would be easier to start a discussion around SHSe if it fitted into the 

conversation and they felt less presumptive and judgemental if there was a medical reason 
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to raise the topic. This approach aligns with service users’ wish not to discuss SHSe when it 

did not seem relevant to the consultation. It would also avoid the description that some 

service users gave of HCPs “ramming it down their throats” by giving SHSe information when 

it was not directly relevant to consultations (p28, service user). 

“Maybe if their kids had asthma…or maybe I suppose probably any health 
implications that you think it could have on those around them, but it’s a bit 
hard to bring up as well, so it’s having the conversation as to how do you 
phrase the question as well.” (p15, pharmacist) 

“Say if I had a chest infection more than willing to speak to them about it, 
but not for irrelevant things.” (p31, service user) 

 

Parents: 

Parents were identified as a key target group for SHSe interventions by the majority of 

interviewees. Healthcare professionals reported that the effect of SHSe on children’s health 

could act as a powerful emotive driver to support SHS harm reduction messages. In addition 

to having more incentive to change their behaviours, HCPs felt that parents as a group were 

more likely to see the impact of these behaviour changes in the health of their child(ren). In 

addition to this, it was believed that parents would also be a good messenger to share 

information on the topic of SHSe with those around them, thus helping to raise awareness of 

SHS harm reduction within the community, which HCPs felt was not currently well known 

(see 5.3.3, Capability). Although it would be ideal to target smoking service users before they 

become parents to prevent all SHSe, it was suggested that mothers would be a good target 

recipient for an intervention after birth as this was thought to be an opportune moment to 

enquire about smoking in the home. However, one participant highlighted a scenario in his 

experience of a mother who did not have the agency to reduce harms from SHSe in the 
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home (p8, GP). Furthermore, there was a perception that smoking mothers of a new baby 

were less likely to get an opportunity to smoke outside the home due to their caring 

responsibilities (p29, service user). Smoking parents were thought to be typically within a 

good age range to be likely to want to change their smoking behaviours. Thus, an 

intervention delivered to young and middle-aged parent service users was considered to 

potentially have more positive impacts than interventions delivered to elderly or school-

aged service users. Despite the recognised challenges in delivering an intervention to school 

children, one HCP promoted the importance of sharing SHS harm reduction messages with 

teenagers who would later go on to become parents (p24, HV). 

“The more complicated you make it to select and target the groups the 
more complicated it would be, so I think maybe just parents and people who 
are living with someone” (p3, GP) 

“I think it’s the young parents really, young parents mainly.” (p25, HCA) 

“I would say everyone, but particularly people with kids, even when you’ve 
got a few kids, especially new mums… But even when someone smokes and 
they are in their own home all that smoke is still in the house, so I think it 
should be there for everyone, but there should definitely be more support 
for the new mums before they get to the place of having that little bit of 
time, and just families in general, people that live with other people.” (p29, 
service user) 

 

Smoking service users only: 

Similar to the opinion that parents who smoke would be a better target than non-smoking 

parents, the majority of HCPs felt that smoking service users rather than non-smoking 

service users should be the target of a SHSe intervention. Only one HCP (p17, pharmacist) 

discussed the possibility of intervening with non-smokers suggesting that this would involve 
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asking them to bring their smoking partner with them to a subsequent consultation for an 

intervention. 

“Generally speaking I imagine it would probably be tailored to the smoker 
because it’s hard to…if the smoker is not in the room for example it’s hard to 
tell someone that what someone else is doing is bad for them, and you’ve got 
to go ahead and try and sort it out, because again I’m not in the problem 
saying your husband smokes, you should tell him not to, that’s putting you in 
a hard position because maybe you don’t have authority at home.” (p8, GP) 

 

Many interviewees felt that SHSe interventions were appropriate to deliver to smoking 

service users who lived with or around potentially vulnerable groups of non-smokers: 

children, the elderly, pregnant women, and those in mental health care facilities. Pets were 

also identified by two service users as an at-risk group which would offer an emotional driver 

to reduce SHSe levels in the home (p30 and p32). 

Service users felt that primary care HCPs had a “duty of care” (p32) to non-smokers to offer 

an intervention to those whom they identified as smoking service users. This view was 

echoed by many HCPs who felt that all HCPs had the responsibility to address the issue of 

SHSe when they discovered a service user was a smoker and exposing others to SHS. It was 

suggested by some HCPs and service users that SHSe interventions should be added on to 

existing cessation advice which is offered to smoking service users. Many HCPs felt that with 

the appropriate training they would be able to encourage those service users who were not 

ready to quit to employ harm reduction strategies instead, in cases where the offer of 

cessation advice and support was declined. 

“But I think some of those skills we already have from bringing up smoking 
with that person are transferable to bringing up secondhand smoke, the 
open questions like I know that you smoke and you’re not ready, so you 
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think that your smoking is affecting anyone else or whatever. But any 
training is good, so maybe a bit more on that.” (p3, GP) 

 

5.3.6.4 Recommended timing for intervention 

Recommendations on the intervention intensity: 

Views are intervention follow up over time differed across the HCPs. Some HCPs, namely 

those with experience of providing smoking cessation services, suggested that a similar 

timeframe of support be offered to those wishing to reduce SHSe levels. The example was 

given of offering follow up every week for a six- to eight-week period (p17, pharmacist). In 

contrast, some HCPs believed that SHSe intervention only needs to be discussed on a 

singular occasion.  

“I don’t think it’s something that needs to be discussed again because it’s 
not the focus of the consultation. The focus of the consultation would be to 
stop the smoker from smoking and it’s just that passive smoking comes in 
there because of the effect they are having on other people around them” 
(p19, pharmacist) 

 

This mixture of viewpoints on intervention follow up was echoed by the service users. Most 

felt that one appointment would be sufficient for the delivery of an intervention in primary 

care as this would successfully convey the important information to the recipients. 

“I think it’s okay as a one off, because I don’t understand what they could 
say different to the first conversation.  So yeah I would definitely probably 
say as a one off, just the risk factors behind it and why you should or 
shouldn’t, and it can cause problems for I suppose your family, your loved 
ones, being around people who don’t smoke, and especially if they’ve got 
medical conditions already.  So maybe just give them knowledge about the 
topic would probably be sufficient, but I can’t see why they would need to 
have more than one appointment for that.” (p30, service user) 
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However, other service users felt that further support given over time was necessary for 

those who wished to implement an intervention and to lead to an effective and sustained 

reduction in SHSe for non-smokers in the home. 

“Uh yeah, like I say it’s easy for people to take things on then forget, so I 
think if the persons genuine wants to do it is serious about it, yeah I think a 
follow up is important.” (p32, service user) 

 

Many HCPs believed GPs would not have the time to undertake a complex intervention and 

to provide follow up opportunities to help service users to reduce levels of SHSe. Therefore, 

it was widely felt that any complex intervention requiring follow up should be delivered by 

service providers who had more time with service users, such as nurses, if a SHSe 

intervention was to be designed in this format. Pharmacists recommended the use of a 

staged intervention approach with follow up as a suggested intervention for delivery from 

pharmacies. 

“I think we should do a campaign; we should leave it for about a month and 
try and get a consultation within the first month and then a referral back to 
provide whether a prescription or items for this patient […] once it’s in the 
system then we can monitor it […] I think then a weekly basis.” (p12, 
pharmacist) 

 

Recommended time points to intervene: 

There were a range of suggestions as to which consultations would offer the best timepoint 

for SHSe intervention delivery. The general consensus amongst HCPs indicated that an 

intervention could be made at any time point in the primary care setting so long as the 

intervention was realistically feasible to deliver. 
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“What you’re trying to do is trying to give them something which they can 
implement in practice without actually overwhelming them” (p6, GP) 

 

One HCP (p7, GP) drew reference to the ‘Very Brief Advice’ (VBA) that is offered on the topic 

of smoking cessation and suggested that SHS harm reduction messages be delivered in the 

same format directly after the cessation VBA. It was also suggested that HCPs could utilise 

their many and varied consultation opportunities to raise the discussion around SHSe, 

regardless of whether these were planned or opportunistic.  

“Most approaches are okay, the planned and the opportunistic are fine” (p4, 
GP) 

 

Although, some HCPs recommended that a rapport is first built with the service user before 

initiating the discussion around smoking behaviours and SHSe. Many HCPs promoted using 

routine appointments with known service users to start the discussion, i.e. the discussion 

would be embedded into normal clinical practice during targeted developmental checks for 

babies and children.   

“I guess they might be a GP for the baby check, or if there’s a health 
condition, they might see the nurse if they’re coming for immunisations at 
six weeks and six months and a year old baby, so I guess they are opportune 
moments to get done. You will have the health visitor going out and they 
will be seeing the child at home” (p10, GP) 

 

Healthcare professionals were considered to be able to use their experience and discretion 

to gauge whether it would be appropriate to discuss SHSe in a consultation, how much 

information to convey and whether or not they felt it suitable to follow up the initial 

conversation in a subsequent consultation. Some HCPs preferred that SHSe intervention be 
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delivered in “high risk consultations” (p7, GP) when the topic seemed of relevance or when 

service users were presenting with an exacerbation of illness, especially if this was a 

recurring exacerbation and there was a possible causative relationship with SHSe. 

There was little reference made to pharmacists’ time availability to intervene on SHSe by 

other HCP groups. Most of the interviewed pharmacists suggested that an intervention 

might also be embedded within routine consultations, including MURs and appropriate NMS 

appointments, and might be incorporated into the generic lifestyle advice that is offered to 

service users in these consultations. 

Time length of a single intervention: 

Many HCPs recommended that any future SHSe intervention should be kept very brief. It 

was suggested that the intervention should be of similar format to the existing smoking 

cessation VBA and be delivered within 30 seconds at the end of the cessation VBA. However, 

not all interviewees (HCPs and service users included) were in favour of a singular brief 

intervention.  

“A brief intervention 30 second message on advice in terms of harm 
reduction” (p7, GP) 

 

5.3.6.5 What should a SHSe-related intervention include? 

Recommendations for what the intervention should involve: 

Recommendations about the structure for a future intervention ranged from very broad, 

universal messages to service user-specific, personalised intervention and monitoring. Many 
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HCPs recommended a mixture of approaches and some suggested the use of interventions 

comprising of different stages. 

The use of untargeted messages were suggested by many HCPs and included the use of: 

messages advertised on pharmacy health boards or GP waiting room TV screens; messages 

written on the back of appointment cards or repeat prescription scripts; handouts 

distributed to service users in every consultation; a monthly information stall in reception 

areas; and visual aids on display to the public. These broadly advertised messages were 

perceived to be successful in raising awareness on the topic of SHSe for both HCPs and 

service users in primary care settings. Furthermore, these universal messages were felt to 

potentially side-step the sensitive nature as a barrier to initiating discussions on SHSe and 

offer segue in the consultation to bring up the topic. Alternatively, service users had the 

option to follow up the message themselves with their HCP when they felt comfortable to 

discuss the topic, they had the chance to arrange a consultation for follow up of the issue. 

“Because we’re a healthy living pharmacy as well, and we get content from 
the NHS every month to put up on our health boards, I don’t see any of that 
on the health board.  So that’s probably something that I would like to see 
more of to make the public more aware of it as well.” (p19, pharmacist) 

 

Some HCPs suggested they could embed SHSe harm reduction messages as part of generic 

lifestyle advice delivered to all service users, particularly those with conditions requiring 

regular reviews. For most HCPs, asking service users about their smoking status as part of 

consultations was a “knee jerk” reaction (p1, GP). Moreover, most felt they could extend this 

to deliver a brief extra script or a few more questions into the normal routine format to 

address SHSe also. 
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“So, as part of that you are prompted to ask those healthy living advice that 
you give, and then if you find that they are a smoker themselves or they 
have got someone in the family or they are living within someone that is a 
smoker than that could open the conversation up a bit that.” (p17, 
pharmacist) 

 

A suggestion made by both HCPs and service users was to deliver SHS harm reduction 

messages together with existing smoking cessation advice and support, thereby easily 

targeting specifically those service users who smoked for the harm reduction message 

delivery. Similarly, training for HCPs on the topic of SHSe could also be added to the existing 

smoking cessation training.  

“I suppose if they’re doing it part of the stop smoking service I think they 
definitely should include it because over the years the topics come about 
and a lot of people are now aware of passive smoking […] I think it’s 
definitely an excellent topic to bring up, especially if you’re providing a 
service and helping others quit” (p30, service user) 

 

Signposting service users for further and more specific support was a common suggestion 

made by all HCP groups. It was widely felt that signposting was core part of HCPs role in the 

primary care sector to help support reductions in SHSe levels. 

“I think everyone has got a signposting role… and the rest I guess is 
dependent on how confident they feel with the topic or the risks and all the 
rest of it.” (p3, GP) 

 

All HCP interviewees emphasised the need for brief interventions. Furthermore, it was 

believed there would be a better uptake and effect from a brief intervention. 

“I think you probably want something fairly brief; you just want to get 
across kind of key messages. Key points, something that is not too laborious 
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where what you are really trying to say kind of gets lost in it, so quite 
concise really.” (p23, HV) 

“Brief interventions are easier, and they can be evidence based, and I think 
that you wouldn’t have any problems in getting people to deliver them, 
because they are easy and quick and don’t cost anything, and if they’re 
evidence based and people know that it’s actually going to make a 
difference then people are going to do it.  But you need to think 30 
seconds.” (p5, GP) 

 

The use of a brief intervention similar to the recommended VBA for cessation was 

recommended to address SHSe in primary care settings. It was suggested that this VBA might 

be followed up with a structured programme as a second intervention to support and 

maintain the change in smoking behaviours. This might be provided by a different service of 

HCPs, e.g. GP might do VBA and refer to community pharmacy for follow up. 

Indeed, most HCPs suggested the use of a brief intervention involving a small amount of 

verbal advice followed by the provision of an informative leaflet and signposting to 

supportive services. These approaches were considered by the majority of HCPs to be “good 

easy ways to get this message across” (p4, GP).  This approach would be more of 

individualised messages given to service users with the option of follow up for further advice 

and support tailored specifically to the individual. This mixture of approaches used to give an 

individual tailored intervention met a service user’s recommendation: “I don’t think there’s a 

right or wrong way about it but I think it depends on the person.” (p32, service user).  

“I guess it depends on what the harm reduction intervention is.  I think 
there’s two things, there’s the asking about the second-hand smoke 
exposure, which is just the asking about it, and recording it, and then there’s 
the harm reduction message, so there’s two things there.  Ideally I guess you 
want to give it all in… you want to do that all in one, which will take a bit of 
time but you want to ask about it and then you want to go with plan A first 
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and ask about signposting them to public smoking services and ask that first 
… and then the plan B of the harm reduction.  ” (p7, GP) 

 

However, some HCPs also discussed the use of more time-demanding, individualistic support 

for SHS harm reduction, in light of the time required to change service users’ beliefs before 

helping them to change their behaviours. 

“At least there is the GP input that might just push the patient in the 
direction, nudge them in the right direction […] the patient has certain 
health beliefs, they come in with certain beliefs, and there’s no point me 
turning around and saying no you’re wrong, it’s this. And it might take 
multiple visits.” (p6, GP) 

 

Additionally, a GP (p9) suggested using text messaging to deliver information to individual 

service users, particularly those who were younger smokers. Similarly, a service user (p30) 

also felt that the use of technology to deliver information over the phone or on the internet 

might be preferable to young service users who smoked.  

There was also mention of delivering a health campaign in non-primary care settings (in 

schools, hospitals, pubs and bars) but by primary care providers (p13, pharmacist). 

Supportive measures for implementation: 

All HCPs requested more time to deliver interventions as a supportive measure to increase 

their intervention opportunity and subsequently help the HCPs to implement SHSe 

interventions in practice. Most HCPs also requested further training to increase their 

capability to intervene by gaining awareness on the topic of SHSe and their knowledge of 

how to address the issue and where to signpost to for provision of further support. Training 

on motivational interviewing was seen to be desirable for many of the HCP interviewees 
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with the benefit of helping them to support service users to make behavioural changes 

which reduce SHSe levels, as well as offering a transferable skill which can be used in other 

areas of health promotion. Video examples were also suggested as a format for delivering 

training on motivational interviewing. 

“Facts and figures yes, facts and figures, and then I guess it comes across all 
sorts of… it’s actually learning how to motivational techniques, so actually 
saying how to… if they are not ready just planting the seed as well.  But just 
motivational quitting and stuff as well, so probably the two, one is facts and 
one is actually generic training on how to help people improve their lifestyle 
really.” (p10, GP) 

 

The optimisation of any training on SHSe for use as evidence of CPD was requested by GPs, 

nurses and health visitors. None of the interviewed pharmacists mentioned CPD as an 

incentive for training on SHSe. 

“Some education, some CPD for us, and then in terms of what to give it 
depends on exactly what the intervention is, but time and support and 
money to provide that intervention but this is all pie in the sky.” (P5, GP) 

“Yeah, and if you pop a certificate on it when people can complete it, nurses 
love a certificate. We just go wild for certificates.” (p23, health visitor) 

 

Furthermore, using existing clinical systems to support HCPs to intervene on SHSe was 

requested. Many HPCs suggested that clinical systems might be used to provide prompts to 

ask about SHSe and a resource to record any SHSe interventions. It was also suggested that 

three or four simple question requiring a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answers be added to the clinical 

system (to be asked with each service user consultation) to increase HCPs’ capability to 

intervene in practice.  
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“It wouldn’t do us any harm to give us a list of questions, not questions but 
prompts.” (p21, nurse) 

 

Some HCPs referred to the wider clinical information and guidance available on clinical 

systems. They requested that a brief informative leaflet specific to SHSe be made accessible 

on their systems or as a web resource. Some suggested having one leaflet as information for 

the HCP and another which could be printed and handed to service users. Some HCPs 

highlighted the importance of using language that could be easily understood by service 

users in these informative leaflets; whether by avoiding medical jargon or by opting for 

culturally sensitive leaflets made available in different languages.  

“Information that’s clear and concise that then they can forward on to their 
patient. And not too as well that’s too heavily full of medical jargon as well. 
The sort of people that you’re talking to won’t always understand what 
you’re talking about.” (p20, nurse) 

“For me what would be really useful is an up to date easy to read multiple 
language website and/or leaflet that’s really succinct.” (p8, GP) 

In addition to leaflets, many HCPs also referred to the use of posters in waiting room as a 

supporting material to help advertise and raise awareness of SHSe. Interviewed HCPs with a 

nursing background and who conducted home-visit consultations (p20, nurse and p23, HV) 

indicated their preference for online resources rather than paper resources because 

“sometimes patients can be bombarded with paperwork” (p20, nurse). Moreover, 

“something online that can be updated regularly and is more accessible” might be 

considered a better resource than paper alternatives (p23, HV) 

Consistency in the messaging being delivered was felt to be a supportive measure in helping 

HCPs in the delivery of SHS harm reduction messages by all HCPs. Furthermore, the use of 
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wider media to deliver messages to those who do not access primary care services was 

thought to be helpful with TV adverts in particular considered more effective in sharing the 

message of harm caused by SHSe.  

Service users suggested the use of groups (p27), updated leaflets (p32) and text message 

reminders to help support them to implement SHSe harm reduction messages (p30). There 

are useful suggestions of formats for a SHSe intervention as deemed acceptable by the 

interviewed service users. 

Training recommendations to support HCPs to deliver SHSe interventions: 

Across the HCP interviewees, most felt that some further information and education would 

be desirable to better enable HCPs to deliver SHSe harm reduction messages. Firstly, HCPs 

requested training on when and how to begin the discussion around SHSe in consultations. A 

brief script or listed question prompts were requested by some HCPs to exemplify raising the 

discussion. Furthermore, one HCP requested training on how to increase service user 

engagement with an intervention (p16, pharmacist). HCPs requested knowledge of 

recommendations which they could then relay to service users to reduce SHSe levels. One 

HCP also sought information on how to quantify exposure to SHS (p2, GP). Moreover, HCPs 

requested information on where they ought to signpost service users to for further support 

in achieved reduced SHSe levels in the home. 

“Just really two elements basically, I need the knowledge about risks, and 
then to be able to counsel somebody, so not just counselling a patient but 
counsel a mother, because you would need slightly different skillsets, 
especially say somebody is a really young mother.  Not to make assumptions 
about class, socioeconomic things but maybe a young single mother who 
lives on a council estate, nothing going for her, and then somebody comes 
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along with all this information how do I make it a priority for her?” (p16, 
pharmacist) 

 

Only one HCP felt strongly that no further training or education was required to support 

HCPs to deliver SHSe interventions in practice. 

“If they are just a GP we should be able to just have a very brief 
conversation or a very brief advice about second-hand smoke or smoking in 
general to say why it isn’t good, what you can do around it, so the examples 
I gave about what you can do to harm reduce for the children for example, 
that’s such bread and butter stuff, it should be part of your core ability to do 
your job.  If we need extra training for that it’s a pretty sad state of affairs I 
suggest, but we are where we are.” (p6, GP) 

 

Points that service users want to learn from an intervention: 

Service users were looking to gain a better awareness of the harms caused by SHSe and also 

of the measures that might be taken to prevent these harms but also to firstly prevent non-

smokers’ exposure to SHS, particularly when the smoking service user was alone and caring 

for a baby. Two service users specified an interest in learning about the health effects of 

SHSe for pets in the home. There was also an interest in learning of the financial implication 

and repercussions for SHSe in different environments for example the fines for smoking on 

public transportation vehicles.  

“It would be really useful to know quite what the extent of the damage that 
passive smoking does, yeah the damage that it does do to everyone.  So, it 
would if there maybe was some leaflets that you could take away to find out 
the extent.” (p31, service user) 

 

Summary of findings relating to what a SHSe intervention should entail: 
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The combined data regarding current intervention practices and recommendation for future 

practice in relation to SHSe that were collected in this qualitative study were used to 

develop five vignettes. These vignettes structure the above findings (presented in section 

5.3.6.5) according to the TiDIER framework233. The vignettes use the qualitative data findings 

to suggest potential intervention models for further development and testing in the future. 

These five proposed interventions are presented below (Table 5.5) and are expanded in full 

detail in Appendix 5.14.  

Table 5.5 Overview of vignettes developed from the qualitative data in the theme 
‘intervention’ 

Vignette number Type of intervention Overview of what is involved for each vignette 

1 Indirect, broad, 
untargeted approach 

A broad and untargeted approach would offer a 
conversation starter to help HCPs to raise the 
topic of SHSe with their service users. This would 
aim to also encourage service users to raise the 
topic themselves with HCPs, when they felt 
ready to receive information and harm reduction 
advice after having seen a broadly advertised 
and untargeted message. 

2 Direct, brief and 
untargeted approach 

The brief message allowing HCPs to remember a 
small script of points and questions which is 
succinct and easier to deliver in practice than a 
more complex intervention would be. Service 
users can then choose to follow up for further 
information at their own choice. A direct, 
untargeted approach ensures all service users 
receive an intervention. 

3 Layered intervention A consistent message delivered across primary 
care and followed up with signposting to 
appropriate services and the provision of 
tailored advice and support to help specific 
service users (who show interest in the 
intervention) to reduce SHSe levels for others at 
home. 

4 Intervention targeted to 
population groups 

Harm reduction messages should only be 
delivered to particular populations (those in 
areas of high smoking prevalence, to parents, to 
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identified smokers, to those presenting with a 
complaint relevant to smoking or SHSe). 

5 Patient-specific 
intervention 

A complex intervention should be delivered in-
person, which is specific to the patient to best 
support them to reduce SHSe for non-smokers in 
the home. 

 

Each of the suggested intervention vignettes addresses the capability, opportunity and 

motivation-related findings of HCPs in primary care settings as presented in this chapter. 

Suggested vignettes 1-4 involve the delivery of a brief, impersonalised intervention to 

service users by all HCPs working in primary care settings. This is aligned to the expressed 

viewpoint that all primary care-based HCPs are responsible for intervening around SHSe and 

have the capability to distribute informative leaflets and signpost service users for further 

information or assistance (section 5.3.3.1). Vignette 5 requires HCPs to have a deeper 

understanding of the topic of SHSe and harm reduction strategies and thus would require 

training provision for HCPs involved as has been highlighted as a need in the capability 

findings (sections 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.3.3). With respect to the opportunity findings, the brevity 

of vignettes 1, 2 and 4 takes into consideration the highlighted lack of resources (namely, 

time) that are outlined in section 5.3.4.2. Vignette 3, requiring follow-up for individualised 

support and vignette 5 involving the delivery of a complex and patient-specific intervention 

would both require time and funding. However, these vignettes would use the identified 

opportunities of particular HCP types who can have longer consultations on SHS-related 

topics and whose working environments may make the topic easier to address (sections 

5.3.4.3 and 5.3.4.4). Similarly, vignettes 1-4 avoid the consequence of ‘guilt’ as described in 

section 5.3.5.1 being (initially) impersonalised intervention strategies. The patient-
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professional relationship (section 5.3.5.2) is likely to be unaffected by intervention delivery 

due to this impersonal design. This aligns to the motivation expressed by some HCPs to avoid 

damaging their relationship with patients and also aligns to the service users’ motivating 

factor of engagement and trust, given the viewpoint of some that HCPs use smoking as a 

scare-tactic to instil guilt unnecessarily.  As vignettes 3 and 5 involve the delivery of follow-

up tailored interventions, they both address the theme of appropriateness. HCPs involved in 

delivering vignettes 3 and 5 will not experience the demotivation identified when HCPs are 

unable to offer follow-up advice and support. 

 

5.4. Summary 

The findings of this qualitative study have built upon the findings of the previous chapters to 

explore the capability, opportunity and motivation of HCPs to deliver a SHSe intervention in 

primary care settings. This exploration has included the perspectives of HCPs (with different 

characteristics) and appropriate service users. Suggestions for future intervention directions 

have been proposed from the perspectives of both HCPs and service users and have been 

discussed in this chapter. 

Thesis objectives A, B, C and D were addressed through the findings of this qualitative study. 

The findings build upon the earlier study findings presented in chapter 3 and 4 of this thesis. 

Furthermore, these qualitative findings contribute to the mixed-methods integrated 

synthesis presented in next thesis chapter (Chapter 6) and also in the thesis Discussion 

(Chapter 7) to answer the overarching thesis aim and objectives. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

MIXED-METHODS INTEGRATED SYNTHESIS OF PRIMARY RESEARCH FINDINGS 

This penultimate chapter presents a mixed-methods integrated synthesis of the 

primary research study results which have been individually presented in Chapter 4 

(DeSSHaRM study) and Chapter 5 (DeSSIP study). This synthesis has followed rigorous 

methods (Section 6.2) to draw on the findings of both studies in answer to the overall 

PhD thesis’s aim and objectives as defined in Chapter 1 (Background). As detailed in 

Chapter 2 (methodology) such use of this mixed-methods integration step strengthens 

the conclusions drawn (see Chapter 2 Methodology). Rather than offering independent 

conclusions concerning each of the objectives as developed through the quantitative 

and qualitative datasets alone, the integrated synthesis allows comparison of these 

data findings; thereby offering a more complete and in-depth understanding of each of 

the thesis objectives. Thus, the integration of the survey and interview data collected 

from HCPs (as presented individually in chapters 4 and 5) are herein presented and 

synthesised. Discussion of the service user voice (which was explored in the DeSSIP 

study) is then used to supplement the discussion of these mixed-methods findings in 

the next and final thesis chapter (Chapter 7 Discussion). 

6.1 Background 

6.1.1 Aim 

To conduct a mixed-methods synthesis integrating the qualitative and quantitative 

data from the DeSSHaRM and DeSSIP studies, in order to allow for comparison of 

results and to enhance the understanding that can be interpreted from either of the 

study results alone.  
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6.1.2 Objectives 

1. To triangulate data on HCPs’ capability, opportunity and motivation to provide 

SHSe harm reduction interventions in primary care settings. 

2. To comment on the level of convergence or divergence of the two data sets. 

 

6.2 Methods 

A convergent design142 was adopted for the conduct of this mixed-methods synthesis 

(Figure 6.1). The mixed-methods data were collected from the same populations 

concurrently and independently in order to answer parallel research questions. 

As explained in chapter 2, the convergent method142 of data triangulation and 

integration was identified as the most appropriate method of mixed-methods 

synthesis for this research: encompassing integration of the two separate data sets in 

the final stage of the overall project when the results were being interpreted in order 

to answer the overarching PhD aim and objectives. As per the convergent design, the 

data were collected and analysed before being integrated. An adapted Framework 

method234 of data analysis was used to integrate the two datasets as outlined in Figure 

6.2. As part of this process, a qualitizing method235 of converting the quantitative data 

into categories and narratives was used for the data transformation step, which 

enabled the integration of the two datasets. The integrated data were then 

interpreted, and the findings of the synthesis are presented below (Section 6.3). 

Additionally, a mixed-methods joint display236 is presented across Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 

6.5 to summarise the process of merging and interpreting the two individual datasets 

to build up the narrative discussion of the integrated synthesis as presented in Section 
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6.3. In this way, this chapter meets the recommendations for integrated mixed-

methods syntheses which should “include both qualitative and quantitative data and 

interpretations and highlight the mixed methods interpretations as confirmed, 

divergent, or expanded in these displays.”236 

In this mixed-methods synthesis, only the influence of the type of HCP was explored 

for the potential effect on the C, O, M results drawn from quantitative and qualitative 

data. It is unlikely that any future intervention would target HCPs of a certain number 

of years of experience or of a particular gender to deliver SHS harm reduction 

intervention in practice. Thus, these options were not integrated and explored in the 

mixed-methods synthesis. 

The two datasets were regarded to be of equal importance in their contribution237 to 

the thesis conclusions. Therefore, both were weighted equally in this mixed-methods 

synthesis and were used to draw conclusions on whether there was confirmation, 

divergence or expansion236 in the findings. This synthesis informed a statement on 

whether the two datasets were convergent or divergent. 
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Figure 6.1 Outline of convergent design used in mixed-methods integrated synthesis 
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Figure 6.2 Outline of steps used to integrate the two data sets as adapted from the 
Framework method of data analysis.234  
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6.3 Integrated synthesis findings 

6.3.1 Capability 

Both studies indicated that primary care-based HCPs had some, albeit limited, capability to 

intervene around SHSe in practice. The studies showed that HCPs generally had a good 

awareness of SHSe and its associated effects on health for exposed non-smokers. However, 

there was confusion around the differences between SHS and thirdhand smoke. Previous 

public health campaigns, in addition to legislation changes, were common sources of 

information and reminders of the harms attributed to SHSe for many HCPs, who often 

received very little training in their professional education on the topic. Most had never 

encountered the concept of SHSe harm reduction, although some were able to infer what a 

harm reduction approach would aim to achieve. Thus, HCPs generally felt they had some 

level of capability to intervene around SHSe based on their awareness of the topic and 

generic job-specific training (e.g. motivational interviewing skills). Often, HCPs thought about 

and subsequently recommended cessation to achieve reduced harms around SHSe. Others 

were also aware of the importance of smoking outside of the home. HCPs highlighted the 

need for further training to support them to intervene around SHSe in practice and thereby, 

support the application of their existing knowledge into their clinical practices. The two data 

sets on HCPs’ capability to deliver SHSe interventions in primary care settings converged, 

confirmed and complemented one another. 

6.3.2 Opportunity 

Both studies indicated a low level of opportunity for intervention delivery. More barriers to 

opportunity were identified than facilitators in the qualitative data. A lack of time was 
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consistently raised as a barrier to intervention. Wider medical and social problems were 

perceived as a higher priority to be addressed were mentioned as additional barriers. In 

addition, a lack of support both in relation to resources (e.g. funding) and social 

encouragement (e.g. support from management or professional bodies and access to 

supportive services for patient referral) were also highlighted as barriers to intervention 

opportunity. Improving the social opportunities (e.g. through incentives and expected 

campaign promotion) was suggested to improve HCPs’ opportunities to deliver a SHSe 

intervention. 

However, the studies did indicate some opportunities to intervene. HCPs were more likely to 

intervene around SHSe in response to a child presenting with a related medical illness or if 

there was an apparent related diagnosis or worsening prognosis, which could be explained 

by SHSe. Consultations which occurred following the development of a good relationship 

and rapport with service users were thought to be good opportunities to raise the topic of 

SHSe with patients (rather than a one-off or first consultation appointments with a service 

user). Nurses and health visitors were widely considered to have the most suitable 

opportunities for SHSe intervention delivery: self-reporting the highest scores for 

opportunity in the survey data and also interpreted from the perceptions of all types of HCPs 

in the qualitative data. 

Overall, both studies' results on opportunity to deliver interventions were convergent, and 

the findings either confirmed or complemented each other. 
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6.3.3 Motivation 

Both studies showed that HCPs were generally motivated to intervene around SHSe, 

although some perceived consequences reduced their motivation levels.  

Most participants believed it important to intervene around SHSe and thus showed 

motivation for intervention; however, there was a large interplay between motivation, 

capability and opportunity. Motivation was found to be influenced and at times undermined 

by both capability and opportunity. The findings around motivation from both studies were 

mostly convergent, often complementing and confirming each other. However, two 

instances of divergence in the datasets were identified.  

Motivation was, in most cases, mainly determined by the HCPs’ view of whether it was 

appropriate to deliver an intervention around SHSe. Both studies found that HCPs' felt 

addressing SHSe was important and considered to be a part of the primary care-based HCPs' 

job roles. However, the topic was not considered as a high priority in comparison to other 

medical or social issues competing for the same time in consultations, thus reducing 

motivation. The qualitative data highlighted that HCPs in the UK primary care sector 

generally wanted to avoid eliciting a feeling of guilt amongst smokers. Some HCPs indicated 

in the qualitative study that they would feel uncomfortable intervening around SHSe, mainly 

because of the perceived sensitive nature of the topic and in a wish to avoid creating a sense 

of guilt for patients. The survey data, however, contradicted this finding with many of the 

respondents reporting they would not feel uncomfortable delivering SHSe interventions.  

Both study findings agreed that HCPs would want to build, maintain and protect their 

patient-professional relationships. This was shown to take a higher priority than intervening 
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around SHSe for HCPs in both studies. Protecting this relationship was often the reason HCPs 

avoided making smokers feel guilty about SHSe as they wanted to avoid instigating defensive 

reactions from service users. HCPs’ general uncertainty of how service users would react to a 

SHSe intervention was confirmed by the findings of both studies. There was a similar 

uncertainty expressed by HCPs regarding HCP uptake of intervention delivery and in view of 

the perceived efficacy of SHSe harm reduction interventions. The survey findings were 

echoed in the interview data where HCPs reported more likelihood to deliver an intervention 

in response to a worsening medical condition and described health promotion activities as a 

“luxury” activity for HCPs in primary care. Also affecting motivation to deliver an 

intervention was HCPs view of their self-confidence or capability to counsel patients on 

SHSe. The two study findings highlighted a divergence of the data sets regarding HCPs’ 

capability-related motivation to intervene. The survey findings indicated HCPs often felt they 

had received sufficient training on the topic and that they had the capability to intervene. 

However, the qualitative data around capability and motivation showed that HCPs often did 

not feel confident in their own capability, thus reducing their motivated to intervene. A lack 

of opportunity to take action and intervene in practice also decreased HCPs’ motivation to 

intervene. 

6.3.4 Overall summary of the mixed-methods integrated synthesis  

This integrative synthesis of the two datasets has allowed comparisons to be drawn and 

overall conclusions to be ascertained to help answer the thesis’ overarching aim. Across the 

studies and as apparent in the mixed-methods synthesis, the lack of opportunity, both social 

and physical, was the main influencer of HCPs’ SHSe intervention delivery practices. The lack 

of opportunity to deliver an intervention also decreased HCPs’ motivation to intervene as a 
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result. This lack of opportunity and motivation also reduced HPCs' likely uptake of training 

opportunities, thereby not promoting the development of capability to intervene as part of 

clinical practice. The lack of opportunity to conduct skillset development and knowledge 

acquisition also reduced HCPs' capability to deliver SHS harm reduction interventions in 

practice. Figures 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 show joint displays which evidence the integration of the 

datasets. A more detailed illustration of the combined datasets in given in Appendix 6.1. 
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Figure 6.3 Mapping the integration of the two 
datasets concerning Capability 
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Figure 6.4 Mapping the integration of the two datasets 
concerning Opportunity 
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Figure 6.5 Mapping the integration of the two 
datasets concerning Motivation 
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CHAPTER 7: 

DISCUSSION  

7.1 Introduction to chapter 

Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by summarising the: key findings from the empirical research 

undertaken throughout the thesis in relation to the aims and objectives of set out in chapter 

1, contextualising how these findings fit in with the wider literature, describing the strengths 

and limitations of the overall methodological approaches taken followed by 

recommendations for policy, practice and future research. Lastly, the end of the chapters 

states the overarching thesis conclusion. 

7.2 Key findings of this thesis 

This thesis aimed to explore the current and potential use of UK primary care settings for the 

delivery of SHS harm reduction interventions, in cases where smoking cessation was not a 

viable option.  

The following four objectives were defined to achieve this research aim: 

A. To ascertain the level of, and perceptions of, primary care-based HCPs’ knowledge 

and skillset regarding SHSe interventions 

B. To identify the current practices of HCPs working in primary care settings, in relation 

to SHSe 
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C. To explore beliefs, experiences and influencing factors which affect the current and 

potential delivery (and/or receipt) of SHS harm reduction interventions in primary 

care settings, from the perspectives of HCPs and service users 

D. To identify approaches that UK healthcare professionals in primary care can use to 

deliver SHS harm reduction interventions. 

A systematic review, two primary research studies and subsequent mixed methods synthesis 

combining findings taken from the primary research studies (chapters 3-6) were conducted 

in order to achieve these objectives. The findings of each of these chapters have contributed 

to the overall key findings of the thesis, which are presented against the thesis objectives in 

this section (7.2). 

7.2.1 Primary care-based HCPs’ knowledge and skillset regarding SHSe interventions 

All three empirical research studies (chapters 3-5) evidenced HCPs’ knowledge and 

understanding of the harms and consequences associated with SHSe for non-smokers. 

Additionally, HCPs consistently showed an awareness of the important need for 

interventions to reduce SHSe. However, some discrepancy arose concerning HCPs’ 

knowledge of what SHSe was. Although most surveyed HCPs reported that they did 

understand what SHSe was, the qualitative data indicated there was confusion with 

thirdhand smoke; subsequently confusing the recommendations HCPs offered to help 

smokers in order to reduce others’ SHS exposure.   

Concerns were also raised around the availability of, and amount of training received by 

primary care-based HCPs on the topic of SHSe. Despite the consistent finding of a lack of 

training across all three studies, the qualitative results indicated that Health Visitors (HVs) 
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did receive some training (more than other HCP groups who often had no formal training) 

around SHSe identification and management. The general skillsets of all HCPs were 

considered useful to apply to SHSe interventions, despite the need for SHSe-specific training. 

7.2.2 Current practices of primary care-based HCPs relating to SHSe 

It was clear that few HCPs based in UK primary care settings would address SHSe as part of 

their routine clinical practice. A limited number of the HCP participants reported or 

described any processes around asking or advising about SHSe and fewer yet reported any 

proactive measures to promote SHS harm reduction. The survey responses also 

demonstrated few examples of ‘good’ practice by HCPs relating to SHSe intervention. This 

should be considered in light of the survey (chapter 4) highlighting a lack of any current 

practice at all in relation to managing SHSe. Most respondents reported they ‘rarely’ 

practised asked, advised or acted at all about SHSe.  

The findings of the systematic review (chapter 3) demonstrated global generalisability to the 

UK findings, evidencing a lack of clinical practice concerning management of SHSe by primary 

care-based HCPs. However, in the global literature, HCPs were typically seen to ask about 

SHSe, and provide SHSe-related advice, more than they would demonstrate practical actions 

to support reductions in SHSe which was in contrary to our survey findings (chapter 4). 

7.2.3 Beliefs, experiences and influencing factors affecting the delivery of SHSe 

interventions in primary care settings 

Beliefs and experiences concerning SHSe interventions 
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Throughout the interviews and surveys there was clear evidence that HCPs felt SHSe harm 

reduction was considered to be an important intervention to be delivered in UK primary 

care. However, many of these HCPs felt that SHSe-related interventions may be considered a 

“luxury” topic to address beyond their routine clinical work, due to the wider barriers of time 

and resource availability. Some HCPs also felt that smokers would not receive interventions 

well and would be unlikely to engage in such an intervention if it was offered. 

The systematic review findings echoed these beliefs and experiences. Existing literature 

confirmed the belief that it was the role of HCPs to intervene around SHSe. Additionally, the 

literature highlighted the belief of importance to intervene, which could be superseded by 

wider or competing priorities (e.g. presenting medical complaints). 

Facilitators and barriers to intervention 

There were few facilitators identified across all three studies regarding the delivery of SHSe 

interventions in primary care settings. Some of the examples of facilitators which 

encouraged discussion and intervention referrals of SHSe included: good patient-HCP 

relationships and relevant/worsening medical diagnoses associated with SHSe. 

On the other hand, this thesis identified numerous barriers to successful implementation 

and delivery of SHSe specific interventions. Examples of barriers related to limitations in: 

training around SHSe (particularly relating to the skillset required to intervene), time during 

the HCPs routine clinical workload, encouragement to intervene as part of usual clinical 

practice and resources available to support intervention delivery. Additionally, HCPs were 

concerned that discussions around SHSe and smoking would damage the rapport and 

relationship they have built with patients and their families.  
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7.2.4 Future approaches to interventions 

The qualitative study findings contributed to recommendations for future SHSe interventions 

as given from the perspectives of HCPs and service users. A detailed summary of these have 

been provided in section 5.3.6. Furthermore, five vignette detailing example interventions 

were identified from interview participants (detailed fully in Appendix 5.17). 

In summary, there appeared to be a wide range of hypothesised suitable interventions 

which may be appropriate to be delivered in UK primary care. A cross-cutting theme 

amongst them was the need for clear communication across the primary care team, and the 

differential role primary care HCPs could fill dependent on their job skillset. 

There was an appreciation for a variety of approaches to deliver the SHS harm reduction 

messages; for example, both planned and opportunistic methods were thought to be 

applicable. The suggested modes of delivery ranged from unspecific, quick and easy 

messaging (e.g. leaflets and posters to be seen by all patients) to patient-specific, complex 

and time-demanding interventions (e.g. personalised support with progress followed up in 

subsequent consultations).  

These different approaches were thought to achieve the specific beneficial aims of SHSe 

interventions, which moved through: raising awareness of the issue with both HCPs and 

patients; gaining and then maintaining patients’ trust; getting patients ready to make 

changes to their smoking behaviours; signposting patients to sources of individual support; 

and then offering support and follow up support to achieve SHSe reductions. 
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Ultimately, HCPs wanted an intervention which would be feasible to deliver and effective to 

reduce levels of SHS thereby, protecting non-smokers from harm. 

Many HCPs recommended that any future SHSe intervention should be kept very brief. It 

was suggested that the intervention should be of similar format to the existing smoking 

cessation VBA and be delivered within 30 seconds at the end of the cessation VBA. 

The five vignettes incorporated all of these elements and exemplified how these 

intervention characteristics could fit together. These vignettes included: an indirect, broad, 

untargeted approach; a direct, brief, untargeted approach; an intervention targeted to 

specific target population group. a layered intervention; and a patient-specific intervention. 

7.3 Findings in relation to existing literature.  

As discussed in chapter 1 (Background) there are advantages of primary care settings and 

services which lend themselves well to be used in the delivery of SHSe interventions. Despite 

the appropriateness of the setting, no previous research has definitively explored the 

possibility and potential use of primary care in SHSe intervention delivery. It is therefore 

difficult to directly compare the thesis findings to existing literature. However, it is still 

possible to examine how the thesis findings sit in context with wider literature concerning 

health service delivery, healthcare education and intervention implementation research. 

7.3.1 Primary care-based HCPs’ knowledge and skillset regarding SHSe interventions 

Healthcare professionals working in primary care settings are required to have the 

appropriate knowledge and skills to be competent in their role. This is primarily attained in 

their job-specific undergraduate degree (or equivalent) and is further developed during 
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postgraduate activities as they progress through their career. Continuous professional 

development, additional bespoke training courses and/or post-graduate degrees are 

typically used as sources for attaining further knowledge and skills beyond their initial basic 

training. 

Training opportunities have been utilised in research to enhance HCPs’ development of 

specific skillsets in the remit of public health initiatives or better clinical management.238–240 

Methods used to deliver training are variable including a mixture of face-to-face 

approaches,238,241 or digital approaches such as E-learning packages242 or chatbots.243 A 

Cochrane review highlighted that those who were trained in smoking cessation were more 

likely to perform tasks of smoking cessation than untrained controls.244 

The thesis findings indicated that there were little training opportunities available to HCPs 

concerning SHSe. However, an example of the successful use of an online package has been 

evidenced in the wider literature.187 In this case, a 30 minute online training module was 

made freely available to all HCPs to help them to raise the issue of SHS during clinical 

encounters and to promote actions which would reduce SHSe in home and car 

environments.187 An evaluation of this online training package showed participants’ 

knowledge and confidence to intervene around SHSe increased following undertaking the 

training.245 Furthermore, this increased knowledge and confidence to intervene, a finding 

which was maintained 3 months after the training had been delivered.245 This is largely in 

line with research in the field where improving training in the field improves HCPs desire to 

perform tasks facilitating intervention.246  
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Of note during the qualitative study discussed in chapter 5 there was no mention of the 

existing online SHSe training package by HCPs, suggesting limited awareness of use of the 

software. Instead of highlighting existing software, the participants in this thesis consistently 

reported an overall lack of SHSe specific (although had highlighted general smoking-

cessation training packages) training availability and access. This suggests that either the 

existing approaches have a low uptake or limitations in their delivery which need to be 

explored further.  

Where participants did not have sufficient training themselves, the qualitative study in 

chapter 5 highlighted how HCPs applied their existing knowledge and training around 

smoking cessation to the questions concerning SHSe and related interventions. This is 

consistent with the anchoring effect, a cognitive bias where clinical decision making is 

heavily influenced by the HCP’s existing knowledge base.247,248 By having, a firm knowledge 

base in a specific area, rationale logic can be extrapolated to other similar clinical areas using 

this process.  

Where limitations in knowledge exist, system wide approaches in primary care have been 

successfully adopted in particular clinical areas. Examples of such methods include (and are 

not limited to) the use of incentivisation, campaigns, organisational training.78,249 These 

examples were all mentioned as options by HCPs interviewed as part of this thesis as means 

to improve HCPs’ levels of opportunity to intervene around SHSe by first increasing 

knowledge and skills. It was widely recognised that increased knowledge and skillset would 

in turn improve and support clinical practice in this area. 
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7.3.2 Current practices of primary care-based HCPs relating to SHSe 

The harms associated with SHSe have been consistently well evidenced as described in 

Chapter 1 (Background). Despite the known consequences and the subsequent presentation 

of medical complications in primary care settings, the thesis has evidenced few examples of 

SHSe-related clinical practices. The limited practice demonstrated by the surveyed and 

interviewed HCPs (chapters 4 and 5) was also confirmed at a global level by the systematic 

review (Chapter 2). 

The thesis’s quantitative study found that where practices did occur, HCPs more often 

reported acting in relation to SHSe in comparison to asking or advising about SHSe. This 

finding contradicted the existing literature findings, as had been synthesised in the 

systematic review, where HCPs asked more than they did advise, which in turn was more 

common than acting around SHSe in clinical practices. This discrepancy between the global 

literature findings and the survey results may be as a result of social desirability bias.250 The 

surveyed HCPs may have reported acting more than they did in practice, if they believed that 

this was the correct action to take (the survey findings also indicated that the same HCPs 

who suggested the need for action felt it was important and key to their role to intervene 

around SHSe).  

Alternatively, the unexpected increased actions in comparison to asking practices may be a 

reflection of HCPs’ professional decision making in practice. In the limited time available for 

primary care consultations, it may be that where SHSe is an apparent problem HCPs would 

indeed act. However, these HCPs may not be inclined to ask all of their patients about SHSe 

to identify harmful exposure which may or may not be related to the presenting complaint 
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or the focal point of the consultation. A similar scenario is often observed with regards to 

identifying or acting around substance misuse.251 HCPs due to barriers such as time pressure 

may not ask all service users for their history of substance misuse, unless it was considered 

relevant to the consultation and they had suitable treatment options.252  However, the 

majority of HCPs would give advice or take action to support service users where substance 

misuse had already been identified as a problem and do believe it is integral to their role.252 

In summary it is clear clinical practices that are displayed by primary care HCPs are heavily 

influenced by the HCPs’ beliefs about professional expectations and previous clinical 

experiences. The delivery of SHSe interventions in practice will ultimately be influenced by 

many facilitators and barriers. 

7.3.3 Beliefs, experiences and influencing factors affecting the delivery of SHSe 

interventions in primary care settings 

The thesis highlighted many factors which influenced the delivery of SHSe interventions by 

primary care-based HCPs. The contextualisation of these findings has been presented in four 

distinct categories: patient-related factors, HCP-related factors and organisation-related 

factors. 

Patient-related factors 

As seen in the thesis service users had pre-existing conceptions where they believed HCPs 

had good level of knowledge on the topic of SHSe, which they believed enabled HCPs to be 

able to deliver SHSe interventions. This finding is aligned to the wider literature which 
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echoes service users’ belief in the knowledge and intervention capability of HCPs believing 

they are experts in their roles hence trusting their decisions.253 

However, the service users included in this thesis’ research indicated that despite having 

trust in HCPs’ knowledge, they did not always trust HCPs’ intentions when they offered SHSe 

interventions. Some service users believed HCPs were simply trying to scare them or make 

them feel guilty for their smoking behaviours. This distrust of HCPs’ intentions when offering 

supportive interventions is also seen in smoking cessation literature.254 Similarly, service 

users who are encouraged to breastfeed their infants have also reported being made to feel 

guilty by HCPs who deliver an intervention concerning infant feeding.255 

The service users’ sense of guilt also translated to the reception of interventions as 

evidenced in this thesis. As echoed by existing literature, when a third party was present in a 

consultation, service users were less receptive and less likely to engage in an intervention 

concerning sensitive health promotion issues, such as smoking or alcohol consumption.256 

Additional patient-related facilitators and barriers to intervention delivery in primary care 

settings include: HCPs’ level of understanding of the service users’ perspective, strength of 

the relationship with the HCP, whether the intervention would have undesired 

consequences.257 

HCP-related factors: 

As identified in this thesis, HCPs were consistent in their belief that it was their role to 

intervene around SHSe and that it was important to do so. The facilitating belief of role and 
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importance to intervene has been evidenced in relation other sensitive health promotion 

activities such as prevention of obesity.258,259  

A second belief which was evidenced in this thesis to influence HCPs’ SHSe intervention 

delivery behaviours pertained to the patient-professional relationship. HCPs were reluctant 

to deliver an intervention if they felt it would damage their relationship with the service 

user. A similar view also inhibits the delivery of intervention in relation other stigmatised 

topics, such as mental health problems or substance misuse, and also to sensitive issues, 

such as experience of domestic violence. However, the wider literature would indicate there 

is a possibility for maximising the authority, trust and confidence associated with HCPs roles 

to empower HCPs to be well suited to intervene regarding stigmatised or sensitive issues.260 

The experience of competing priorities was highlighted in this thesis and indeed is a poignant 

influencing factor to the delivery of many interventions in primary care settings.261  The 

majority of HCPs are limited in their time to complete all of their workload and many are 

forced to prioritise which issues they address.249,262 General practitioners have restricted 

consultation times with service users and additional HCP types have been introduced to 

support their role and help meet the demands of primary care services.263 Additionally, HCPs 

in primary care are required to prioritise the points they address in each consultation to best 

manage clinical cases.260 Where there are competing medical needs to be addressed, not all 

interventions (including SHSe which is arguably often a matter of prevention rather than 

cure) can be raised.249 

Additional HCP-related facilitators and barriers to intervention delivery have been identified 

in the existing literature which build on those that were identified in this thesis. These 
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include: tensions between medical and social explanatory models,260 unspoken assumptions 

about agency,260 the healing power of human connection,260 self-confidence in counselling 

skills, knowledge and experience levels,257 and attitudes held towards the importance of 

intervention.257 

Organisation-related factors 

The environmental settings where primary care consultations take place each have unique 

qualities which may facilitate or impede successful intervention delivery. Consultations 

conducted in service users’ own homes create opportunities for HCPs to identify potential 

environmental harms, such as SHSe. Similarly, elderly or childhood neglect may also be 

identified during home visits, giving HCPs an opportunity to intervene.264 On the other hand, 

clinic visits offer private, confidential spaces where SHSe interventions can be delivered. In 

this way, the use of consultation rooms in community pharmacies aids the delivery of 

interventions to service users, including those relating to lifestyle advice or smoking 

cessation.265 Both home visits and consultation/ clinic rooms lend themselves well to the 

delivery of SHSe interventions. 

The thesis findings highlighted another organisational factor which influenced the delivery of 

SHSe interventions – a lack of resources. Interviews with HCPs explained the lack of funding 

and loss of specialist staff. The funding previously available to support the provision of 

nicotine replacement therapies (NRT) has been withdrawn.266 Therefore, support for SHSe 

harm reduction which utilises NRT are no longer free of charge for service users. There has 

been a loss of funding for specialist smoking cessation services in the UK. Thus, services 

which had previously been available to offer individualised follow up support for smokers 
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have been discontinued throughout the majority of the UK. This is compounded by an 

overall shortfall of staffing in UK primary care settings overall.267 A shortfall which further 

exacerbates limitations on time available per consultation thereby restricting opportunities 

for SHSe intervention delivery in primary care settings. 

Other organisational factors which may influence interventions (in addition to those 

identified in the thesis findings) include: ineffective interventions, level of assistance/support 

available in intervention delivery, reimbursement, IT support, length of consultation times, 

referral pathways, and communication with other members of the HCP team. It is possible 

that these additional factors may also influence SHSe intervention in primary care 

settings.257 

7.3.4 Future approaches to interventions 

The thesis identified that there is a lack of awareness of existing e-learning software suitable 

for improving knowledge surrounding SHSe from HCPs. Despite the limited awareness of 

existing solutions, HCPs participating in the thesis’ research had offered insight into possible 

suitable interventions to target SHSe. These suggestions had broadly been one of two types, 

either population based or targeted approaches. These two mechanisms for change have 

underpinned public health policy, and were originally described by Geoffrey Rose in the 

1980s.268 The principle of population based approaches is that risk factors for diseases such 

as SHSe is normally distributed across the population and so any universal shift as a result of 

a widespread intervention would lead to a greater effect on overall health.48 An example of 

the efficacy of this approach was the introduction of smoke free legislation which played an 

important role in reducing rates in smoking across England.269 Although, not on such a macro 
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scale, HCPs in this thesis advocated non-targeted approaches where patients could 

universally be screened for SHSe. However, population based approaches may encounter 

the ‘prevention paradox’ whereby successful reductions in the total population’s exposure 

to a risk factor may be reduced but this would only confer as a small benefit to each at risk 

individual.48 Therefore, alternative approaches may be suitable which are targeted as 

suggested by some of the HCPs involved in this thesis. Targeted approaches in smoking 

cessation have proven to be successful. For example, a randomised controlled trial 

examining the use of financial incentives targeted at pregnant women as a tool for smoking 

cessation appeared to be hugely successful in discontinuing smoking.270 

Therefore, it does seem important that both population based and targeted approaches are 

considered in the design of future interventions in preventing SHSe. Additionally, it was clear 

amongst participants and the systematic review of literature that multi-factorial 

interventions (those with more than one intervention element e.g. counselling in 

conjunction with educational support) are a desired approach for future interventions. This 

is not surprising, as in many complex clinical issues, multi-factorial solutions have often been 

the most successful in improving health, such as those seen in reducing falls in the elderly or 

improving weight management in children.271,272 Managing SHSe is complex, and therefore 

multi-factorial approaches are likely to produce the greatest benefit in those at risk.   

In alignment with national guidance, smoking cessation options should always be explored 

as the first-line option to reducing SHSe-related harms. Therefore, it appears likely that any 

future SHSe harm reduction intervention should follow on from an initial smoking cessation 

intervention attempt. Already in existence are: training, recommended VBA strategies and 
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organisational promotion techniques (namely QOF and electronic system prompts) to 

encourage HCPs to deliver interventions promoting smoking cessation. Future SHSe harm 

reduction interventions may then be implemented should the smoking cessation 

interventions be unsuccessful to promote harm reduction until cessation can be achieved. 

Thus, any SHSe harm reduction messages offering alternative strategies other than quitting 

smoking, should not be delivered in isolation; rather it should only be delivered in instances 

where smoking cessation has first been ruled out. 

7.4 Strengths and limitations 

This thesis has many strengths and has utilised methods well-suited to achieving its aim as 

detailed in chapter 2. It offers robust research following rigorous and previously published 

methods. The same research objectives have been explored using different datasets to 

generate mostly consistent findings, indicating validity through triangulation. However, as 

for all research projects, there are also limitations which are important to recognise when 

considering the overall findings of the research. 

7.4.1 Limitations across the thesis 

The voice of the service user 

Across all of the research embedded in this thesis, there has been an overall lack of service 

users’ voice. The systematic review only included studies published from a HCPs’ perspective 

and the survey was distributed to and completed by HCPs. Only the qualitative research 

study attempted to represent the voice of the service user. Nonetheless, had more service 
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users been recruited the qualitative findings may have been improved in the representation 

of the service user voice.  

Theoretical grounding 

The choice of theoretical grounding may be disputed as other alternatives were also 

available. The predecessor to the COM-B model of behaviour change, the TDF, could have 

been chosen for the theoretical grounding of the research instead. However, the TDF was 

considered not to be suitable to guide the development of interview/discussions guides for 

this research project. Using the TDF would offer more structure than was necessary and 

there was a risk that the interview would be delivered as a verbal questionnaire rather than 

a participant-focussed discussion. Furthermore, as all of the fourteen TDF domains could be 

categorised into the three COM-B components, the COM-B Model would still cover all of the 

relevant areas for discussion in the interview without forcing some subjects to be discussed 

unnecessarily. Using the TDF for the survey element of this research project was a 

possibility. However, this would have considerably lengthened the survey to ensure that all 

14 domains were covered, which may have reduced response rates and increased 

respondent fatigue. 

Reflexivity 

Reflexivity has played a key role in all of the research studies in this thesis. My background as 

a pharmacist with childhood exposure to SHS is likely to have influenced my question 

development and interpretation of the results for each step of the thesis. Although I am a 

registered HCP, during the conduct of this research project I assumed the primary role of a 

postgraduate researcher. Therefore, it was important that I remained reflexive and aware of 
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the potential for personal and professional bias which could have come from my previous 

experiences. I recognise that it is not possible to completely avoid personal and professional 

biases from influencing how I collected and interpreted these data. In order to reduce the 

risk of inputting my bias, I adopted a non-judgemental neutral position during data 

collection, ensured lines of questioning remained on track with the pre-determined semi-

structured interview topic guide and ensured that data analysis was conducted in 

conjunction and verified by other researchers, my supervision team.  

Despite working as a postgraduate researcher, in reality my experience as a pharmacist also 

acted as a strength in this research design as it allowed me to rapidly build rapport with a 

range of HCPs and service users. I was able to use my professional experience to increase my 

understanding of the participants’ viewpoint and to help probe further on certain points for 

clarity and more information as I would do during discussions with patients as a pharmacist. 

I was keen not to make participants feel pressured to answer questions “correctly”. I wanted 

them to feel at ease sharing their honest opinions and truthful experiences. Therefore, I 

chose to refrain (unless, of course, it seemed rude or counter-productive to do so) from 

interjecting with names of medication and I made an effort to ask participants to provide 

clarification on topics that were referenced but not necessarily explained. This was 

personally challenging, particularly when I interviewed HCPs, as I felt this would seemingly 

undermine my competence as a pharmacist as viewed by the interviewee. However, I 

continually reminded myself that I had assumed the role of a postgraduate researcher as 

opposed to a pharmacist to help support my research practice. 
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To aid the recruitment of service users who were seemingly distrustful or intimidated, I 

explained my background as a pharmacist. I hoped that talking to a pharmacist would feel 

more familiar to them than talking to a researcher. For all of the interviews, the atmosphere 

of an informal conversation was created to encourage the participants to be honest about 

their experiences and opinions. I was able to use my existing consultation skills to encourage 

the participants to share their personal accounts and to help tailor the follow-up questions 

to their personal experiences. Moreover, my experience as a pharmacist gave me an interest 

in the application of research to inform better clinical practice and to best support service 

users’ needs. Therefore, my professional background influenced my decision to take a 

pragmatic approach to this project. 

7.4.2 Limitations specific to the empirical research 

There were three key limitations identified concerning the empirical research components of 

this thesis: bias, confounding and chance. The components of these limitations are outlined 

in this section. 

Social desirability bias:273 The data collected through surveys and interviews relied on HCPs 

and service users’ self-reported experiences and practices. It is possible that respondents 

may have given answers which they felt were the “correct” desirable option. The use of 

mixed-methods attempts to mitigate this bias by allowing interrogation of the two datasets. 

However, it is possible for this bias to have been present in both datasets, thus affecting the 

overarching conclusion. The anonymity (of surveys) and confidentiality (of interviews) was 

designed to reassure participants, so they would give truthful answers, although this cannot 

be guaranteed. 
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Selection bias:274 Wide-reaching recruitment methods were used for data collection. 

However, it is possible that the findings may be limited by the effects of selection bias 

nonetheless. The participants of the studies may be more interested in research influencing 

their decision to participate in the studies. Additionally, those recruited through social media 

are likely to be more vocal and proactive regarding their professional role and 

responsibilities and may also be more likely to have seen the study advertisements. In this 

way, it is possible that not all HCPs’ attitudes will be reflected in the study results. For 

example, the survey tool was distributed via social media, professional bodies and vocation-

specific events/conferences. Thus, proactive members of each of the professions who 

attended such events or curated a social media presence for their professional identify were 

likely to have seen the advertisement material through these methods of recruitment. 

Non-response bias:275 Similar to above, the wide-reaching recruitment strategy employed for 

both studies (survey and interview) was used to limit the effect of non-response bias on the 

results. However, it is unknown how many of the sample saw advertisement material and 

actively decided not to participate and the reasons for this decision. It is possible, that those 

HCPs’ who were not interested in the topic of SHSe or those service users who felt 

uncomfortable or afraid to admit smoking in the home may not have taken part in these 

studies. Therefore, the findings may be limited. Of the empirical studies presented in this 

thesis, the DeSSHaRM study (using the survey tool) is more likely to have been affected by 

non-response bias. The small number of respondents in comparison to total national 

workforce of the primary care sector is likely to limit the findings of this study. Thus, these 

findings, although valuable, should be used with caution in light of this limitation and would 

benefit from future research in the area. 
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Observer bias:276 Recruitment and data collection for the qualitative study were conducted 

solely by myself. Therefore, it is possible that the qualitative data was influenced by observer 

bias. The use of audio-recordings of the interviews attempted to mitigate this effect. 

Furthermore, a reflexive statement has been included in this thesis before and after the 

presentation of the qualitative study to maintain transparency and good reflexive practice. 

Confounding:277 Confounding had the potential to impact on the findings of the quantitative 

survey. To minimise the impact of confounding, the sub-analyses were adjusted for all of the 

potential confounders.  

Chance:277 Due to chance, it possible that the results of the quantitative study have an 

increased risk of presenting a type I error. The underpowered tests and multiple testing may 

be contributing to the potential impact of chance. 

7.5 Recommendations for policy, practice and research 

The primary care setting clearly offers a unique opportunity to introduce SHSe related 

interventions, and it is clear that there is a desire from HCPs and patients that this would be 

beneficial. However, before this can be translated into reality, this thesis has been able to 

provide numerous suggestions for policy, practice and future research  

7.5.1 Recommendations for policy and practice 

This thesis has been able to offer several important policy and practice recommendations 

which include: 

• There is a clear need for improving training given to HCPs in primary care. Existing 

options are present; however, the uptake or knowledge appears to be non-existent 
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amongst the group who participated in this thesis. Improving training and knowledge 

in similar clinical areas have demonstrated positive health improvement effects and 

therefore should be adopted here. Improving training could occur either through 1) 

making HCPs more aware of existing resources and 2) introducing new training 

resources for HCPs working in primary care 

• Additionally, numerous structural and organisational barriers have been identified 

through this thesis which can be addressed. It is clear that HCPs feel that SHSe is 

important however, lack the time and resources to engage in consultations on this 

matter. Policymakers should consider options which could mitigate these competing 

interests. For example, upskilling other members of the primary care workforce who 

have patient facing roles who could engage in short initiatives such as making every 

contact count, or VBA approaches to take the workload of those traditionally seen in 

clinical roles. Additionally, policymakers should consider the need for longer 

appointments such as double appointments conducted by clinical staff to allow time 

to explore and challenge pre-existing conceptions from patients regarding smoking in 

the household, and ultimately provide further opportunity for rapport building and 

referrals.  

• Policy makers should also consider how SHSe interventions might tie into existing 

smoking cessation interventions in primary care settings, both with regards to the 

training of HCPs and the opportunities for intervening with smokers on the matter. 

SHSe-related interventions (whether brief or complex) are well suited to follow-on 

from smoking cessation conversations as achieving cessation would always be the 

first priority (and SHSe would consequently be reduced). Asking about service users' 
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smoking status remains a QOF incentivised measurement for primary care HCPs to 

conduct. Policymakers should consider the funding cuts that have been made with 

respect to smoking cessation services and identify interventions which may also lend 

themselves for use in identifying SHSe harm reduction. 

7.5.2 Recommendations for further research 

• This research highlights a need to explore and develop supportive intervention 

packages for primary care-based HCPs to use in their clinical practice to support 

service users to change their smoking behaviours to reduce SHSe. Further research is 

required to further develop intervention(s) for potential delivery in primary care 

settings, which could later be tested for delivery and efficacy as part of a randomised 

controlled trial.  

• Future in-depth research should also incorporate the service users’ perspectives to a 

larger extent regarding SHSe-practices and future interventions. This future research 

should explore the perceived receipt of interventions from service users during HCPs’ 

usual clinical practices.  

• Other areas for future research might encompass HCPs’ own SHSe and associated 

health risks when conducting home visits as part of their job.  

• Similarly, it may be beneficial to also examine or/and explore carers’ risks of SHSe, 

regardless of whether they are a professional or voluntary carer.  

• To complement the findings of this research further, exploration of the use of 

secondary care settings in the delivery of SHSe harm reduction interventions and/or 

the use of national public health campaigns to promote SHS harm reduction could 

also be beneficial. 
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7.6 Overarching conclusions 

Overall, the body of research presented in this thesis indicates that there is the potential to 

use primary care settings to deliver SHS harm reduction interventions in the UK. The thesis 

has identified and highlighted the current lack of research around the topic of SHS harm 

reduction, particularly in relation to existing and potential primary care-based interventions 

concerned with SHSe. Despite an awareness of the detrimental health consequences of 

SHSe, few HCPs receive training around SHS and SHSe to support the delivery of 

interventions aiming to reduce SHSe and the associated harms. As evidenced in this thesis, 

few primary care-based HCPs incorporate SHSe harm reduction into their current practices 

and there is little encouragement and support available to increase such intervention 

delivery. HCPs are lacking in opportunity to intervene and their levels of capability and 

motivation to intervene are also in need of improvement. Any future primary care specific 

interventions would most likely take the form of very brief advice delivered consistently by 

all members of the primary care team and followed up with individualised advice and 

support for service users as deemed appropriate. Further research is required to finalise a 

proposed intervention which could then be tested in its delivery and efficacy as part of a 

randomised controlled trial to develop upon the findings of this PhD research. 
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Appendix 4.7  Association between respondent characteristics and ‘high’ opportunity level 

 
Table 14: Number of respondents with composite scores indicative of ‘high’ 
opportunity level to intervene around SHSe and the association with respondent 
characteristics 

Characteristic N (%) ‘high’ opportunity Unadjusted OR (95% CI) 

All 3 (1.90) N/A 

Gender 

Female (n=103) 

Male(n=53) 

 

3 (2.91) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 

 N/A 

Age 

≤34 years (n=43) 

35-54 years (n=90) 

≥55 years (n=24) 

 

1 (2.27) 

2 (2.22) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 

 0.96 (0.08, 10.83) 

 N/A 

Ethnicity 

White (n=103) 

All other (n=46) 

 

3 (2.91) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 

 N/A 

Highest qualification 

Higher degree (n=44) 

All other (n=112) 

 

0 (0.00) 

3 (2.68) 

 

 Reference 

 N/A 

Type of HCP 

General Practitioner (n=54) 

 

1 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 
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Nurse or Health Visitor (n=33) 

Pharmacist (n=25) 

Other (n=43) 

1 (3.03) 

0 (0.00) 

1 (2.27) 

 1.66 (0.10, 27.41) 

 N/A 

 1.26 (0.08, 20.78) 

Current work setting 

Primary care (n=79) 

Community care (n=81) 

 

2 (0.00) 

1 (1.23) 

 

 Reference 

 0.48 (0.04, 5.42) 

Length of employment in primary or 

community care sector 

>10 years (n=85) 

4-10 years (n=35) 

≤3 years (n=36) 

 

 

1 (0.00) 

2 (5.88) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 

 Reference 

 5.09 (0.45, 58.06) 

 N/A 

Smoking status 

Never smoked (n=125) 

Current or Ex-smoker (n=31) 

 

3 (2.40) 

0 (0.00) 

 

 Reference 

 N/A 

CI: confidence interval; HCP: healthcare professional; N: number; OR: odds ratio 

Statistical significance is indicated by: *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.005. 
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Appendix 5.16 A table to show the linkage and complexity of the inductive codes and their relationship with the pre-defined 

deductive codes with the COM-B model. 

 Capability Opportunity Motivation 

Physical Psychological Physical  Social Automatic Reflective 

Capability: 

Perception of 

HCP roles and 

responsibilities  

 

Perception of HCP 

roles and 

responsibilities 

Skillset 

acquired as 

part of job role 

to apply to 

SHSe 

interventions 

HCP’s own 

awareness and 

knowledge of 

how the topic is 

relevant to their 

job role 

Opportunities 

to intervene 

presented by 

HCP’s job role 

  Confidence in 

their ability and 

intervene and 

the suitability 

of different job 

roles for 

intervention 

delivery 

Understanding of 

SHS 

 HCP’s own 

awareness and 

   Confidence in 

knowledge 
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Capability: 

Knowledge on 

the topic of SHS 

knowledge of 

SHS 

Who’s at risk and 

how to identify 

them? 

Skillset to 

identify 

recipient for 

intervention 

and to start the 

discussion 

HCP’s own 

awareness of 

who might be at 

risk of SHSe 

   Confidence in 

skillset to 

identify and 

motivation to 

intervene 

Consequences of 

SHSe 

 HCP’s own 

knowledge of 

consequences 

of SHSe 

   Confidence in 

knowledge and 

motivation to 

intervene 

Is SHSe a 

sensitive topic? 

Skillset to 

navigate 

sensitive 

discussion 

Awareness of 

potential 

sensitive nature 

of topic 

  Emotional 

reactions to 

intervention 

with a 

Plan of how to 

approach and 

manage this 

sensitive topic 
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potentially 

sensitive 

nature 

Capability: 

Knowledge on 

the topic of SHS 

harm reduction 

Understanding of 

SHS harm 

reduction 

 HCP’s own 

awareness and 

knowledge of 

harm reduction 

methods and 

importance of 

issue 

   Confidence in 

knowledge 

Awareness of and 

existing strategies 

to reduce SHSe at 

home 

Skillset to 

deliver 

intervention 

HCP’s own 

awareness and 

knowledge of 

harm reduction 

methods and 

available 

options. Also, 

Access to 

supporting 

resources 

Access to 

supporting 

services 

 Confidence in 

knowledge and 

skillset to 

intervene. 

Also, 

motivated to 

include harm 
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understanding 

of intervention 

components 

reduction as 

an option in 

their patient 

management 

plan 

E-cigarettes or 

vapes 

 HCP’s 

awareness and 

knowledge of e-

cigarettes and 

vapes in relation 

to harm 

reduction 

   HCP’s 

perception of 

e-cigarettes 

and vapes 

influencing 

their stance 

Capability: 

Acquisition of 

knowledge 

Source of 

knowledge and 

training/ education 

Acquisition of 

skillset to 

intervene 

HCP’s level of 

acquired 

knowledge on 

topic of SHSe 

Access to 

training and 

educational 

resources 

Provision of 

training 

 Motivation to 

undertake 

training and 

self-confidence 
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in their level of 

training 

Laws and 

campaigns 

 HCP’s 

awareness of 

laws and 

campaigns 

around SHSe 

 HCP’s 

encounter with 

laws and 

campaigns 

around SHSe 

  

Opportunity: 

Access to 

opportunities 

which aim to 

support SHSe 

harm reduction 

Access to 

opportunities 

which aim to 

support SHSe 

harm reduction 

      

Opportunity: Lack 

of supportive 

Lack of supportive 

resources (i.e. 

time and funding) 

  Lack of access 

to resources to 
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resources (i.e. 

time and funding) 

support 

intervention 

Opportunity: Role 

and appointment 

type providing 

opportunity to 

intervene 

Role and 

appointment type 

providing 

opportunity to 

intervene 

Nature of job 

role creates 

opportunities to 

intervene  

 

 Consultations 

done in job role 

are 

opportunities to 

intervene. 

Presentation of 

physical 

triggers and 

barriers to 

intervene 

Influence of 

others 

encountered in 

job role affects 

HCPs’ 

opportunity for 

intervention 

delivery 

 Motivation to 

use 

opportunities 

as part of job 

role to 

intervene 

Opportunity: How 

opportunity is 

affected by 

Incentivisation by 

others to 

encourage SHSe 

intervention 

   Incentives 

offered by 

anyone in 

relation to 

 Incentives to 

motivate HCPs 

to deliver 

intervention 
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HCPs’ social 

environments 

delivery from 

HCPs 

intervention 

delivery 

Effect of others’ 

views around the 

professional 

expectations for 

HCPs 

   Influence of 

peer pressure 

 Sense of 

judgement 

Effect of third 

party 

   Presence of 

third party in 

consultation 

may affect 

intervention 

delivery or 

perceived 

receptivity of 

service user to 

Emotional 

reactions or 

reasons not 

to intervene in 

response to 

seeing third 

party 

Third party 

may influence 

motivation to 

intervene 
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engage in 

intervention 

Motivation: Guilt Guilt Skillset to 

deliver 

intervention 

without making 

smoker feel 

guilty 

  Effect of 

others or 

social stigma 

on SHSe and 

effect of 

recipient 

feeling guilty 

Emotions 

associated 

with guilt-trip 

Perception of 

good and bad, 

feeling judged 

and HCP’s 

plan to 

approach topic 

Motivation: 

Patient-

professional 

relationship 

Patient-

professional 

relationship 

   Influence of 

recipients on 

intervention 

delivery 

Feelings on 

importance of 

relationship 

versus 

intervening 

Is protecting 

relationship 

more important 

than 

intervening? 
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Motivation: Beliefs 

about efficacy 

Beliefs about 

efficacy 

Skillet to 

engage 

patients in 

intervention 

  Influence of 

recipients on 

intervention 

delivery 

Feelings 

related to 

perceived 

uptake, 

engagement 

and outcomes 

Beliefs and 

intentions for 

an intervention 

Motivation: 

Appropriateness 

Perception of 

service user 

receptivity to 

intervention 

Skillset to 

engage 

patients in 

intervention 

  Influence of 

others to act 

as a barrier to 

intervention 

delivery 

Emotional 

reactions or 

reasons not 

to intervene 

Perception of 

good and bad, 

feeling judged 

and HCP’s 

plan to 

approach topic 

Perception of job 

role 

Skillset to 

engage 

patients in 

intervention 

Knowledge of 

SHSe in remit of 

job role 

Opportunities 

to intervene 

because of job 

role 

Perceptions of 

their job role 

and their role 

 Intentions for 

intervening in 

relation to their 
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in intervention 

delivery 

view of job 

roles 

Are SHSe 

interventions 

needed? 

 Knowledge on 

topic of SHSe 

Is intervening a 

priority in the 

consultation 

opportunities 

presented? 

  Is intervening a 

priority in the 

consultation 

opportunities 

presented? 

Intervention: 

Desired goal(s) 

from a SHS-

related 

intervention 

Desired goal(s) 

from a SHS-

related 

intervention 

 Awareness of 

important impact 

of SHS harm 

reduction and its 

benefits 

   Reason to 

deliver 

intervention 

Intervention: 

Delivered by 

whom? 

Delivered by 

whom? 

Skillset through 

role influencing 

who best 

suited for 

Knowledge 

learned through 

role influencing 

who best suited 

Best 

opportunities to 

deliver an 

intervention 

Support from 

other services 

in intervention 

delivery 

 Beliefs and 

intentions for 

an intervention 

will influence 
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intervention 

delivery 

for intervention 

delivery 

delivery 

behaviors 

Intervention: 

Delivered to 

which groups of 

service users? 

Universal 

approach 

Skillset to rise 

the topic in all 

consutlations 

Knowledge of 

brief intervention 

Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

  Intentions for 

an intervention 

Medically relevant 

consultations 

 Knowledge of 

which patients 

to target 

Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

 Medical 

illness 

increase 

motivation to 

intervene 

Intentions for 

an intervention 

Parents Skillset to raise 

topic with 

parents 

Knowledge of 

which patients 

to target 

Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

 Thought of 

child as a 

vulnerable 

group 

increases 

Intentions for 

an intervention 
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motivation to 

intervene 

Smoking service 

users only 

Skillset to 

identify 

smoking 

service users 

Knowledge of 

which patients 

to target 

Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

  Intentions for 

an intervention 

Intervention: 

Recommended 

timing for 

intervention 

Recommendations 

on the 

intervention 

intensity 

  Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

  Intentions for 

an intervention 

Recommended 

time points to 

intervene 

  Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 
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Time length for a 

single intervention 

  Consultation 

opportunities 

for intervention 

  Feeling 

pressured for 

time might 

influence 

motivation to 

deliver 

Intervention: What 

should a SHSe 

intervention 

include? 

Recommendations 

for what the 

intervention 

should involve 

Skillset to 

deliver 

information 

Knowledge of 

information to 

deliver 

   Planning and 

goal setting 

through 

intervention 

steps 

Supportive 

measures for 

implementation 

 Knowledge of 

where to 

signpost to 

 Access to 

supportive 

resources and 

services 
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Points that HCPs 

would like to learn 

in order to deliver 

an intervention 

Gaps of skills 

to acquire 

Knowledge gaps 

to fill 

 Provision of 

training 

 Level of 

confidence and 

reflection on 

knowledge and 

skillset to feel 

confident 

delivering an 

intervention 

Points that service 

users want to 

learn from an 

intervention 

   Influence of 

goals for 

smokers and 

their families 

etc. affecting 

intervention 

delivery 
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Appendix 5.17 Suggested vignettes for a SHSe intervention based on 

qualitative data findings from the intervention theme 

Table 7.1 Vignette number 1 - Indirect, broad, untargeted approach 

1. Brief name Vignette number 1 - Indirect, broad, untargeted approach 

2. Why Many HCPs, although keen to intervene on SHSe, reported difficulty in 

knowing who to deliver an intervention to and how to instigate discussion 

around SHSe. The topic of SHSe was considered by many HCPs to be a 

sensitive topic which might elicit defensive reactions from smokers, 

particularly smoking parents. A broad and untargeted approach would 

offer a conversation starter to help HCPs to raise the topic of SHSe with 

their patients. Moreover, patients might be encouraged to raise the topic 

themselves with HCPs when they felt ready to receive information and 

harm reduction advice after having seen a broadly advertised and 

untargeted message. Furthermore, the indirect, untargeted approach 

may alleviate HCPs’ common fear that patients would view them as 

judgemental if they chose to discuss SHSe with a them.  

3. What – 

material 

Very brief advice educating on the harms associated with SHSe and the 

recommendations to reduce SHSe could be widely advertised in primary 

settings: posters and adverts (paper or electronic) in waiting rooms, 
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leaflets distributed at each consultation, messaging on repeat 

prescriptions or appointment cards. 

4. What – 

procedures 

Staff working in primary care would be responsible to ensure these 

posters or adverts were visible and distributed. The recommended follow 

up support would need to be available should a patient wish to pursue 

the advertised recommendations. 

Free online training that has been shown to be effective should be made 

available to HCPs in primary care settings to enable them to answer any 

questions and provide advice to patients should SHS harm reduction 

messages be sought. 

5. Who 

provided 

Any member of the primary care team could help to distribute these 

messages. Management would need to approve and oversee the display 

of adverts in primary care settings, such as display of messages on 

TV/computer screens in patient waiting areas. Leadership (e.g. CCG) or 

professional bodies (e.g. RCGP) may be need to approve, distribute and 

facilitate the display of broad and untargeted SHSe harm reduction 

messages to encourage primary care teams to participate in these 

interventions. 

6. How The intervention would be delivered indirectly to primary care service 

users through advertised materials, described above (3). Further direct 
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face-to-face further support would be provided to follow on from this 

intervention in successful cases. 

7. Where Waiting areas in primary care settings were felt to be an ideal setting to 

advertise harm reduction messages to a broad and untargeted audience. 

Messages may also be advertised in opportune places where patients are 

likely to see them, e.g. appointment reminder cards and repeat 

prescription scripts.  

8. When and 

how much 

Adverts and messages should be made available over a prolonged period 

of time to best reach as many patients as possible. Some HCPs gave the 

suggestion to opportunistically link with existing smoke free campaigns, 

such as Stoptober, to advertise the messages while discussion on smoking 

was already being encouraged at known and specified time points. 

9. Tailoring Adverts and messages may benefit from being adapted to the other 

languages and cultures in addition to English, to support patients of 

different backgrounds in understanding the harm reduction messages. 

10. 

Modifications 

N/A 

11. How well 

– planned 

Intervention uptake and engagement could be monitored by 

management within primary care teams, or via audits conducted by any 

promoters of this intervention i.e. CCGs or professional bodies. 

Alternatively, if a research team receives funding to test the feasibility of 
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delivering SHS harm reduction intervention in primary care, they would 

also assess and report on how well this intervention was working in 

practice. 

12. How well 

– actual  

N/A 

(N/A not applicable; CCG clinical commissioning group; HCP healthcare professional; SHS 
secondhand smoke; SHSe secondhand smoke exposure; RCGP Royal College of General 
Practitioners; TV television) 

Table 7.2 Vignette number 2 - Direct, brief and untargeted approach 

1. Brief name Vignette number 2 - Direct, brief and untargeted approach 

2. Why The direct approach ensures that the harm reduction message is 

delivered to patients. Using an untargeted approach will avoid HCPs 

feeling judgemental for selecting whom to deliver this sensitive 

intervention to. Furthermore, delivering the message to all patients 

makes it easier for HCPs who sometimes feel it is difficult to identify and 

approach those at risk of SHSe. The brief messaging allows HCPs to 

remember a small script of points and questions which is succinct and 

easier to deliver in practice than a more complex intervention would be. 

Patients can then choose to follow up for further information at their 

own choice, which aligns with the patient voice of wanting to receive 

messages but often wishing to follow up when they were ready. 
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3. What – 

material 

HCPs would need supportive resources or training to educate on what 

advice to offer and which questions to ask as prompts. Written resources 

(e.g. leaflets including practical advice) may also be given with this verbal 

intervention. 

4. What – 

procedures 

HCPs will offer information to all patients with whom they have a 

consultation. This information would offer very brief advice (to briefly 

explain the importance of avoiding SHSe and methods that can be used to 

reduce exposure, e.g. smoking outside with doors and windows closed) 

which forms the intervention being delivered to patients. Supportive 

services would need to be available for patients to access for further 

follow up support should they wish to access these. 

5. Who 

provided 

Any member of the primary care team could help to distribute these 

messages. A consistent approach from all members of the team would be 

recommended and would also be supportive to reinforce the message. 

6. How This intervention would be delivered face-to-face and may be reinforced 

with the provision of written material which can be taken away following 

a verbal conversation on the topic. 

7. Where The intervention would be delivered in all settings where a primary care 

HCP is offering professional service to patients: all primary care settings, 

including patients’ homes on home visits. 
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8. When and 

how much 

The brief advice would be delivered at every consultation by all HCPs in 

primary care, following the “Making Every Contact Count” guideline. 

9. Tailoring This is an untargeted intervention and therefore, will not require tailoring 

to the needs of individual patients. Should any written resources be used 

to follow on from the consultation detailing the key points, these may be 

tailored to suit the cultures and languages of patient populations 

registered at primary care practices. 

10. 

Modifications 

N/A 

11. How well 

– planned 

Intervention uptake and engagement could be monitored by 

management within primary care teams, or via audits conducted by any 

promoters of this intervention i.e. CCGs or professional bodies. 

Alternatively, if a research team receives funding to test the feasibility of 

delivering SHS harm reduction intervention in primary care, they would 

also assess and report on how well this intervention was working in 

practice. 

12. How well 

– actual  

N/A 
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Table 7.3 Vignette number 3 

1. Brief name Vignette number 3 - Layered intervention 

2. Why A consistent message delivered across primary care was recommended 

by most HCPs. However, some HCPs may be better suited in the role to 

offer further support to patients who show interest in the intervention to 

reduce SHSe. 

3. What – 

material 

No material needed for intervention delivery unless a written resource, 

e.g. leaflet, was wanted for distribution by all HCPs to support the broad 

untargeted message. All HCPs must be aware of where to signpost 

patients to for the next layer of the intervention. Furthermore, training 

will need to be provided to those HCP groups who will be responsible for 

offering further follow up support.  

4. What – 

procedures 

Broad, untargeted messages (similar to vignette number 2) would be 

delivered to all primary care service users. 

These can be followed up at the discretion of either the HCP or the 

service user by consulting with a HPC trained to support service users to 

reduce SHSe levels at home. 

5. Who 

provided 

All members of the primary care team would contribute to delivering the 

broad messaging to make use of every contact opportunity. 
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Nurses, Health visitors, GPs, pharmacists and smoking cessation advisors 

would contribute to delivering patient-specific advice to support SHSe 

harm reduction. Referral to smoking cessation advisor may be deemed 

relevant for some patients. 

6. How This intervention would be delivered face-to-face and may be reinforced 

with the provision of written material which can be taken away following 

a verbal conversation on the topic. 

7. Where The intervention would be delivered in all settings where a primary care 

HCP is offering professional service to patients. The second layer of 

individualised intervention would need to be delivered in a confidential 

setting, such as a private consultation area. 

8. When and 

how much 

The brief advice would be delivered at every consultation by all HCPs in 

primary care, following the “Making Every Contact Count” guideline. Any 

further support would be offered once and then followed up as deemed 

necessary by the HCP. 

9. Tailoring The first part of the intervention will be an untargeted message and 

therefore not tailored to any particular patient. However, the second 

layer of the intervention will need to be tailored to the specific patient, so 

as to support them in changing home smoking behaviours to reduce the 

risk of harms caused by SHSe. 
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10. 

Modifications 

N/A 

11. How well 

– planned 

Intervention uptake and engagement could be monitored by 

management within primary care teams, or via audits conducted by any 

promoters of this intervention i.e. CCGs or professional bodies. 

Alternatively, if a research team receives funding to test the feasibility of 

delivering SHS harm reduction intervention in primary care, they would 

also assess and report on how well this intervention was working in 

practice. 

12. How well 

– actual  

N/A 
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Table 7.4 Vignette number 4 

1. Brief name Vignette number 4 - Intervention targeted to population groups 

2. Why Some HCPs felt that harm reduction messages were only necessary to be 

delivered to particular populations (those in areas of high smoking 

prevalence, to parents, to identified smokers, to those presenting with a 

complaint relevant to smoking or SHSe). 

3. What – 

material 

Very brief advice educating on the harms associated with SHSe and the 

recommendations to reduce SHSe could be widely advertised in primary 

care settings which are based in communities that would be best to 

target with a SHSe intervention, e.g. areas of high smoking prevalence. 

Supportive resources or training to educate on what advice to offer and 

which questions to ask as prompts should also be made available to those 

working in areas or with service users deemed a target population. 

Written resources (e.g. leaflets) may also be given to support the broad 

untargeted message. All HCPs must be aware of where to signpost 

patients to for the next layer of the intervention. Furthermore, training 

will need to be provided to those HCP groups who will be responsible for 

offering further follow up support.  

4. What – 

procedures 

Broad, untargeted messages (similar to vignette number 2) would be 

delivered to all primary care service users. 
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These can be followed up at the discretion of either the HCP or the 

patient by consulting with a HPC trained to support patients to reduce 

SHSe levels at home. 

5. Who 

provided 

All members of the primary care team serving populations of target 

would contribute to delivering the broad messaging to make use of every 

contact opportunity for these patient groups. 

Nurses, Health visitors, GPs, pharmacists and smoking cessation advisors 

would contribute to delivering patient-specific advice to support SHSe 

harm reduction. Referral to smoking cessation advisor may be deemed 

relevant for some patients. 

6. How This intervention would be delivered face-to-face and may be reinforced 

with the provision of written material which can be taken away following 

a verbal conversation on the topic. 

7. Where The intervention would be delivered in all settings where a primary care 

HCP is offering professional services to patients who are considered to be 

from a target patient population. The second layer of individualised 

intervention would need to be delivered in a confidential setting, such as 

a private consultation area. 

8. When and 

how much 

The brief advice would be delivered at every consultation by all HCPs in 

primary care, following the “Making Every Contact Count” guideline. Any 
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further support would be offered once and then followed up as deemed 

necessary by the HCP. 

9. Tailoring Due to the targeted approach to delivery, the intervention can be tailored 

to particular patient groups, e.g. tailored to young mothers who smoke 

and expose their baby to SHS. The second layer of the intervention will 

need to be tailored to the specific patient, so as to support them in 

changing home smoking behaviours to reduce the risk of harms caused by 

SHSe. 

10. 

Modifications 

N/A 

11. How well 

– planned 

Intervention uptake and engagement could be monitored by 

management within primary care teams, or via audits conducted by any 

promoters of this intervention i.e. CCGs or professional bodies. 

Alternatively, if a research team receives funding to test the feasibility of 

delivering SHS harm reduction intervention in primary care, they would 

also assess and report on how well this intervention was working in 

practice. 

12. How well 

– actual  

N/A 
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Table 7.5 Vignette number 5 

1. Brief name Vignette number 5 - Patient-specific intervention 

2. Why A few HCPs felt that a complex intervention should be delivered specific 

to the patient to best support them to reduce SHSe for non-smokers in 

the home. 

3. What – 

material 

Training will need to be provided to HCPs offering this intervention to 

educate about identifying SHSe, raising discussion on this sensitive topic 

whilst protecting patient-professional relationships, and supporting 

changes in home smoking behaviours to help protect non-smokers from 

the consequences of SHSe. 

4. What – 

procedures 

Identified smokers and those identified to be at-risk of SHSe should be 

offered individualised support to help change home smoking behaviours 

to reduce levels of SHSe for non-smokers. 

5. Who 

provided 

Nurses, Health visitors, GPs, pharmacists and smoking cessation advisors 

would contribute to delivering patient-specific advice to support SHSe 

harm reduction.  

6. How This intervention would be delivered face-to-face to patients. 

7. Where The intervention would be delivered in all primary care settings where 

the relevant HCP was working. A confidential setting, such as a private 
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consultation area, would be required for the delivery of a sensitive 

intervention to a specific patient. 

8. When and 

how much 

Support would be offered once and then followed up as deemed 

necessary by the HCP or as requested by the patient. 

9. Tailoring This intervention will need to be tailored to the specific patient, so as to 

support them in changing home smoking behaviours to reduce the risk of 

harms caused by SHSe. The intervention may need to be adapted to 

become language- or culturally-sensitive. 

10. 

Modifications 

N/A 

11. How well 

– planned 

Intervention uptake and engagement could be monitored by 

management within primary care teams, or via audits conducted by any 

promoters of this intervention i.e. CCGs or professional bodies. 

Alternatively, if a research team receives funding to test the feasibility of 

delivering SHS harm reduction intervention in primary care, they would 

also assess and report on how well this intervention was working in 

practice. 

12. How well 

– actual  

N/A 
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Appendix 6.1 Integration and synthesis of findings from the DeSSHaRM and DeSSIP studies, exploring HCPs’ capability, opportunity, and 

motivation, to deliver SHSe interventions in UK primary care settings 

 

 DeSSHaRM study DeSSIP study 

Capability • Overall, only ~17% of respondents indicated they 
had a high level of capability to intervene around 
SHSe.  
 

• Most HCPs agreed or strongly agreed that they 
understood what the health effects of SHSe are. 
 

• There was a mixture of responses concerning 
whether the amount of training on SHSe was 
sufficient. 
 

• There was a mixture of responses regarding 
whether HCPs felt they could answer any 
questions about SHSe. 
 

• Most disagreed with the statement suggesting 
HCPs did not know how to ask smokers about 
SHSe for others present in their smokers’ home 
environments (but there remained a large 
number of respondents who agreed or remained 
neutral in response to this posed statement). 

• Perceptions of HCPs’ roles and responsibilities 
- All in primary care have a responsibility to tackle SHSe 
- ‘Making every contact count.' 
- Most feel training and skillset for role gives capability to intervene. 
- Part of the job to do health promotion activities 
- Everyone has a signposting role. 
- HCPs have the capability to give out informative leaflets. 
- GPs might have more capability if service users’ motivation means they are 

more likely to listen to messages from GP rather than other HCP types. 
- Training on motivational interviewing given for job roles gives HCPs the 

capability to intervene around SHSe.  
- GPs feel HCAs and nurses likely to have more up-to-date training and 

knowledge on the topic of SHS because of their job roles  
- GPs had the capability to distribute information and refer service users for 

specialist support in reducing SHSe for others in home environments 
- An established part of the HVs job role to ask about SHSe for babies.  
- Capability overlaps with opportunity because of nature of job roles 

(pharmacists are easily accessible and can imbed intervention into existing 
MUR, NMS, nicotine replacement therapy and general sales consultations; 
nurses have longer consultations and see at-risk demographic in chronic 
disease management reviews which also improves the patient-professional 
relationship and therefore, motivation to intervene too) 
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• Most disagreed with the statement that HCPs did 
not know how to support smokers to reduce the 
SHSe levels of those they live with. There were 
still many respondents who answered agree or 
neutral, though too. 

• HCPs' knowledge on the topic of SHS 
- Can give vague definitions of SHS and many refer to passive smoking 
- Some confusion with thirdhand smoke influencing advice given by HCPs 
- Broad awareness of the topic but not confident in the level of knowledge 
- Children and partners most at risk of SHSe (those in the home with a smoker) 
- Aware of associated health risks. Most referred to respiratory complaints 
- Children, elderly and those with co-morbidities were considered at a high risk 

of developing the health effects of SHSe 
- SHSe generally viewed as a sensitive topic. Most HCPs wanted training to 

develop skillset on how to raise the discussion of SHSe in practice 
 

• HCPs’ knowledge on the topic of SHS harm reduction 
- Most never heard of SHS harm reduction before the study 
- Most correctly interpreted a definition of SHS harm reduction based on their 

current knowledge base. 
- A desire for more information; knowledge of the subject and what HRMs will 

entail 
- Little knowledge of e-cigarettes and vapes or how these fit into harm 

reduction approaches 
- Understood the complexity surrounding SHSe interventions 
- Need different approaches for adults and children because the exposure 

scenarios are likely to be different for each 
- Confused how harm reduction messages would be different from cessation 

advice 
- Harm reduction message suggestions: smoking cessation, smoke in a different 

room, smoke less-tarry cigarettes, wear an overcoat, smoke outside, change 
smokers’ mind-sets to encourage cessation, offer informative leaflets 

- Lack of confidence around harm reduction approaches indicates low 
capability. 

 

• Acquisition of knowledge about SHS 
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- Little or no formal training or education had been delivered to HCPs about 
SHSe (particularly for GPs and pharmacists) 

- HCPs generally gained knowledge of SHS from their own school education and 
from  national campaigns, or sometimes during paediatric training (in which 
case would have a gap in knowledge about adult SHSe cases) 

- Smoking cessation training delivered in undergraduate training, not sure if 
SHSe mentioned here 

- HVs had heard of SHSe in their job-specific training 
- All HCPs had an awareness of some laws or campaigns around SHSe (e.g. 

public smoking ban or TV adverts) 
Opportunity • Overall, only ~2% of respondents indicated they 

had a high level of opportunity to intervene 
around SHSe. (This was lower than capability and 
motivation results.) 
 

• The group of nurses and HVs had the highest 
mean score indicating the highest level of 
opportunity of all of the primary care HCP groups 
surveyed. 

 

• 42% of respondents felt it was easier to 
intervene around SHSe during follow-up 
appointments rather than first consultations, but 
there were still many respondents who answered 
neutral or disagreed on this. 
 

• A broad range of responses regarding feeling 
there was insufficient time to intervene, 
although the largest group was in agreement. 

 

• Access to services supporting SHSe harm reduction 
- Most HCPs think of cessation as the method for harm reduction and therefore 

would make referrals to sources of specific smoking cessation support to 
effect SHS harm reduction 

- Depending on the level of motivation, often contingent on perceived 
capability, HCPs will refer service users to another HCP type for support with 
SHS harm reduction 
 

• Lack of supportive resources (i.e. time and funding) 
- Pressures on time and funding; competing priorities of other medical and 

social problems as well as patient’s agenda for consultation compounded by a 
lack of supportive resources – all reduce opportunities to intervene 

- Access to supportive services and resources much more limited than before 
because of these such funding restrictions, so fewer opportunities available 

- More funding and resources are wanted and seen to be an investment.  
 

• Role and appointment type providing opportunity to intervene 
- Primary care consultations believed a better setting to address SHSe than 

secondary care consultations. 
- GPs think nurses have more smoking cessation training, good skillset, longer 

and more frequent consultations and more specific appointments to target 
appropriate service users in 

- GPs think HCAs have more time with patients to deliver any complex 
interventions. 
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• An equal divide of respondents agreeing and 
disagreeing that they would only intervene if 
SHSe was causing or worsening a medical 
condition. 
 

• Nearly half (49%) HCPs agreed SHSe is often a 
lower priority as smokers have other problems 
that needing addressing. There was a range of 
responses, but no-one strongly disagreed with 
this statement. 
 

• Only ~20% agreed they felt well supported to 
intervene with smokers to help them reduce 
SHSe. 

- All HCPs should have some opportunity and skillset to ‘make every contact 
count.' 

- Most felt HCPs who make home visits have the best opportunity to intervene 
because it is easier to identify SHSe, and they would also be likely seeing 
groups of service users with the highest risk of SHSe harms. For example, HVs 
see children under 5 years who maybe live with smokers. 

- Pharmacists have the opportunity to give lifestyle advice and health 
promotion as part of their normal activities and patient consultations. 

 

• How opportunity is affected by HCPs’ social environments 
- No incentives offered to encourage HCPs to intervene around SHSe; health 

benefits are seen as the only incentive; some incentives were identified for 
smoking cessation, particularly for pharmacies who offer a specific service and 
generate revenue for it, or for GP practices through QOF points achieved when 
staff ask about service users’ smoking status. 

- Campaigns encouraged by professional bodies create a social opportunity to 
intervene. However, these do not exist specifically for SHSe as yet. Thus, more 
encouragement is needed from leadership or from membership bodies to 
incentivise and create opportunities for SHS interventions.  

- The presence of a third party can influence intervention delivery. Most HCPs 
were more likely to intervene if a child was present regardless of whom the 
consultation was focussed on. Similarly, HCPs were more likely to intervene 
around SHSe for an adult service user if their smoking partner was also present 
in the consultation to account for the agency to affect change in home 
smoking habits  

Motivation • Overall, only ~16% of respondents indicated they 
have a high level of motivation to intervene 
around SHSe. (This was lower than capability but 
higher than opportunity data.) 
 

• Respondents from the HCP group type ‘Other’ 
had lower mean scores for motivation than GPs. 

• Guilt 
- HCPs expected that smoking service users would feel guilty and react 

defensively 
- HCPs wanted to avoid making smokers feel guilty do not want to lose patient 

other health issues too important 
- Not confident on how to support parents on a sensitive topic that will make 

them feel guilty 
- Only one HCP suggests guilt can be a tool to help change smoking behaviours  
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• HCPs based in the community setting reported 
lower adjusted mean scores than those based in 
primary care (i.e. GP practices) settings. 

 

• Most HCPs agreed that intervening to help 
smokers to reduce SHSe for others is important. 
No HCP strongly disagreed with this statement, 
and only ~2% indicated that they disagreed at all 
on this. 
 

• There was an uncertainty of whether smokers 
wanted support from HCPs. Indeed, ~46% 
remained neutral on this. 

 

• Most HCPs said they would feel uncomfortable 
intervening with smokers to help reduce SHSe for 
others. Over half agreed with this statement and 
of these, ~15% were in strong agreement about 
this. 

 

• Most disagreed with the statement that raising 
the topic of SHSe would create problems for 
patient-professional relationships. 

 

 

• Patient-professional relationship 
- Build, maintain and protect relationship takes precedence over SHSe 

interventions for all HCPs 
- If service user were upset, they might not come back and so, miss out on other 

priority issues to address (medical problems and QOF) 
- All GPs wanted to avoid being paternalistic and did not want to nag or lecture 

service users as they were scared this would damage the relationship 
- Only one says challenging the relationship can motivate patients to change 

smoking behaviours but still did not want to nag or lecture and wanted to 
keep the relationship ultimately 

- Already have a lack of relationship and sporadic opportunities to intervene so 
this lack of relationship can be demotivating to intervene and presents a 
barrier for delivery and follow up of SHSe interventions 

 

• Beliefs about efficacy 
- Some have a positive view of uptake and outcomes; parents want to do what 

is best for the child  
- A belief that the planting of a seed of intervention idea will be effective and 

have a big impact for many  
- An appreciation that harm reduction might work better for those not ready to 

quit 
- HCPs have more motivation to intervene with younger service users who 

smoked as they felt younger smokers were more likely to change behaviours in 
response to an intervention 

- HCPs felt there would be better uptake of intervention delivery if the 
intervention was brief and succinct and also relevant to the consultation 

- HCPs suggested that earning a certificate or CPD accreditation would increase 
motivation and therefore, uptake 

- Some HCPs were worried that an intervention might annoy the service user 
and cause them to lose contact with the service or potentially put a strain on 
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• ~45% HCPs agreed that smokers would not 
engage in SHSe interventions (of these, 4% were 
in strong agreement). A further 38% HCPs 
remained neutral on this indicating some 
uncertainty. 

the service user’s personal relationships. These beliefs demotivated HCPs from 
intervening 

- HCPs were less motivated to offer interventions if they believed service users 
would not engage in the intervention or would not believe their advice 

- Some HPCs felt that an intervention would only be effective if the service user 
was ready to listen to the advice given (whereas other believed in the 
effectiveness of ‘planting the seed’ for those not ready) 

- Some HCPs had a higher motivation for cessation options rather than harm 
reduction intervention delivery as they felt this would have a better impact on 
health 
 

• Appropriateness 

- Will service users be receptive and engage: good level of public awareness of 
smoking harms makes service users more likely to engage; if a HCP felt service 
user was receptive to an intervention, then they were more likely to intervene; 
service users would be more likely to be receptive if medial illness or if given 
by HCP with whom they had a good relationship – these factors all increase 
HCPs’ motivation to intervene; HCPs were less motivated if they felt they still 
needed to build a relationship first (i.e. not deliver the intervention in the first 
consultation); HCPs were demotivated to intervene if they felt it was not 
appropriate because the service user might disengage with services or had not 
responded to previous interventions; HCPs were demotivated to intervene if 
the service user’s own agenda limited the chance to intervene or if the HCP 
judged that the service user did not have the agency to act upon intervention 
advice 

- Is it part of HCPs job role: it was felt to be everyone’s job role so HCPs were 
motivated because of ‘every contact counts’; GPs felt it was a core part of job 
role; HCPs’ view that an intervention could be simple if asking about and 
recording SHSe as part of job role showed optimism and thus motivation; HCPs 
seeing the same service user overtime in their job role were more motivated 
to intervene and opposite was true if there was a lack of relationship; the 
demands of HCPs’ roles meant they had little opportunity to intervene which 
also lowered motivation to intervene; some HCPs felt others had better 
opportunity or capability which then demotivated themselves; some HCPs felt 
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that preventative medicine was a luxury in their job role and that other 
problems would take priority; some HCPs may have their own particular 
interest or area of specialism and so they would have a lower motivation for 
SHSe intervention delivery in comparison; if the HCP could not give follow up 
advice and support they felt embarrassed and less motivated to follow up at 
all 

- Is an intervention needed: most recognise SHSe is still an issue; HCPs felt 
intervening on SHSe was the right thing to do; they felt the intervention was 
more important when at the point of diagnosis, so HCPs felt more motivated 
to intervene then; some HCPs were motivated to raise the topic but had less 
motivation to follow up on the initial discussion; HCPs would assess 
appropriateness to decide if an intervention was needed in each consultation, 
other topics may take priority as having a higher need to be addressed than 
SHSe. 
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